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1.
Significance of The Compositions of Vyasadasa

Kshmendra in Contemporary Times
*Dr. Hina S. Abrol

 Abstract

Vyasadasa Kshemendra was a well known Kashmirî poet of the elev-
enth century. He is the author of several poetic compositions and covers
a wide range of subjects. In the present paper the author has chosen five
of his compositions composed in elegant sanskrit. Here, Kshemendra
has done an indepth study of the nature of a number of persons as well
as events. He has brought out their vices and follies in a beautiful ironi-
cal way. The degeneration in the morality of people hurt the tender heart
of our poet. Hence, the lesson giving part in his compositions is of ut-
most importance. It is this which makes it relevant even in the contem-
porary times.

Key words : subtle, satirical, innate, rogue, ganika, genre, sadacara, aucitya,
ethicality.

The eleventh century Kashmirî poet, Vyasadasa Kshemendra is a well known
literary figure. He was the son of Sindhuputra Prakashendra. Although the exact
dates of his birth and death are not known with certainty, yet it is generally accepted
that he was born in 990 A.D and passed away in 1066 A.D.

Historical background to the compositions of Acarya Kshemendra - -—

Like all poets, Acarya Kshemendra too was blessed with a keen intellect, subtle
nature and a sensitive heart. The contemporary society had a deep imprint on his
mind. He therefore, wrote what he saw or observed. And it appears from his
compositions that he did not approve of what he saw. The rebel in him composed
satirical works which dealt a blow on the waning morals of the people at large. He
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disapproved of the conduct of people and wanted to change them for the better.
Kshemendra composed several of his treatises during the reign period of King
Ananta of Kashmir (1028 -1063 A.D) and that of his son and successor, King
Kalasha (1063-1089 A.D). The mentioned time period, i.e. the early medieval period
of the history of Kashmir was an unsettled and turbulent time. King Ananta was a
weak king. He, at first abdicated the throne in favour of his son, Prince Kalasha
and later  took back the charge from him. He was in the say of his wife, the powerful
Queen Suryamati. Ultimately, King Ananta, with a troubled mind, committed
suicide. Queen Suryamati performed Sati along with the dead body of her husband.
The testimony provided by Kalhana in the seventh taranga of his Rajatarangini
clearly indicates that King Ananta was faced with a number of difficulties.1 Himself
extravagant by nature, King Ananta pampered the Sahi princes who exhausted the
kingdom’s revenues by the fat salaries they drew.2 The Kayasthas’ oppressed the
people. The Damaras’ (landed aristocrats) had become so powerful that they
challenged the authority of the ruler himself.3 The valley had to face the invasion
of the Darads.4 The Brahmanas were unhappy and resorted to prayopavesa (solemn
fasts).5 King Ananta, who  followed the advice of his wife, Queen Suryamati, was
not having good relations with his son, Prince Kalasha.6 Kalhana has painted King
Kalasha in dark shades of grey.  He followed the instructions of worthless Gurus’s
and was misled to do dishonourable deeds by flattering parasites. His conduct was
marked by licentiousness.7

Kalhana’s account also informs us that there were peaceful times too but that
they were short lived. Therefore, under the circumstances, the sensitive and tender
heart of the poet within Kshemendra was pained to witness the base behaviour of
the elite as well as the common masses of Kashmir. His outpourings in the social
satires such as the Narmamala, Desopadesa and Kalavilasa bear testimony to this.
Their content definitely has a contemporary resonance.

The Kayastha or the official in the service of the king or the bureaucrat is the
subject of satire in both the Narmamala and the Kalavilasa. In the former text,
Kshemendra refers to them as demonic, double faced, fault finding and experts at
cheating others. He even calls them Pisaca for they plunder temples and deprive
cows of their feed. They also remain occupied in eating and drinking to their fill. 8

In his Kalavilasa, Kshemendra refers to the bureaucrats as gurus of deception.
They wax and wane like the phases of the moon, each with a new but always black
marked face. How not to work is a tested formula that they adhere to. 9 Kshemendra
further narrates the story of the skull and manages to convey to the reader that the
bureaucrat is that person who, even when reduced to mere bones, will never give
up his innate arts of deception and will concentrate on destroying people. 10

The above mentioned portrayal of a bureaucrat definitely carries its echo in the
present times. Kshemendra talks about libertines with disgust and distaste. These were
the persons who freely indulged in sensual pleasures without regard to moral principles.
These profligates are compared with snakes, who moved in circles, looking for an
opening and ready to bite.11 Similar sentiments are voiced by Kshemendra in his
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Desopadesa  wherein he compares mean and crooked parasitic libertines to beaten
dogs who despite being cheated and thrown out by whores keep going back to them.12

Doctors, according to Kshemendra’s reckoning were devoid of knowledge and doer of
dishonourable deeds.13 He removes not the ailment of the people but their money.14 He
lives off on the misery of the sick and makes every effort to keep them so. He, infact is
the cause of decay of the people’s health.15 The physician is indeed a rogue, a cheat and
is one who is completely ignorant of the knowledge given by Charaka.16 Kshemendra
is of the opinion that the astrologers are infact hypocrites and rascals. They actually
have no knowledge of astrology and simply pretend to be having knowledge of the
past and the future. They befool simpletons and make a living out of it.17 Advocates,
according to our poet, are robbers at law. They relieve people of both money and peace
of mind.18 And the court clerks have the power to make the victors into  the vanquished
and losers into winners. They take bribes, find faults, harm good people and protect
frauds. They are really vampires, who suck blood.19 Kshemendra terms the goldsmiths
as the yogis’ in the art of theft. He resorts to sixty four tricks of deception in order to
dupe their customers and earn a profit.20 Kshemendra is extremely critical about the
courtesans and passes caustic comments on their ‘profession’ in all the three social
satires under discussion. He says that she cheats her customers. She is cunning and has
no reservations about outcastes but only about those who lack money.21 Courtesans
practise their sixty four arts of deception in order to fleece their clients. They have the
capacity and acumen to reduce even the god of wealth to beggary.22 By citing the
instance of courtesan Vilasavati and King Vikrama Simha, Kshemendra mentions that
it is very difficult to understand what resides in the hearts of these courtesans. They
have many hearts and many lovers. They are full of deceptions.23 And the bawd, the
pocurer of ganikas’ is a step ahead of these courtesans. She has a keen, discerning eye.
She recognizes the men with money in an instant. She sucks their blood and then
devours them. Within moments, the intelligent turns ignorant. The rich becomes
penniless. And even what remains with them disappears when the bawd’s gaze falls
upon it. She makes use of the courtesans to earn as much as she can.24 Kshemendra
then mentions the humbug in a rather critical tone. Through the mouth of Muladeva,
the great authority on all the arts of deception, he says that the world is full of hypocrisy.
People indulge in false talks to earn profits for their selves and with no regard for
others.25 While giving sound counsel to the young Chandragupta, the son of the rich
merchant Hiranyagupta, Muladeva says that the humbug is a scoundrel in search of
prestige and recognition. So one must remain alert of all such people who will be all
sweetness when it suits him and once his purpose is served, he will only wrinkle his
brow and say nothing.26

Greed is the father of such a humbug, delusion is the mother, fraud, the
sibling and audacity, the offspring. A hypocrite lives personified in the mouths of
court officials, lawyers, ascetics, government servants, astrologers, doctors,
merchants, goldsmiths, dancers, actors, preachers and the like. 27 Humour and satire
are at its best when Kshemendra makes fun of old men who get married to young
girls. He is like a worn out lute, a scorched termite eaten tree and she is the youthful
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bride who finds it extremely difficult to tolerate her antique husband. 28

All the above mentioned instances narrated, discussed and made fun of by
Kshemendra in his social satires definitely have a contemporary resonance. Times
have changed but the human nature has not. We can draw lessons from the
experiences of the characters portrayed in his satires. The lesson giving part, the
counselling of the learned Kshemendra is something that must be valued, nurtured
and shared by one and all.

The Carucarya is a treatise of a different genre. In a hundred verses,
Kshemendra endeavours to highlight through several examples the importance of
‘sadacara’, of good conduct, of character building and of nation building. He
dwells upon the do’s and dont’s that a person living in a society must follow. For
instance, he says that one must not consume liquor for we know that the persons of
the Vrishni Vansha killed each other under the influence of liquor. 29 He advises the
readers to always remain in the company of good persons. He cites the example
from the epic Ramayana and mentions that Vibhishana stayed in the company of
Sri Rama and hence got a vast kingdom.30 He further says that one must always
listen to sound advise. It is because Duryodhana did not follow the counsel of
Vidur, that he was destroyed.31 One must try his best to diffuse enmity between
brothers. And if that is not possible, remain impartial. The example of Balramji is
cited who remained impartial towards Kauravas and Pandavas. 32

Thus, we see that the purpose of composition of a text like Carucarya was to
give counsel to the reader regarding sadacara. By citing examples from the epics,
Kshemendra succeeds in his endeavour. His sound counsel was as relevant in the
eleventh century as it is today. This particular aspect of his treatises speaks about
the timelessness of his thoughts, his beliefs and his counsels.  His
Aucityavicaracarca is a fine text wherein our author talks about aucitya, about
propriety and further says that aucitya is the soul of a Kavya. The ethicality, the
decorum is something which must be maintained by a person at all times and under
all circumstances. An individual  must do what is appropriate, for, from what is
appropriate or ‘ucit’ is derived propriety or ‘aucitya’ For instance, if a damsel
adorns her waist with a necklace, her wrists with anklets and her nose with ear
ornament, she would only make herself a laughing stock. So the ornaments will
add to the beauty of a damsel only if it is worn at the correct place. Similarly if a
man displays his prowess to the one seeking asylum and takes pity on his enemy,
he too will become a subject of humor and satire.  He should infact do what is ucit,
what is appropriate in order to earn a good name for himself. In a Kavya, alankara
have to be used with a lot of care.33 Only then does a  Kavya appears appropriate
and good to read and sweet to listen to. This particular dictum mentioned by
Kshemendra has a universal validity. It was appropriate during his time as well as
in the contemporary times.

The above discussed instances taken from the different works of Kshemendra
convey the significance of Acarya Kshemendra’s compositions as well as their
relevance in the present times. The depth of his words, the keen understanding of
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human nature that is depicted time and again in his social satires as well as in his
Carucarya and his  Aucityavicaracarca elevates our poet to a different level. The
heights reached by him during the eleventh century is something which not many
poets could do during his time or after that time period.
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2.
Champa: A Centre of Trade in Ancient India

*Dr. Nita Kumari

 Abstract

Champa the capital of Anga, was one of the major urban centers in
ancient India around 600 B.C. It was a flourishing trade centre. The
discovery of NBT and Black and Red ware-near this site has led to fur-
ther dating of the place to the chalcolithic period. It was during the 6 th

Century B.C. that trading wool, horse, arms etc. was brisk. The phase
from 300 B.C. to 50 B.C. saw the increase in the importance of Champa
as a trading centre and its contacts with other centers like Kausambi,
Mathura and Mithila etc. is evidenced. Champa was also a part of the
international routes to the Far East and China. Its significance gradu-
ally declined by the 2nd Century A.D, but it continued to be trading cen-
tre well into the medieval period.

By 600 B.C. several urban centres grew up in North-Eastern India. At least
eight to ten urban sites such as Champa, Rajgriha, Patliputra (though later), Vaisali,
Kausambi, Kasinager and Saravasti are attested not only the early Pali texts but
also by archaeology. These urban centres, with large population of artisans and
traders, became an integral part of the socio-economic formation in ancient India,
particularly in the Age of Buddha. In the present paper an attempt has been made
to trace the growth of Champa,1 as a centre of trade in ancient India.

Though the chronological sequence in Champa is not clearly indicated by the
excavators2 it appears from the potteries unearthed that the earliest inhabitants of this
region were the NBP ware using people, who were acquainted with iron. But the discovery
of Black-and-Red ware, in association with the NBP ware, has led scholars to think that
the original inhabitants may be the Chalcolithic Black-and-Red ware people, whose
settlements have been noticed at Oriup, a site hardly 50kms east of Champa.3  Suggestions
of movement of the Chalcolithic Black-and-Red ware using people from Chirand towards
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Bhagalpur area in the east has also been made.4 Now if the Black-and-Red ware people
be regarded as the original inhabitants of Champa, then the question arises as to whether
they were of the pre-Aryan groups. Literary sources may throw some light in this regard
as we have references to the Kiratas living in this area in the remote past.5 At present it is
however difficult to establish this fact. In this connection it may be noted that the Black-
and-Red ware potteries from Champa have generally flased rims which may suggest the
Neolithic influence or the Neolithic element in them.6 This theory gets further support by
the discovery of two or three pieces of antelope horns duly tampered and some stone
objects resembling like the Neolithic Black-and-Red ware.7 Thus at the present stage of
our knowledge we may assume that the pre-NBP settlements in Champa was sparse and
sporadic, as they could not have carried on any advanced cultivation with the tools they
used, and were possibly (a) the westward extension of the Chalcolithic Black-and-Red
ware using people of Oriup, or (b) the easternmost outpost of the Chalcolithic Black-and-
Red ware people of Chirand. Here it may be noted that the similarities in the Red ware
jars, without turned rims found in Champa, Sonpur and Chirand may indicate some sort
of cultural affinities between these people in the pre-NBP period.8 This affinity, however,
can not be clearly ascribed to any trade activity, for, both hunting and agriculture
communities could alearly maintain themselves for long periods with only the most
superficial contact with the outside world.9

A clear cut break with the elements of material life of the Chalcolithic
settlements is observed in Champa in the first phase of the NBP (C. 500 B.C. - 300
B.C.) The material transformation that took place in the eastern Uttar Pradesh and
Bihar, with the advent of the glossy, shining NBP ware, the fine fabric of which
suggests that it was used by well-to-do sections of an improved society, which may
have been an item of trade10 and iron in the second phase was certainly responsible
for this break. In fact, many iron slags belonging to the early levels of the NBP has
been found in Champa. Slags discovered at various urban sites in Eastern U.P. and
Bihar suggest that iron tools were made at various urban sites. This may have been
an important factor in the improvement of transport and other aspects of trade. 11

Moreover, some iron ores of Singhbhum and Mayurbhanj12 which would have
been possible only if the sites were connected with the mines. It, therefore, appears
that it was during this phase that Champa was linked with the trunk routes 13 which
developed in the upper and the middle Ganges plain with migrations of people
from the Indo-Gangetic Divide and the Upper Ganga Plain which was the field of
not only the Late Harappan and other Chalcolithic cultures but also the Aryans
using PGW in the first half of the first millennium B.C. The resemblance in the
Red ware potteries of Champa of this period and the lustrous Red ware potteries
found at Hastinapur in association with the PGW14 may therefore be found in
contemporary Brahmanical literature also. Baudhayana, an early lawgiver, declares
the people of Anga, of which Champa was a part, Magadha and also people from
other outlying areas on the fringe of Aryandom at the end of the Later Vedic period
guilty of drinking liquor, trading in wool, in animals such as the horse, and in arms
and of going to sea.15 Here it will not be out of place to mention that the Brahmnical
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attitude towards trade, as known, from the Dharmasutras, was not favourable 16 and
the traders, therefore, were obviously looked down upon in a brahmanical society.

The next phase in Champa’s growth coincides with the second phase of the
NBP (B.C. 300 to B.C. 50) which is generally marked by profuse use of NBP ware,
more iron tools and coins, plenty of terracottas, burnt brick structures and ring wells,
suggesting a vigorous economy. During this phase, obviously villages were linked
with local markets, and these in turn, with the towns. In fact, in the Vaisali, Rajgriha,
and the north Begusarai belts and the Champa area in Bhagalpur several village sites
have yielded NBP sherds.17 In Champa this phase shows Sunga terracotta figurines
and plaques as well as terracotta sealings. Apart from iron objects, east copper coins
and punch marked coins are also associated with it.18 This phase also shows a brick
wall. Three other structures occur. The first comprises four rooms, the second four
rooms, and the third a big hall and two rooms.19 The phase also exposed a spoon, a
pendant and plaques, all made of terracotta.20 Apparently this level belonged to the
second-first century B.C.22 lvory beads probably come from period.23 It is therefore
surprising when we find several references to Champa being connected with other
important trading centers in Buddhist texts which could be bracketed with the second
NBP phase. Thus we have references to Sarathas being organized regularly by the
traders of Chapma for Sindhu-Sauvira, Varanasi, Kausambi and Mathura.24 Similarly
we have also references to Champa’s connection with Mithila.25

Another connection which added to the importance of Champa as a trading
center was that of Champa and Tamralipti,26 which was the last outpost for export
trade to Sarnabhumi and other countries of the Far East. We have reference to a
land route from Champa to Tamralipti via Kajangala, which followed mainly the
lower course of the Ganges.27 P.C. Bagchi has indicated that the Assam-Burma
route to China started from Patliputra and passed through Champa, Kajangala and
Pundravardhan, before proceeding to Kamarupa. 28 The gradual development of
river transport, with its distinct advantages of cheap transport and wider circuit of
exchange, resulted in the growth of Champa-Tamralipti river route. We have several
references to river traffic, which brought merchants and then commodities, from
Kausambi, Varanasi, Patliputra and Champa to Tamralipti and further to
Swarnabhumi of not only in Indian literatures but also in Chinese chronicles. 29

It was this predominance of Champa in ancient Indian trade which made it
conspicuous during the Age of the Buddha. The situation continued to be so even
during the Kushana period, as various types of potteries belonging to this period
have been discovered in association with fine structures from this area. 30 Further
we have different types of potteries, ivory objects, stone and glass beads, bronze
figurines and terracotta sealings of the Gupta and Pala periods form Champa 31

which prove its prosperity and popularity in this periods. The site, however, seems
to have been gradually deserted after the second century A.D. or so, for the material
remains of the Gupta period are very poor.32 Fa-hien states that there are still resident
priests in Champa.33 but apparently they seem to have been very few. Huan Tsang
found there numerous Samgharamas, mostly in ruins. Nevertheless, discovey of
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the Muslim potteries in Champa bears testing to the fact that it continued to be an
important trading city for a very long time.
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3.
The Ancient Buddhist Healing Tradition in Tibet

*Dr. Barun Kumar Gupta

abstract

Tibetan medicine is a unique system of healing. This work is an attempt
to present a general picture of Tibetan Buddhist medicine and its treat-
ments and tradition. The medical tradition of Tibet was imported with
Buddhism from India in approximately the seventh century A.D. 1 The
Lord Buddha himself described his role and his teaching in terms of a
fundamental medical analogy that runs throughout all forms of Bud-
dhism. In his own life-time, the Buddha was known as the Great physi-
cian since the purpose of his teaching is to cure suffering. And over
time, the Buddha became the model of the doctor-saint whom Buddhist
physicians sought to emulate, the spiritually realized being who serves
others by healing their ills.2

The medicine of Tibet is unique for its blend of spiritual, magical and rational
healing practices. The remarkable effectiveness of Tibetan medicine was renowned
throughout Central Asia, and Tibet came to be known as the country of medicine
and the land of medicinal plants.3 Today this ancient system of healing is in danger
of being lost forever. In order to preserve this medical tradition in exile, a small
Tibetan Medical Centre with a dispensary, clinic, hospital and medical school has
been established in Dharmasala, Himachal Pradesh, by his Holiness the Dalai Lama.4

The relationship between Buddhism and healing is innate and extraordinary.
To understand this basic relationship, one needs only to recognize that the Buddha
himself spoke of the ultimate truth in terms of a medical analogy.5 It has been said
that the entire teaching of the Buddha is how to prevent suffering. The medicine
the Buddha prescribed to overcome the suffering and delusion is his teaching, the
Dharma. And the essence of this teaching is to tame the mind and transmute the
negative emotions. The Buddha taught that mind is the basis of all phenomena.

In fact, The Buddhist medical analogy is clearly stated in the sutra entitled
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the Lotus of the Good Law, in which the Buddha said: “In this comparison, the
Tathagata must be regarded as a great physician; and all beings must be regarded
as blinded by error, like the man born blind. Affection, hatred, error, and the sixty-
two false doctrines are wind, bile, phlegm. The four medicinal plants are these
four truths, namely, the state of void, the absence of a cause, the absence of an
object, and the entrance into annihilation.” And in another scripture, the
Mahaparinirvana Sutra, there are four basic motivations stated as necessary for
the practice of Dharma. These are to consider the teacher as a doctor; to consider
oneself as sick; to consider the teaching as medicine; and to consider practice of
the teaching as treatment.6

Buddhism aims at understanding the nature of mind and at developing
awareness and compassion. The practice of the Buddha’s medicine of Dharma
relies on one’s one efforts, on the recognition of impermanence, on the control of
mind, and on the diminishing of craving.7

From the Buddhist point of view, and through the practice of Dharma we can
recognize the negative habits and patterns the create suffering and disease and can
diminish them.8

Buddhism’s psychological tenets are set forth in the section of scriptures
called Abhidharma. According to the Buddha and Abhidharma, what obscures or
prevents the perfection of the human mind are the klesha (nyon-mongs). In English
they are called afflictive emotions, defilements, mental distortions, negative
emotions or even disturbing concepts. The Abhidharmasamuccaya is right when it
holds that these mental emotional obscurations are reflexive modes of
consciousness, habitual reactive and emotive complexes; they are actually the
psychic roots of illness.9

All the thousands of Kleshas can be condensed into the so-called three
poisons–confusion, attachment and aversion, which all arise from fundamental
ignorance or unawareness. Obscurations are also classified into two basic groups.
(i) emotional patterns, (ii) mental obscurations.10 According to Buddhist philosophy,
psychology and medicine, this ego-clinging is the source of all delusion, suffering
and disease. As it says very clearly in the major Tibetan medical work:

“There is but one cause for all illness, and this is ignorance due to not understanding
the meaning of identitylessness. For example, even when a bird soars in the sky, it does
not part from its shadow, Likewise, even when all creatures live and act with joy,
because they have ignorance, it is impossible for them to be free of illness.11

In this way, Tibetan Buddhist medicine is a fascinating and complex
interweaving of religion, mysticism, psychology, and rational medicine. It includes
a whole array of ideas and concepts that are used for healing along with actual
medicaments and treatments. Ultimately, however, it is the product of an ancient
culture very different from our own.

In fact, the study of Tibetan Buddhist medicine offers a fertile source of
information and insight in two ways. Firstly, the tradition’s vast body of medical
literature, its enormous pharmacopoeia, its unusual methods of diagnosis and

The Ancient Buddhist Healing Tradition in Tibet
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treatment, its ethical principles and its philosophic and psychological underpinning
are worthy of study, documentation, and preservation. They contribute to the history
of medicine, medical anthropology and ethnopsychiatry. 12

Secondly, from a theoretical point of view Tibetan medicine offers highly
defined and relevant models with which we can enrich our modern views of healing.
These include a model of holistic medicine, a model of psychosomatic medicine,
and a model for using illness to develop wisdom.13

On a relative plane, illness is said to be caused by a lack of harmony between
microcosm and the universe, on the absolute plane, illness is understood to be
caused by the disharmony originating from the delusion of duality and ego’s self-
existence. So while the relative goal of Tibetan medicine is to prevent and cure
illness, its ultimate goal is the final cure of all suffering enlightenment.14

Since body and mind are seen as a composite whole, all manner of diagnosis
and treatment takes this into account. On the organic level, the body is understood
in terms of humoral theory. On the physical plane it is the balance or imbalance of
humors, i.e. air, bile, and phlegm which are responsible for health and disease. 15

These homors, it is said, can be influenced by all sorts of natural factors like
diet and seasonal changes. They are also said to be influenced by life activities,
astrological and unseen forces, and finally by spiritual conditions, karma, existing
from the present or previous lives.16

The concepts of karma and reincarnation are central to Buddhist medicine.
Karma can be understood simply as the working out of the law of cause and effect.

Since the effects of the karma of previous lives may be felt in the present,
some diseases are said to have a purely spiritual or karmic cause. According to
Tibetan medicine, these diseases will not respond to ordinary medical treatments,
but demand, instead, spiritual or religious treatments cure them on a level that
parallels their source. Actually the idea of karma and karmic disease is a
distinguishing feature of Tibetan Buddhist medicine. 17

For the purpose of our study Tibetan healing tradition may be divided into
three main categories: Dharmic or religious medicine; tantric or yogic medicine;
and somatic or regular medicine.

Dharmic medicine heals through spiritual and psychological practices for
realizing the nature of mind and controlling the negative emotions. It includes
meditation, moral development, prayer and other religious practices. Tantric
medicine covers an intermediate level between the mental and the physical. It uses
psycho-physical yogic practices to transform subtle vital energies within the body
as a means of healing oneself and others. And it often produces, psychic or magical
powers. Somatic or regular medicine is chief based on the Indian Ayurvedic system
but includes some other foreign and Tibetan contributions. Cures range from a
gentle system of naturopathy–mineral baths, massage, dietary and environmental
adjustments, etc. – to the use of medicines compounded from an extensive herbal
pharmacology, as well as acupuncture, cupping etc. 18

Regarding Buddhist psychiatric tradion in Tibet five primary causes of insanity
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are specified :a. Karma; b. Humoral Imbalance; c. Poison; d. Emotional Factors,
and e. Unseen Negative Forces. The three psychiatric chapters from the Gyu-Zhi
or The Four Tantras are the most famous and fundamental work in Tibetan medical
literature. The Gyu-Zhi is said to contain, in condensed essence form, the entire
teaching of Tibetan medicine. This work, whose origin is ascribed to the Medicine
Buddha himself, was brought to Tibet from India in the eighth century and was
added to over successive centuries. These three chapters from the gyu-Zhi represent
the oldest psychiatric text in the world still forming the basis for clinical practice. 19

In all kinds of Tibetan medicine the interactive role of the healer is emphasized.
The moral quality of the healer, his or her depth of wisdom and compassion, is
believed to be directly related to ability to effect a cure. 20

Actually the Tibetan Buddhist medicine originates from the Buddha and his
teachings. From the spiritual and psycho-physical-yogic categories including
naturopathy of Tibetan medicine come specific religions, meditation and
visualization practices for healing. They deepen our insights into the mysterious
relationship of mind to healing.
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4.
Sources of Ecology As Enshrined in Jain

Classical Works
*Md Asrarul Haque

Abstract

As per Jain tenets and traditions human beings cannot separate them-
selves from their natural surroundings. From these a discipline of eco-
logical ethics has evolved which formulates a code of conduct and de-
fines man’s relationship to nature. Hence, their attitude towards the eco-
system, (e.g. animals, birds and plants and trees) has been paternalis-
tic.

The present day concern for the environment can actually be traced back to
the ancient period. Its conservation was a matter of great interest to our thinkers.
History starting with the Vedic period to the Guptas is replete with such instances.
Both the secular and non-secular literature especially the Jain compositions speak
volumes for the preservation of our bio-diversity. The personification of trees, rains,
clouds, even birds and animals etc. which led to anthropomorphism – all essentially
point to the conservation of and concern for the ecological issues.

A close perusal of our early history shows that the environment has a direct
bearing on human efforts. But human efforts also affect the natural surroundings.
Here we have to bear in mind the ongoing interaction between human efforts, on
the one hand, and the functioning of natural forces, on the other. It is also noteworthy
here that though the Jain texts were composed in different ages, and in differing
social, political and economic environs, they tell us that as long as man has been
akin to nature, he has a fulfilling life. Some of these treatises especially The Jain
Sutras, Bhagavati Sutra, Uttaraddhyayana Sutra, Tattvartha Sutra, Acharanga
Sutra, etc. examine environment as a cosmic entity and include transcendental and
psychic categories besides physical and natural.
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In fact, wisdom of the ages is reflected in the experience of man. The Jain
Munis and Monks have observed that man depends on nature. If man is to survive
on this planet, it is not possible without sustainable development which requires
protection of our precious ecology and environment. Once he adopts to lead a life
devoid of natural environs he would face miseries of varied dimensions. This leads
us to think or ponder over what, after all, we mean by natural environs. How do
they affect mankind? How do they threaten our existence and bring forth a serious
uncertainty for future generation? That is why, the Jain teachers and preachers
have discussed with these subjects with profundity. This is evident from the
following beautiful line:1 “nahanyetnaghâtayet”... “should not kill and should not
cause to kill,” including even bugs and micro-organisms (nigoda). It appears to be
the basic motto of the Jain philosophy.

Actually this ideal unites all beings–human, animal and plant– with the
universe that surrounds them. It requires further research to take note of the process
of discovering the unity of humanity and nature as enshrined in the Jain literature.
Furthermore, the Jain faith and beliefs also speak of the need for harmony with the
universe, which is the habitat not only of man but also of all animals, birds, insects,
plants and vegetation. The mutually supportive role of all living things is often
mentioned as a crucial factor for a balanced social and harmonious existence. 2

The Jain sources list six classes of living beings, namely, earth-bodied, water-bodied,
air-bodied, fire-bodied and vegetation-bodied.3 The rationale for such a list is based on
the belief that souls exist in all these life-forms and these are to be respected and not
harmed. All living beings have the capacity to experience pleasure and pain and have the
wish to live, and some souls eventually may take birth as human beings. Hence, Jains
prefer whenever possible to engage in those occupations where harm to human beings,
animals and plants is minimised. This spiritual relationships from an ecological perspective,
has been explained in some of the Jain works. The 

  

 

 

ÂcâraG

 

ga Sutra (the oldest surviving
Jain manual), highlighting these features, maintains: 4 (i) injure no creatures,
(

  

 

 

savvépâG

 

ânahantavvâ), (ii) do not command any creature, (savvépâGânaajjavéyavvâ),
(iii) do not own any creature, (

  

 

 

savvépâG

 

ânaghettavvâ) and (iv) do not employ one as a
servant (

  

 

 

savvépâG

 

ânapariggahetvvâ).
Almost all the Jain sources speak of moral and ethical precepts leading to

ecological perspectives. In the Âcâranga Sutra, there are–chapters on VanaspatiVarga
where the lives of the vegetation kingdom is extensively narrated. In its second part,
Lord Mahavira addresses his monks and nuns on the topic of forest preservation.5
The first Tirthankar, underlines the importance of forests.6 The gentle breeze of
atmospheric region, the trees and plants, the green grass and shrubs, the river and
rivulet, the rain and snow, the mountain and fountain, above all, the surroundings
and environment–all have the philosophic influence on man to shape and reshape
the life pattern of human beings.7
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G â Sutra many kinds of shrubs are described and these
shrubs have some influences on mankind in a general way. In the Aupapâtikadaúâ
Sutra lots of references are found for an unpolluted environment. Jinasena’s in his
Aupapâtikadaúâ Sutraholds that there are lots of references which suggest how to
maintain an unpolluted environment. Jinasena in his Âdipurâ

  

 

 

G

 

afurther maintains
that the determination of man’s deterioration in his social life was often guided by
his environment.8A following chart is relevant here which makes the factors as
enshrined in the Jain texts, related to balance in ecology crystal clear:

In almost all the texts of the Jain canonical literature, the vegetation kingdom
as well as from the one-sensed to five-sensed living-beings, all have played a great
part on this planet. Jainism, therefore, protests against the killing or eradication of
animal and vegetable kingdom. It actually believes that by this process the serene
and calm atmosphere will prevail all over the world and that will enrich our bio-
reserves also.
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5.
Land Rights in Early India

(Based on Ancient Classics and Epigraphy)
*Pramila Soren

Abstract

The peasants in ancient India were quite conscious of the nature of land
and its relation to the production of a specific crop of economic impor-
tance. Ancient Indian peasants were trained enough for the choice of a
particular land for a particular crop and they were conversant with the
principles of crop husbandry.

The ancient Indians had classified the land mainly in two groups; i.e. (a)
Urvara (fertile)  and Anurvara (sterile). The fertile was further classified into
different kinds according to their peculiar fitness for the cultivation of different
kinds of crops, for instance, i.e. the land fit for the barley, for the seasmum, rice,
mango, etc. Sterile land was also further divided into salt ground and desert. The
Land watered by river were respectively called nadi-matrkaanddevo-matrka1. D.C.
Sircar2 is of the opinion that land may be classified as cultivable, cultivated and
uncultivated, fellow, barren, jungly, hilly, marshy, low, high, etc. But from the
king’s point of view, it was classified into three kind viz. (a) State land, (b) land in
the occupation of tenants who paid the king’s dues according to agreed rates, and
(c) land in more or less uninhabited areas over which state control varied under
different circumstances. Each of these type of land has its subdivisions. The state
land in ancient India can be divided into the different kinds 3, such as (a) land
attached to the king personally, (b) fiefs allotted to officers, subordinates and
members of the royal family, (c) land cultivated by the state farms, (d) land cultivated
by temporary tenants receiving half the share of the produce for their labour, and(e)
uncultivated and waste land of various types. Thus new settlements were usually
founded in regions which were more or less uninhabited and uncultivated.
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The exact chemical composition of different kinds of land was known to the
ancient Indian peasants or agriculturists but they obtained a masterly knowledge
regarding their characteristic suitability for the cultivation of different kinds of crops.
The ancient India literary traditions speak of various kinds of lands, where works
conducive to agrarian prosperity of the state could be undertaken. They are as follows4
: (1) fertile land, (2) watery and wet land, (3) plains, (4) marginal furrows, (5) low
ground, (6) marshy, (7) land beaten by form of river water, (8) land frequently
overflown by water, (9) land in the vicinity of wells, (10) land watered by regular
rain, (11) salty, fallow, barren and uncultivable tracts, (12) forest, (13) dry (14) rocky,
(15) uneven, (16) desert, (17) fill of pebbles, (18) deep ditches, (19) elevated or
high-table land, (20) grazing grounds, (21) garden- groves, mine and quarries, etc.

The epigraphical traditions of early India refer donation of land, Kshetra
which means an arable field or tilled land. 5Kautilya suggests that cultivation must
be done according to the fitness of land, and peasant should bear in mind that all
units of land were not of the same fertility.6 The Arable land was preferred to all
other kinds of land, for the existence of people depended on it. The Arthasastra
recommends that a limited land tract with water is better than mere plain; the former
being more conducive to the crops and fruits throughout the year. 7N.N. Kher states
that “Kautilya gives importance to fertile lands. Thus the Kshetra was a fertile land
producing all kinds of agricultural products”.8 The terms such as Akrishta,
Usharaanuravara, bharma and Khila, etc. were used for uncultivated barren, fallow,
dry and salty kind of land in literary traditions of early India. 9 The Arthasastra
refers jungle land as bhumichchidravidthanamwhich were reserved for the grazing
of cattle, hermitages for the Brahmanas, royal sport, and elephant land.10The rocky
uneven and desert and land full of pebbles were not fit for cultivation. 11 The term
Sthala and parvata occur in the Arthasastra.

Here it is noteworthy that the majority of theholding were probably small,
though estates of 1,000 karisas, (one karisa= 8 acres) also occur in the Buddhist
traditions.12 Question of land right in ancient India is a matter of controversy and
unending debate. The Ancient Indian kings were considered theoretically the sole
owner of all land in his territory. But there was difference of opinions regarding
this issue between two schools of thinkers. According to one school, represented
by the Jaimini and Sabara,13 the ruler was not the sole owner of land, and the
question of king’s right over whole land does not arise, but he was only entitled to
levy taxes from the holders of land, and the state could acquire proprietary right on
a plot of land under a tenant if only he purchased it from the latter. 14 Thus, in the
opinion of this school of thinkers, the king collected taxes in exchange for the
protection he offered to the subjects. The other school was represented by Manu,
etc., was the view that the king’s main responsibility was to provide protection to
the state and regarded him as a god in human form and the lord of all land. 15 But
the Vedic evidence prove beyond doubt that the office of the king was supreme
commander, who rose to kingship.16But, here the question arises, was the Vedic
king the owner of the land of his realm? The most important function of the king as
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we observed was to fight in order to protect his subjects. By the time of Upanisads,17

the right over land had to be accepted. In later Vedic  India, king performed
Asvamedha sacrifice and marched on the neighbour and king was considered as
the ruler of whole earth.18TheSatpathaBrahmana regarded king as the owner of
the whole land and the cultivators were reduced to the tenancy. 19

We come to know from the Arthasastra that the king experiences the
ownership authority over all land,20 it is stated that pastures, plains and forest were
not subject to individual ownership. Right of alienation by the peasants by sale,
mortgage gifts were subject to state interference. The right to receive a fine for the
damage done to the farmer crops suggests that the king had control over all
land.21However, Megasthenes was probably the first foreigner who made categoric
remarks about the royal land  right. “The whole and was the property of the king
and husbandmen till it on condition of receiving one fourth of the produce.”22 It is
possible that Megasthenes had seen, during his stay at Pataliputra, only ruler land
and hence made such a categorical statement. But Arthasastra clearly depicted
two type of land within the Mauryan state; one type land belonged to the state and
the other to private person. It is payable to the state implying private property, 23

Such lands were of two kinds; cultivated and uncultured.
The epigraphic traditions of early India also depicted certain aspects of the

problems pertaining to land. The Satavahana land grants have the following
immunities, such as immunity from interference and exemption from the salt tax
and exemption from the entry from the police and magistrates of the district. 24 A
Nasik cave Inscription of Sri PulumayiVasithiputra reveals that the great queen
mother GotamiBalasire’s grandson granted the village to a monk on mount
Trirasmi.25 This is the clear case of the transfer of royal land from the village which
is clearly called royal property. We come to know from the Vakataka records that
even when donations were made, the absolute right was not bestowed the donee. 26

Here, it is interesting to note that the concept of private property in land was
well established and well- acknowledged principle of civic life during Buddhist
period. It is gleaned from these references and evidences that state neither claimed
nor exercised any overall authority over private land  right. But king’s right over
personal property like his royal garden was an admitted privilege and such property
was termed as ‘royal’ over which his sole right was unquestionable but not overall
the land.27Thus it can be surmised that the co-existence of state, private and
ownership was established fact during Buddhist period.

Moreover, Kautilya clearly indicates that king did not have exclusive right
over all land, references are made to the private control of land that were difficult
to be cultivated by the state.28 He referred the purchase of land, which hardly have
been possible if all the land had been state property. The tax paying peasants were
entitled to sell or mortgage their peace of land to taxpayers only.

Beside, the regulation made by the ancient Indian jurists as to the legal
ownership of land, sale of land, dispute over landed property, alienation by gift or
mortgage and so on speak of a society of a complex nature, where the right of
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private owners were safeguarded and there was thus no place for ownership which
arouse out of mere occupation.29Kautilya argues that mere occupation of a boundary
or any other property, etc., should not give person the right of possession. 30 Certain
land charters of early India also throw some light on the private land right. The
Pathyar Rock Inscription of third century B.C. refers a belonging to private
individual and similar evidence is recorded in the Kanhiara Rock inscription of
third century A.D.  where a garden of an individual named Krsnayasa is referred. 31

These references to the private possession of a pond and a garden conform the
notion of private property or individual land right in early India. Furthermore
existence of Go-cara-bhumihad been considered essential for an ideal village by
the early writers. Kautilya suggests that each village must be surrounded by the
Go-cara-bhumi,  and it has been laid that the cow-herds “shall graze the herds in
the forest to which are allotted as pasture ground for various seasons”,32  the cattle
grazing from the Vedic times.33 Manu mentions that king should make Indian jurists
lay down the law that the grazing field being common to all are being individual.
Even Jatakas reveal that the belt of meadow land around the gramakhetta (Village
land) and uncleared waste and woodland were enjoyed by the villagers in common.34

It is argued that there were either communally owned lands lying outside the village,
described in the epigraphical tradition as Vana, aranyaand jangala-bhumi35 (forest
land). It is celar from these traditions that through these donations king wanted to
bring more and more land under cultivation and by thus doing so new agrarian
settlement were created. The Tippera inscription referred to the establishment of
211 Brahmanassettlements having joint ownership of land, and a similar nature of
land donation is recorded in the Maliya copper plate of 571-72 A.D. which refers
donation of 100 villages under joint ownership of land. Thus the right of the transfer
of immovable property was exercised by the whole group of people.

The Arthasastra refers to certain objects of common utility, such as the village
pond, village gate, the mote hall, irrigation tanks, roads, bridge, parks, along joint
and common defence village propriety and sometimes collective undertaking of
cultivation of field, proves that communal land rights of landed property was also
established notion in early India. This co-operative spirit displayed in such economic
activities has always been a feature of Indian village life.

Thus these references to joint land right confirm the communal ownership of
land existed in autonomous tribes and the republican state in early India
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6.
Trafficking of Women and Prostitution in

Ancient India
*Srabani Chatterjee

Abstruct

This work aims to define the position of prostitutes in Ancient India with
the process of rediscovering the practice of immoral trafficking on the
basis of literary and archaeological sources. Prostitution, as we know, is
considered to be one of the oldest professions of the world. In ancient
India, also we get several references of Ganikâs, Vârâñganâs or
Nagaravadhûs in literary and religious texts and even in foreign accounts.

  Keywords- Ganika, Dharmashastra, Devadasi, Pana, Ganikadhyaksha

Prostitution can be considered as the oldest profession in the history of world
civilization. Prostitution, in recognized and unrecognized form is present from the
very beginning of mankind. Recognisation of prostitution as a profession is a doubtful
matter, as any concrete evidence of that is absent. Physical relationship between two
person other than married couple is considered sin and against the rule of society.
Though, it is very much present in the everyday life from ancient times. What is
difference between such illicit love and professional prostitution is the regular payment
of gifts in lieu of that physical pleasure. Ganika, varangana, varamukhya, varabadhu,
pumsula, lanjika, sadharani and samanya are  synonymous terms used for prostitute
or courteasan in ancient literature.  Temptation, pre-marital, physical relations.   In
case of mere illicit lover, there may or may not have exchange of gift in regular
course, especially in case of mutual consent. On the other hand, professional
prostitution always tends for exchange. Here physical pleasure in not only bound to
love making but it renders to a business relationship where body is considered to be
a commodity, which can sealed or purchased in lieu of cash or in barter economy
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when currency system is not prevalent ,gifts of equivalent to payment in cash or of
satisfactory amount.

There was and always is a section of women who, either could not find suitable
husband or became widow in very young age or have unsatisfactory married life or
under social pressure, especially if they got raped or abducted or abandoned by the
family or male partner often forced to take up prostitution as a profession as they
were not welcome in the society, even in their family. In ancient India there was the
practice of giving young maids as gifts in various religious or secular events.

In Mahabharat, at Draupadi’s wedding a hundred slave girls mostly teenagers
were given away as gifts. In Subhadra’s wedding also, no less than a thousand girls
were offered to the guests for enjoyment. King Bhagirath offered hundred thousands
of beautiful maids to brahmanas in his horse sacrifice. In Sraddha rites also hundreds
of young girls were given as gifts to the priests. Brahmapurana narrates the story
of king Indradyumna, of Avanti performed sacrifice in occasion of erecting a Vishnu
temple in Purushottama Khestra. He not only distributed billions of gold coins and
thousands of cows, horse, and elephants to the guests but also gifted five hundred
beautiful women to the Brahmana Purohits.  It was believed that such gifts would
lay to fruitful award in after life that it would help to achieve comfort in heaven.
Thus, taking advantage of religious blind- faith Brahmins openly exploited such
women in person and in monastic purpose. And the best part is that their interest
had been safeguarded by the state itself. This type of superstitions later imposed
the Devadasi or temple dancer system in society.

These girls were mostly purchased from the slave markets or transported as
war-prisoners. Aristobulos, who accompanied Alexander in his invasion to India,
saw such slave markets where girls have been displayed, because of their poverty for
sale in the market. He also mentioned the purchase of women by the king. Pyrard de
Leval and Peter Mundy also wrote about the sale of girl-children. Though, neither
Kautilya nor Dharmasastras assigned the reasons for sealing girl child out of proverty.
There must be a well-established network that collect those girls from different corners
of the country by money or force and sale them in markets. The state and influential
class have deep-rooted interest behind it, so they remained static.

In some cases women choose to be professional prostitutes by themselves,
even from the upper class of the society. The Jataka referred to a banker’s daughter
who chooses to become a prostitute and her father fixed a high amount of payment.
Daughter of prostitutes also followed the same profession. Salavati’s daughter
Sirima received 1000 kahapanas per night. The female slave of the ganika could
also become independent and set up her own establishment. She is called as
ganikadasi. Samajataka mentioned Sama, a courtesan of Kasi had 500 ganikadasis.
Rupajiva is an ordinary prostitute who used her body for live hood. Kulata was a
married woman who left home to become a public woman. Vandhaki was the term
used for a housewife turned prostitute. Her husband was known as Vandhakiposa,
one who maintain live- hood by the income of Vandhaki.

The term ganika is the most common synonym of prostitute in ancient India.
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Though the word ganika literary means a woman who is the member of a gana or
corporation, whose charms are the common property of the whole body of men of
the same folk. This view has been supported by Buddhist scriptures that ganarajyas
like Sakya and Koliya don’t practice the concept of individual ownership, even in
case of their women also. It is very unfortunate that women are also treated as
commodities over which one can impose ownership. The term Janapadakalyani,
literally means the most beautiful woman of the janapada but indeed it means a
woman too beautiful to serve the whole janapada. In fact it was case the case of
famous courtesan Ambapali of Vaishali of Licchavi clan. She was so charming and
proficient in every kind of finearts that the political body of the Licchavis, proficient
members of the clan announced her not to marry any person rather to become a
ganika and became the glory of the town of Vaishali. She constituted a valued
institution of the city, the high model of beauty and art thus set up by the ganika of
Vaishali roused a merchant of the rival janapada of Magadha to induce king
Bimbisara to have this institution of ganika in his own capital Rajagriha which
suffered in this respect in comparison with the capital of the Licchavis.

So, it is not that every woman got forced to choose this profession. In case of
devdasis, parents often make devotional gift of their daughters to the temple, or the
daughters of devadasis also choose in later years. In some cases local beauties were
recruited under moral pressure or girls abducted from helpless parents, girls won as
war booty also became devadasis. So, there is a little or no chance of choosing or
accepting this life of temple dancer willfully from the girl’s side, although these devadasis
had respectable position in Hindu religious law and order than ordinary ganikas.

Now what we are discussing is why women choose to became prostitute. What
kind of facilities did they enjoy in ancient India rather than a common woman? Is it just
wealth that lure them to choose this profession or there are other reasons? According to
R. S. Sharma the urban surroundings and break-up of the old tribal family created a
class of alienated women, who took to prostitution as a source of livelihood. Early Pali
texts refer to prostitutes, living in towns. Ambapalika lived is Vaishali. The story of
Ambapalika and Salavati, the famous courtesan of Magadha shows that they lived life
like princess and they received respect, power and protection from their respective
state too. Ambapalika had enough wealth to cater Buddha with his thousand disciples
in her house and donate a mango-grave to him. Beside money other reason was freedom.
Most of the woman of common folk started losing their freedom and the chance of
getting education like men also suppressed. In Hindu law books like Manusanhita and
Bodhayana Dharmasastra, the right age of the bride was fixed from 8-12 years. Duty of
woman also noted to serve the family and to obey the orders of the male members. So,
surely there was hardly any scope of education for those women. In comparison ganikas
were well-educated. Batsayana recommends 64 types of kala from music, dance, poetry
to making garlands to be well-versed by the ganikas.

Thus, the ganikas were generally more educated and better skilled in arts
than the married women. The nagarakas, aristocratic and sober men of the town,
though they have devoted wives at home, as the ideal wife prescribed by Batsayana,
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were attracted by the intellectual and artistic qualities of the educated ganikas.
Even the general public, though they despised her for the life she led, tolerated her
on account of her high artistic qualifications which they found on many occasions
to enjoy and appreciate at the preksanakas or performances at the festive assemblies.
According to Bharatiya Natyasastra ganikas were women of great education, who
should be introduced in a drama to speak Sanskrit. They were obviously enjoyed
freedom than woman from household. Though the king the hand in check over
them still they could lead life freely from the bounds of the society. They can also
get married. Basantasena in Mricchakatikam got married to the man she chooses,
though she was a courtesan earlier. The ganikas also enjoyed some sort of protection
from the state. According to Kautilya, ganikadhyakshas were officers in Mauryan
administration to look after the issues related to ganikas. Even in post-Mauryan
times ganikas established guild set up for safeguarding their mutual interest.

Ganikas also put their money in charitable purposes. The ganikas of the highest
class, says Vatsayana, consider it as the highest gain to themselves when they receive
sufficient money to spend on the building of temples, excavation of tanks, planting
of gardens, erection of bridges and of houses for sacrifice and ceremonies or the
institution of permanent arrangements for the worship of gods. Though, no
brahmana would accept anything from a courtesan.

Before discussing various duties and status of personal liberty of the ganikas
let’s have a quick look on the archaeological evidences related to the presence of
prostitution in ancient India. The terracotta female figurines from Bulandibagh
and Patna shows the posture of dancing by the women, wearing a skirt like lower
garment, the upper part of body is uncovered and she wears ornaments. Her hair is
arranged in a very artistic style and she seems to beat a drum by her right hand.
This type of musician-cum-dancing girl figurines seems to be very famous in
Mauryan period. Several female figurines have been discovered from Kausambi.
One female figurine appears to be holding an object in her arms. She sits on a stool
and her dress and costumes suggest the figure of a female dancer.

Some of the terracotta figurines from Mathura with flattering skirts, clinging
to legs and showing difference types of hair arrangements, head dress and ornaments
also represent the figures of dancers. Female beauty is the uniqueness of Mathura
school of architecture. Especially the standing figures of ‘Salabhanjika’, women
on railing pillars, displayed as crouching figures, beautifully ornamented, wearing
garments painted in colors and necklaces of various designs, slender waist, having
round prominent breasts, eyes with red corners and black curly hair, standing under
Asoka trees and holding their disbanded branches and stealing the hearts of gods.
It suggests that the prostitutes engaged in various pastimes, amusenets and garden
and water sports. V.S. Agarwal described the term ‘Salabhanjika’as denoting a
female sport, implying the gathering of Sala flowers by women, standing under
the blossoming Sala trees. This interprets by the term ‘Pancha Krida’. Vatsayana in
the Kamasutra describes various kinds of amusements and performances of the
ganikas among which this is also included.
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The ganikas were apprently free to choose their client. Apprently, because
they can’t deny the king’s order. The king was authorized to order her to do what
the king suited for her or to order her to visit a person he wished. If a ganika
neglects the order, she shall receive a thousand lashes with a whip, or pay a fine of
5000 panas. There was also certain laws for the ‘Avaruddha’ or ‘Bhujisya’, means
a prostitute prohibited by her master to intercourse with any other man expect her
master. If anybody else enjoyed her, then he had to pay a fine of 50 panas. Kautilya,
however didn’t permitted a ganika to became ‘avaruddha’ rather taken her as a
government servant. In case an ‘avaruddha’ has to pay a portion of her monthly
income to the government. It seems that Mauryan administration had a stiff control
over the prostitutes.

Ganikadhyakshas, or the government servants employed by the state to look
after the matters of the prostitutes had vigilance over the prostitutes. He used to
decide about the gifts, gross receipts, gross expenditure and payment of enjoyment
and also prevent her from extravagance. The daughter and son (called as Kushilava)
of a prostitute also had to be abide by the rules of the state. His or her redemption
depends on the will of the king and that can be achieved only by giving a price of
redemption (niskraya) to gain freedom. The price for redemption of a ganika was
24000 panas, according to kautilya. The ganikas were under obligation to inform
the ganikadhyaksha about each payment for enjoyment and each additional gift
which they received, or even about the man, who was spending time with her, once
or more frequently so that watch could be kept on the visitors also. The reason
behind such kind of vigilance was that the prostitutes were considered as dangerous
person, with whom enemies of the king might hide. Strabo also reffering to
Megasthenes stated that Indian prostitutes were used as spices.

In lieu of these services prostitutes also gain some protection from the state.
According to Kautilya, the fine of defamation of a courtesan was 24 panas, for
assault 48 panas and lopping off her ears 51 panas and forced confinement. For
disfiguring or causing hurt to her beauty the fine was 100 panas. For safety of the
courtesan strict laws were framed and for graver crimes the penalty raises upto
48000 panas. If a man killed a ganika, he had to pay the fine of 72000 pana to the
king for depriving him of his government servant, through which the king used to
get money. Killing the mother, daughter or son of a courtesan was also a punishable
offence. The punishment for forcing an unwilling ganika was 1000 panas. If a man
attacked a ganika’s daughter, had to pay a fine of 54 panas plus a fine of sixteen
times her mother’s fees to the mother herself. There was also the provision for
pension to the ganikas. Kautilya lays down the rule that ganikas, pratiganikas,
rupajivas, vesyas, dasis, devadasis, pumscalis and silapakarikas are to be given
pension by the state in old age. The devadasis were paid and mentained by the
temple authority.  So, the ganikas enjoyed state’s protection and from Gupta period
onwards they formed guild-like committees in their brothel areas to protect their
own interest from the outsiders.

Prostitutes had to play different kinds of functions in the society. They acted
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as spies to gather information from important person by seducing them. There are
three categories of prostitutes mentioned in earlier texts: Devavesya was a temple
dancer, rajavesya served the king and the trahmavesya or tirthaga visited he holy
pilgrimages and cater to the pilgrims and visitors. The rajavesya didn’t only served
the king and other eminent person from the royal family and upper grade officers
but they also engaged in royal household and sometimes they were also employed
to teach music, dance, drama and other fine arts to young princess and princes.
The ganikas, who acted as spies under royal order were seen in different accounts.
There were legends of ‘Vishkanyas’ or poisonous woman, extremely charming
and beautiful often deployed not only for spying but also used as deadly killers.
Though, there existence is yet not been proven.

Hindu law books don’t have any favorable outlook to the prostitutes. Manu
believes that all prostitutes were thieves and swindlers. Literatures also warned
others from the prostitutes as they were not honest and can’t be fully believed.
According to Gautam Dharmashastra the killing of a woman, who subsisted by
harlotry, was not considered as sin (ksudra panyayosit). Manusanhita considered
them as thorns on the side of the people and their occupation as the meanest of all.
Some of the smritisastras also stated that a man, who had sexual intercourse with a
prostitute had to perform a prajapatya penance, or subsist for three nights on raw
grains. In case of Brahman, a penance was to be performed. Mahabhinirvanatantra
compared such intercourse with inter-course with an animal, considered as most
blame worthy and reprehensible.

All prostitutes didn’t belong to same category. Their economic condition and
social status varied from person to person. The position of the Janapadakalyani is
not at all same with a common rupajiva or pumschali. Normally, prostitutes don’t
have any property rights. They lived in the houses at will of the king and their
gross income was under government’s surveillance.
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 7.
“Some Aspects of the Heritage of Ang

Mahajanapada of Eastern India :
A Reappraisal”

*Dr. Nita Kumari

Abstract

Anga was an important state of ancient India, which has found mention
in many literary sources like Aitreya Brahman, the epics and the Puranas.
Excavations and geographical details also reveal a lot of information
about Anga (which is the area around present day city of Bhagalpur in
the state of Bihar). The history of the state of Anga can be traced back to
the Regvedic times and during the period of the Mahajanpadas, Anga
was an important centre. Champa was the capital of Anga and the city
was founded on the confluence of the river Champa and Ganga. This
area was significant throughout the course of history and hence a re-
evaluation of the heritage of Anga becomes essential.

Anga was no doubt one of the most important states of ancient India. The
ancient state of Anga has been variously mentioned in Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit
literature, but the references are hardly sufficient to give any detailed knowledge
of this state in comparison of Magadha and the Valli territories. In the present
paper, an attempt has been made to highlight the trends prevailing at that time,
which were responsible for shaping different aspects of the heritage of Anga.

It is suggested that beyond the Ganga and Yamuna neither any river of northern
India, nor any province like Panchala, Kosala, Magadha, Anga and Vanga find mention
in the Rigveda. We are also told that there is no reference to Anga as a country in the
Rigveda.1 This view has been supported by many scholars.2 According to them, the
name Anga first occurs in the Atharvaveda.3 Undoubtedly the sources for the construction
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of the traditional history of Anga are the Atharvaveda, the Puranas, the Epics, Pali and
Prakrita literatures; but a careful study of the Rigveda also provides a reference in this
context. The Rigveda suggests, that the kingdom of Anga was established during the
Rigvedic period. In addition to Anga and other territorial states in Northern India such
as Panchala, Kosala, Magadha, Videha, etc., even a portion of Southern India such as
Panchala, Kosala, Magadha, Videha, etc., even a portion of Southern India, we are
told, were occupied by the Aryans during the end of Rigvedic period.4

But there are certain clear evidences suggesting that Anga had been Aryanised in
the later Vedic period. The 22nd chapter of VIIIth book of the Aitereya Brahmana indicates
that one Anga Vairocana as an appointed king, who duly performed the Mahabhisheka
ceremony and had conquered the earth. The subsequent chapter of the above-mentioned
book suggests that Dirghatarmass consecrated Bharata as king by performance of the
Mahabhisheka ceremony. The Puranas and the Epics refer to Dirghatamas as an Angirasa
rishi and born of Ucathya and Mamata.5 He was expelled from the hermitage of Saradyant
and set adrift into the Ganga. He was rescued by king Bali of Anga. He married the
queen’s sudra nurse and a son named Kakshivant was born to them. At the request of
Bali, he raised five sons, such as Anga, Vanga, Kalinga, Pundra and Suhma, on queen
Sudeshna. This Angirasa sage Dighatamas may be indentified with the Rigvedic rishi of
the same name. According to the Aitareya Brahmana Dirghatamas consecrated Bharata
as king. The Bhagavata also tells that Mamateya was the priest of king Bharat.6 So it is a
possible conclusion that Dirghatamas had arrived at Anga in the Rigvedic times.

On the basis of Epics and the Puranas, the process of Aryanisation of Anga
can be located even earlier than the days of Dirghatamas and Bali. The 122nd chapter
of the Santiparva, Mahabharata relates the views of Vasuhoma, a king of Anga and
contemporary of Mandhata. He was a sagacious king and led the life of hermit on
Mount Munjaprashtha in the Himalayas. Five generations after Mandhata and
Vasuhama, Titikshu, the Anava prince, established a kingdom in the east. On the
basis of this Puranic accounts, Pargiter and Pusalkar had drawn the conclusion
that the kingdom was to be located in Anga.7 According to the Ramayana the
hermitage of Rishi Vibhandaka was situated on the bank of river Kausiki, which
was very close to Anga. His son Rshyashvanga performed a sacrifice to bring an
end to long drought in Anga in the days of Lompada. Accepting the chronological
scheme of Pargiter, it can be deduced on the basis of the Epics and the Puranas that
long before Lomapada or Romapada, Anga had contact with Aryan culture.

Hermitages and places of pilgrimage also indicate that Anga had received
Aryan culture as early as the Rigvedic age. The Vayu and Matsya Puranas tells us
that Kakshivant, son of Dirghatamass, perfomed austeries at Givrivraja8 or Rajgir.
It has already been suggested that Dirghatamas can be dated to the Rigvedic age.
His son composed some hymns of the Rigveda. According to the Ramayana,
Visvamitra told Rama and Lakshamana that his hermitage known as Siddhasrama
was previously occupied by Vamana, an avatara of Vishnu, and son of Kasyapa
and Aditidevi.9 The exact location of this hermitage is not stated in the text. But
from chapter 31 (Verse 15) of the Adikanda we know that to the north of
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Siddhasrama flowed the Jahnni river which had its rise in the Himalayas.
Vishvamitra, Rama and Lakshamana starting in the morning could walk the distance
between that asrama and the river Sona by the time of the setting Sun. This legend
suggests that Siddhasrana was located somewhere near Buxar.

The tirthatra section of Vanaparva Mahabharata mentions the following tirthas in
Magadha and Anga, viz. Gaya and its sub-trithas, Rajagriha, Maninaga, Gautama’s asrama,
Dandakha, Campa and Lalitika. In the Mahabharata we find Arjuna visiting places of
pilgrimage in Anga and making gifts to the brahmanas of that place.10 Even earlier to the
age of Epics and Purnas, Gaya had been a sacred place. Though Yaksa considered Kikata
as an anarya-nivasa, yet giving an explanation of a Rigvedic verse, states that Vishnu set
his foot on Vishnupada and Gayasiras.11 So Vishnupada was a tirtha long before the time
of Yaksa. Moreover, the Mahabharata indicates that Brihadratha of Anga performed a
sacrifice on Mt. Vishnupada and gave away thousands and thousands of white houses to
the brahmans and Indra was given plenty of some juice to drink.12 The Vayu and Matsya
Puranas suggest the name of another Anga king named Dharmaratha who also performed
sacrifice at the same place and in the same manner.13

In the Gopatha Brahmana14 they are mentioned as Anga, Magadha. Panini
groups together Anga, Kalinga, Variga, Pundra etc. all placed in the midland.15 The
Anguttara Nikaya of the Pali Sutta Pittaka mentions sixteen Mahajanapadas in
Jambudwipa. They are as follows:- Anga, Magadha, Kasi, Kosala, Vajji, Malla, Cedi,
Vamsa, Kuru, Panchala, Maccha (Matsya), Surasena, Assaka, Avanti, Gandhara and
Kamboja, each named after the people who settled there or colonized it.

The Digha Nakaya17 gives a list of twelve only, omitting the last four, while the
Cullaniddesa18 adds Kalinga to the list and substitutes Yuna for Gandhara. The Indriya
Jataka mentions the Janapadas in different manner. The Markandeya Purana also
presents the Janapadas in different manner.20 The Jaina Bhagavati sutra gives a slightly
different list. They are as follows:- Anga, Vanga, Magaha (Magadha), Malaya, Malava,
Accha, Vaccha (Pali: Vamsa), Koccha, Pandha, Ladha (Radha), Bajji (Pali: Vajji),
Modi (Malla), Kasi, Kosala, Avaha (Avaha) and Sambhuttara or Subhuttara. The
Jaina list seems to be later than the Buddhist list given in the Anguttara Nikaya.

The Mahvastu has a traditional record of the sixteen big states of Jambudwipa, but
there is no enumeration of the list (Jambudwipa Sodasahi Mahjanapadehi)21. A similar
reference is also found in the Lalitavistara without the traditional list.22 A careful study of
the Mahavastu shows that in a different connection it enumerates a list of sixteen big
states.23  An interesting account of the tribal characteristics of the peoples of different
Janapadas is given in the Karnaparva of the Mahabharata.24 The following tribes are
mentioned to have been inhabitants of their respective Janapadas named after them, the
Kauravas, the Panchalas, the Salvas, the Matsyas, the Naimisas, the Chedis, the Surasehas,
the Magadhas, the Kosalas, the Angas, the Gandharvas and the Madrakas.

Bali was the Aryan colonizer, but the important personalities connected with
the region are Anga, Dharmaratha, Chitraratha, Lomapada, Champa, Arjuna and
Karna. Karna25 the illegitimate son of Kunti was brought up by suta Adhiratha. He
did not get Anga by inheritance but as a result of the favour of Duryodhana who
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bestowed the kingship of Anga on him. Karnagarh, the stronghold of Karna, stands
to-day as a monument to his memory. Historically, Anga continued to play a prominent
role in the political history of India right from the earliest times to the end of the
eleventh century A.D. In Pre-Magadhan era, Anga had imperial status26 and according
to Ramcharita of Sandhyakar Nandi, Ramapala of the Pala dynasty sought the help
of several feudatories of Anga to fight against the Kaivartas in the eleventh century
A.D. Anga was important centre of the heretical sects like the Jainas and the Buddhist.
The Jainas contended for mastery with the Buddhist at Champa. Vasupujya, the twelfth
Tirthankar, attained Niravana at Champapur. Mahavira spent three rainy seasons at
Champa, Gautam Buddha, in an intellectual disputation, had impressed Brahman
Sonapada to such an extent that he ultimately accepted Buddhism. Anga had its own
script, and Lalitavistara, a Buddhist work, mentions Angalipi. There were stupas and
viharas at Anga and Fahien saw some of them. Hiuen-Tsang27 found Sangh ashramas
in ruins and Som Deva temple in existence.

Malini28 was formerly the capital of Anga. It is said that Dhataratha founded
the city of Champa. There was a king named Champa, who changed the name of
the capital of Anga from Malini to Champa or Champavati after himself. The sanctity
of Champa is mentioned in the Mahabharata, Matsyapurana and Padmapurana.
The holiness of Champa continued till the time of Vidyapati, who says in his
Danavakyavali that a bath in the Champakatirtha would confer the merit of bathing
in Manikarnika. There were two other tirthas-Dandakhya and Lalitika near Champa.
It is stated in the Buddhist sources that Queen Gaggara dug a tank called
Gaggarpokharani near Champa on the bank of which Buddha explained the essential
qualities of a true Brahmana and other salient features of Buddhism.

Champa was also the name of a river. Town was situated on the confluence of
Champa and Ganga-a place which can be located even now near the Karnagarh and
Mahasaya Kothi. The place was also known as Kala Champa. The place (Champa) is
so-called because there were champaka grove near a lake. According to the Champey
Jataka river Champa flowed between Anga and Magadha. The Jatakas refer to gate,
watch-tower and walls of Champa which was noted for its wealth and commerce.
Traders sailed from Champa to Suvarnabhumi in south-east Asia.29 Champa-Malini
is also intimately connected with the legend of Bihula and every spot in present
Nathnagar (Bhagalpur) has a tale to tell. The archaeological excavations conducted
by the Patna University near Karnagarh have brought to light many interesting facets
of the cultural legacy of ancient Champa. Champa was well-known for textile and
silk and that is why the imperialists30 always tried to keep this important trade centre
and strategic naval base under their control.31 When Bimbisara conquered Anga32 he
turned it into a viceroyalty33 and appointed his son Ajantasatru as Viceroy.34

Anga had the famous University of Vikramasila which flourished between
the 8th and 13th centuries A.D. It attracted students and scholars from Tibet and
south-east Asian countries. Fortunately for us, Anga to-day is the headquarters of
the Bhagalpur University catering to the needs of the area and is marching ahead
with greater vigour and dynamicit
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8.
Traditions and Legends Associated with of Saivite

Monuments of Odisha
*Umakanta Moharana

Abstract

Traditions, myths, and legends have always been a very important and
integral part of the lives of the Indians. They have for generations not
only conveyed our most cherished values but also contributed in a very
major way towards the extension of our worlds. To truly appreciate an
oral tradition, it is necessary to understand the nature of the tradition
itself. Its cultural values, societal functions, form, content, literal and in-
depth interpretation have relevance as far as religious history is concerned.
Hence the review of Odisha’s monuments having its many-sided wide-
ranging view of traditions in generals and legends, in particular, will be
of high importance. The main objective of this paper is to highlight the
traditions and legends associated with the Saivite monuments of Odisha.

Introduction

Odisha had been a place of age-old antiquities or relics enriched with a multi-fold
culture that has not a unique place throughout a country but also in the world. Its thump
impression was also perceived outside the country namely in Srilanka and South-East
Asian countries. The early series of temples of Odisha were probably erected during
the period of the Sailodbhaba kings who ruled from the middle of the 6th century CE.
In the inscriptions, Kangoda 1 the Sailodbhava  kings professed Saivism, and under
them, a vast religious and cultural resurgence took place which was symbolized by the
performance of Asvamedha and Vajapeya sacrifices. During the rule of Bhubaneswar,
Satrughanesvara, Parsuramesvara, and Svarnajalesvara were erected at Bhubaneswar.
Scholars think that the Gokarnesvara Siva temple situated on the summit of the
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Mahendragiri was constructed during the time of  Sailodbhabas.2  K.C. Panigrahi is of
the view that the colossal linga of Bhaskaresvara temple at Bhubanesvara is a symbolical
triumph of Saivism over Buddihsm 3. The inscription on the lion (now preserved in the
Orissa State Museum) which once was a crowning element on the Buddhist pillar is
assigned to be a 5th-century character. 4

The rise of Bhaumakara in the eighth century CE. witnessed a turning point
of Saivism in Odisha. North India under Harsha Vardhan was a greater influence
of Buddhism. There are some incident reveals that north Odisha was the strange
centre of Buddhism in the seventh century CE. The Bhaumakaras, who migrated
from Assam and occupied Utkal in the early part of the eighth century CE were
naturally influenced by the driving force of Buddhism in north Orissa and declared
themselves as the devout worshippers of of Buddha. 5 Kshemankara 6the founder
of the Bhauma family has been referred to as the followers of the great worshippers
of the Buddha(Paramopasakanugata). Sivakar-1 7 was indeed the first great ruler
of the family who started the Bhauma era in 736 CE. He was a devout worshipper
of the Baudha(Parama Tathagata) and his  successor Subhakara-1 8 was a parama
Saugata. It is known to us from the researches of Prof.  Sylvan Levi 9 that in or
about 795 CE .Subhakaradeva sent a cultural embassy to the court of the Chines
emperor Te-Tsang along with the Gandavuha, the last section of the Buddhist
Avatamsaka. This evidence clearly indicates that the Bhaumakaras in the first three
generations were great champions of Buddhism. They ousted the Sailodbhabas,
who were the champions of Saivism in Kangoda(undivided modern Ganjam
district), and occupied their territory. The rise of Buddhism in Orissa in eighth-
century CE has to be attributed not only to the patronage of the Bhauma monarchs
but also to the contribution of the Siddhacharyas . 10 Therefore, the triumph of
Buddhism under the Bhaumakaras in the eighth century CE must have a great
shock for the Saiva Siddhantins.

The beginning of the ninth century CE. was characterized by a strong religious
movement that really contributed to the re-establishment of Saivism in the territory
of the Bhaumakaras. Sivarara-II, Shantikaradeva-I, Subhakaradeva-II,
Subhakaradeva-III, Subhakaradeva-IV, Dandi Mahadevi, and Vakula Mahadevi
all professed Saivism as their personal faith and adopted Saivite epithets. They
also constructed numerous Saiva temples throughout their territory. Saiva temples
like; Sisiresvara, Markandesvara, Tatesvara, Uttaresvara, and even Parsuramesvara
temples were constructed during the rule of Bhaumakaras.

The Bhanja rulers ruling during about eighth Century CE of the Khijinga Mandal
were great patron of Saivism. The twin temples at Gandharadi are assignable to one
of the kings of this dynasty. Satrubhanjadeva alias Gandhata is considered to be the
founder of the city of the Gandhapati 11 identified with modern Gandharadi where
we find the twin temples of Siddheswar and Nilamadhava dedicated to Lord Siva
and Vishnu respectively. Satrubhanjadeva was also the worshipper of Bhairava. The
peculiar Saiva temples at Baudh erected by Bhanja rulers bears the tantric element.
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The kingdom of South Kosala, comprising modern Sripur near Raipur,
substantially contributed to the growth of Saivism in the Raipur and Bilaspur district
of Madhya Pradesh and undivided Sambalpur and Balangiri district of Odisha and
a considerable part of western Odisha ruled by early Somavamsi, claimed to the
descendent of Panduvamsi the early headquarter at Sripur. They were gradually
shifted to Utkal (Coastal Odisha) from the reign of Janmejaya. Their predecessors
the Nalas and Sarbapuriyas were equally pro Saivite. Saivism in the western part
of Odisha flourished under the early Somavamsis who styled themselves in their
inscription as Paramamaheswar. From the time of Mahasivagupta Balarjuna Saiva
cult began to rise and continued to flourish all through the Somavamsi period.
Most of the monuments of Ranipurjharial, the temples of Belkhandi are assignable
to the early Somavamsi period. Belkhandi was a flourishing centre of Saivism and
Shaktism as is known from the excavation report of the site. The excavation
undertaken in the year 1946 brought to light the remains of the Saptamatrika temple
along with the broken images of Saptamatrikas, a compound wall made of old
bricks, and the remains of Saivite temples. The image recovered from the site are
now preserved in the Belkhandi site museum this includes Uma-Maheswar, Laxmi
Narayana, Ganesha, Kartikeya, Brahma, Garuda, Ganesh, Gaja-Simha, Parvati,
Mahisamardini, etc. In consideration of the workmanship of the sculpture and the
style of the temple, K.N.Mohapatra suggests the date of the monuments to 6th-7th
century CE when Mahasivagupta Balarjuna ruled over the area from Sirpur. 12

When the Somavamsi extended their territory on the Mahanadi valley they
constructed their capital called Yayatinagara which may be identified with the village
Jagati 13 near Baud on the bank of the Mahanadi or Chaudvar near Cuttack. Under their
patronage, several Saivite shrines were constructed at Baud and its neighborhood. In the
compound of the Rameswar temple, three shrines are star-shaped in the plan. The ground
plan of this temple is star-shaped and the Shaktis of the shrine also star-like.  K.C. Panigrahi
14 asserted that the stellate plan and the triangular placement of the temple at Baudh have
tantric significance. He opines that temples and Yoni-Pithas were made in the form of
mandalas of mystic figures which help tantric to attain Siddhis here.

Saivism reached its highest watermark in the 10th and 11th centuries under
Somavamsi rule. Though they were not opposed to other faith, yet Saivism received
liberal support and attention. Many liberal deities were converted to Saivism under
the expanding influence of Sanskritisation. From South Kosala, the wave of Saivism
spread to the Utkal (coastal Odisha). The assumption of the title ‘Parammahesvara’
is an indication of the spread of the Matamayura cult from Kosala to Utkal. Thereby
the Pasupata system Lakulisa lost its importance. The age of Somavamsi was
undoubtedly the golden age of Saivism in Odisha when the magnificent Saivite temples
of Muktesvara, Rajarani, Brahmesvara, and Lingaraja were built at Ekamra Khetra.

Brahmesvara temple inscription 15engraved in the eighteenth regnal year of
Udyota Kesari highlights the construction of that monumental Saivite structure in
the last quarter of the eleventh century CE and its first dependable record which
refers to Bhubaneswar as Ekamra Ksetra.

Traditions and Legends Associated with of Saivite Monuments of Odisha
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With the rise of imperial Ganga, syncretism further developed in the field of
religion and ample opportunity for expansion of the Hari-Hara cult. Anantaverman
Chodaganga Deva before his conquest of Utkal was Saiva and himself was
paramamahesvara. After he conquered Utkal in inflicting defeat on Karnadeva,
the last king of the Somavamsi line shifted his capital from Mukhalingam to
Abhinava Varanasi Kataka and change his religious interest from Saivism to
Vaishnavism. Lithic records 16 of the imperial Gangas found on the wall of the
Bhimeswar temple at Draksharam, Madhukesvara temple of Mukhalingam,
Kirtivasa(Lingaraja) temples of Bhubaneswar are some of the significant sources
which indicate that the early Ganga family patronized Saivism. However,
Chodagangadeva zealously patronized the development of the Saivite shrines of
Odisha. There is  an inscription 17 of Chodagangadeva in the Markandesvara temple
at Puri dated in Saka Samvat 1053 (1131 CE), referring to the endowment made by
Ganga monarch with the construction of great Jagannath temple at Puri was made
the centre of Vaishnavism but although the Ganga monarch had shown their
patronage to Saivism by increasing the importance of the existing Saiva centres.
The construction of the temples of Meghesvara, Bhaskaresvara, Yamesvara,
Sarideula, at Bhubaneswar, Sobhanesvara temples at Niali, Saiva temples at Jajpur,
Mukhalingam, and Drakhyaram unmistakably speak of their adherence to Saivism.

The donation of the perpetual lamp to lord Kritibasa (Lingaraja) in the shrine
of Kedaresvara prove their veneration to Lord Siva. The introduction of Natamandapa
to the main temple of Lingaraja was evidently an innovation under the Gangas. Being
wide-ranging in their religious attitude the Ganga monarchs have displayed their
broadness to the other heterogeneous sect other than Vaishnavism. The Jagannatha
Temple at Puri was built by Anantaverman Chodagangadeva there he made the
Jagannath trinity a synthesis form of Vishnu into Siva and Shakti. All the above three
cults mingled with the Jagannath cult. Lord Jagannath was accepted as a manifestation
of Bhairava and Goddess Vimala that of Bhairava.18

The way Saivism, Saktism, and Vaishnavism merged to form the essence of
Orissan culture and religious tradition. Scholars have suggested that the image of
Lord Jagannath evolved out of the image of Ekapada Bhairava. There is sculptural
evidence of the Konark temple panel to corroborate this view of that Jagannath
along with Sivalinga and Mahisamardini Durga worshipped by a royal person
identified with King Narasimhadeva, the builder of the temple.  H.V Stietencron19

draws our attention to the similarity of the image of Ekapada Bhairava with the
image of Jagannath sculptured along with Sivalinga and Mahisamardini in one of
the panels of temple Konark.

The Suryavamsi Gajapatis who succeeded the Gangas did not introduce any
new feature in the realm of Saivism but followed the age-old tradition in some
manner showing their esotericism to all existing religious faiths. Kapilendradeva,
the founder of this dynasty is said to have constructed the temple of Kapileswara
Siva temple at Kapilaprasad in Bhubaneswar. According to tradition, Purusottam
built the temple of Sundara Madhava at Purusattampur in the Ganjam district and
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Prataprudradeva built the temple of Dhavalesvara near Cuttack on Mahanadi bed 20.
The temple of Gokarnesvara Siva in Medinapore district of West Bengal contains
a mutilated inscriptions which refers to Kapilendradeva . 21 Chaitanya worshipped
that deity during his first journey to Orissa.

Conclusion

Thus, legendry and traditional accounts solve the problems of the history and culture
of the land, especially religious history. The above fact highlights the sacred nature
of the Saivite monuments of Odisha in the name of Hindu belief systems. The
relevance of the traditions and legends is of great importance as far as religious
history is concerned. Even today we come across many legends and traditions in
various rural Hindu festive occasions.
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9.
Historiography on Economy of
Early Medieval Northern India

(Based on Contemporary Writings of Ancient Indian Scholars)

*Pramila Soren

Abstract

The study of the economic formation of early India is currently engag-
ing the attention of the present day scholars of the ancient history. There
have been few valuable publications in past which depict the economic
life and agrarian structure in ancient India. This is an attempt to make a
critical analysis of one of the most critical phases of Indian history with
main focus on the economic development in Early Medieval Northern
India. However, with the coming of Archaeology, a flood of information
has comes out, which reveal that the agrarian structure and its charac-
ters were undergoing change. In fact, the growth of agriculture and trade
led to the formation of wealthy land-owning classes and rich trading
communities. However, the introduction of iron for the purpose of agri-
cultural production might have strengthened the economic condition of
landowners. With the increasing emphasis on agriculture more labourers
were needed for cultivation of land. This might be a motivating factor to
employ slave for agricultural production.

D.D. Kosambi1 surveys the course of Indian history right from the earliest time
to till the British Conquest, and throws much light on feudal system in Indian history.
But he does not show any procroste an adherence to slavery in Indian history. But his
theory is questioned by D.R.Chanana2. However, Kosambi’s attempt to distinguish
two processes in development of feudalism in ancient India history, which is “feudalism
from above”, “feudalism from below”. When the kings began to transfer their
administrative rights to their subordinates chiefs who thus came into direct relation
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with peasantry a process he calls, “feudalism from above”. It reached an advanced
stage of development during Gupta andpost Gupta’s periods, “a class of landowner
developed within the village between the state and the peasantry, gradually to wield
armed power on the local population”- a process he terms, “feudalism from below”.

P.Niyogi3discussed in detail about land, land measurement, trade and
commerce, crafts currency, state income and expenditure. Her study throws much
light on the general pattern of the economic system. Which spread over a vast area,
was resulted in the study of Economic History of ancient India. However, her work
does not cover all aspects of economic life of the people in early medieval India.

L.Gopal’s4 discussions about  the various approaches and techniques to the
agriculture in ancient and early medieval Indian agricultural history. He suggests
the private ownership in agricultural land and further states that the state had
proprietary right over certain fields; received revenue from the peasants as the
wages for the protection is afforded to the people. He assumed that agricultural
land generally belonged to him who cultivated it. Gopal works contain very useful
economic data, often drawn from literary and epigraphic traditions, and prepare
the ground for a detailed analytical study of the limited chronological segments of
the early economic history of Northern India. R.S.Sharma 5deals with the origin
and growth of feudalism in ancient Indian history, discussed the feual polity and
economy during Palas, Prathiharas, Rashtrakutas and Delhi Sultan. He covers a
period of about nine centuries, and mainly dealing with the political and economic
aspect of feudalism, his work is the first attempt to cover the entire period. He
presents a lot of information coming from his analytical publications, such as, his
work shows that the critical characteristics of a feudal formation are found in the
social structure of early medieval India, and dominated by a class landlords who
claim and collect rent from the peasants on the ground that they were owners of the
land. He further argues that a class of subject peasantry and every peasant family
constitutes the smallest unit of production and other meeting its needs of subsistence
pays the reminder to the landlords. The peasants actually possessed the land but
were compelled to pay rent in kind, cash or labour to the landlords, but the rent and
labour services were collected by he donors not with the object of promoting
production or the economic growth of the country but only for their own
consumption. They paid not because of expectations of turn but because of custom,
coercion, legal sanction and ideological influences. The socio-economic formation
that we have in early medieval times is the concomitant of a predominantly
agricultural economy in which local needs were satisfied locally and in which the
scope for the functioning of the market system was extremely limited.

The work of B.N.S. yadava6 is a valuable contribution to this subject, his
total rejection of the loss of king or state control over donated land may be especially
true in early India when land grant were less and religious in nature, but one cannot
entirely rule out the loss of the state control over donated land from eight century
A.D, onwards. The author is inclined to accept the loss of revenue to the state
during his period of study.

Historiography on Economy of Early Medieval Northern India
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S.M. Devi7 tried to systematized the economic condition of early medieval
Northern India dealing with the different aspects economy, such as, agriculture,
irrigation, domestication of animals, trade and commerce, guilds, money and
banking including exchanges. Her work is valuable contribution to the history of
economic theories of ancient India, but, the archaeological sources are rarely
utilized. She has discussed various aspects of Economic life of the people, such as,
agricultural caste, division of soil for the purpose of raising crops of different
varieties, methods employed in cultivation, agricultural tools, manures, irrigation
facilities, and agricultural seasons for sowing and harvesting, different kinds of
crops produced, their value in respect of industry. Antiquity of agriculture, various
localities of agricultural goods and danger to the agricultural products has also
been discussed. She further made an attempt to show the different kinds of ownership
that existed in Northern India, discussed in detail regarding the various industries,
moneylending and banking, their nature, rates and types of interest, position of
money-lender and plight of the debtors and persons taking loans. She gives the
detailed description of trade and commerce in Northern India, land and water routes,
important centres of trade, danger faced by the merchant, export and import and
barter system. The plight of poor subjected peasant, forced labour and the feudal
culture has been discussed. The writings of D.N. Jha8 simplyconsist of the collection
of articles seeks to lay stress on various aspects of feudal social formation which
have received scholarly attention. These collected articles give us the idea of Indian
feudalism which is at the centre of controversy in Indian historiography. These
articles by and large, give us the idea of Marxist perception of early Indian history.
Jha introduced some changes to the original without interfering with the style of
the individual contributor. D.N. Jha argues that the growth of feudal property in
India came to the transfer of communal resources (i.e. pastures, forest, water
resources, fitness, etc.) to the donors.

Om Prakash’s9 work indicates that land grants were not uniformly a drain on
state resources; instead, they enriched the state in various ways. He argues that the
land grants not only contributed the king’s share to the royal treasury but some of
them also brought their prides to the king but he ignores large numbers of land
grants which had been donated to donors in early India which were absolutely tax-
free. He further argues that early Indian land grants were not a drain on state
economy. The possibility of generating of landed aristocracy of nobles and officials
is, therefore, ruled out. There is again a total absence of any condition of prospective
bond of protection and service between the lord and the vassal which, in one form
or the other, almost necessarily characterizes feudal formation is absolutely missing.
He rejects the concept of features of feudal system and his self-framed concept of
the total missing of feudalism throughout the length and breadth of ancient India.

V.K.Thakur’s10writings throw much light on the problems of the methodology
of the study of economy in Indian history. According to him,  historical archaeology
is, in fact lagging far behind in respect of the materials relevant to the study of the
various socio-economic problems.
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The work of Johns Deyell11 is a response to challenge of defining and
exploring alternative avenues regarding economic research. He demonstrates that
a thorough investigation of the recovered coin hoards permits a fairly coherent
reconstruction of the monetary system of early medieval North India. A Dasgupta’s12

contribution to the Indian economic life in early India, evolution of economic life
from very beginning. Only general survey of economic life has been given with a
view to showing the progress at each step in Indian economic history. Gupta discuss
in his analytical work the Indian economic thought in general, such as, Buddhist
economic thought, and some details Buddhist attitude to economic activity. He
further argues that the principal economic ideas contained in Kautilya’sArthasastra,
in respect of taxation and price polity are very much relevant in  historical
perspectives. He devoted full chapter on economic thought in pre- muslim and
during period, from the early part of the thirteenth century upto the eighteenth
century A.D. Nothing new is noticeable in his work regarding ancient Indian
economic formation. From above brief analyses we notice that the scholars of
ancient Indian economic history have opened up new lines of inquiry and imply
that, the concept of early medieval economic structure far from being a
historiographical cliché needs further refinement and sophistication.

B.P. Sahu13 highlights the growth and changing contours of historiography with
regards to he agrarian history of early medieval India. As such it incorporates some
significant early writings as well as contributions which represent research still very
much in progress.  G.C. Chauhan’s14 work is a comprehensive study of Agrarian
formation and feudal economy based on literary and epigraphic sources. It poses new
questions on ticklish issues like the structure of feudalism, the nature of peasantry, the
impact of land grants in early medieval northern India. Chauhan presents a deteriorating
grim scenario about the agricultural and economic condition of the historical period
spanning from eighth century to tenth century A.D. It also traces the causal complexities
which forced the peasants to accept their fate passively and without a murmur.

The agrarian and economic life of Indian society witnessthe long and gradual
process of feudalization. We notice two ways of development on one hand there
were changes in the position of agricultural commune on the other hands, the nature
of the feudal estates and the right of the feudal lord over the population change.
Fedual agrarian relation differed from area to area because agricultural and landless
labourers, manual servants, artisan, etc. were dependent on agriculture and were
remunerated mostly in the common lands of the village though their status was not
better than that of semi serfs.
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10.
Approach of Buddhist Monk Ledi Sayadaw

to Vipassna in the History of Burma
*Md Asrarul Haque

 Abstract

In 1911 the Government of India presented the title of Aggamadhapandit.
Everyone in Burma to Ledi Sayadaw who came into contact with this
illustrious monk followed the path dhamma. Indeed, the laity and fol-
lowers owed at great debt of gratitude to this scholarly and saintly monk.
He was really instrumental in reenlivening the traditional practice of
vipassana, making it more available for the renunciants and the com-
mon people alike. He is famous in Burma for his expositions of the
Bauddha dhamma as well as for his practical realization. He rightly
holds the view that a comprehensive knowledge of the ultimate realities
(paramatha) can gradually eliminate ignorance and the wrong views
about these concepts.1

This understanding according to Sayadaw, is a necessary precondition for
insight meditation (vipassana). Without this step emancipation (nibbana) will be
out of reach.2

Ledi Sayadaw preferred the breathing method to realize the ultimate realities.
He also believes that the Buddhas attained sainthood by practicing this method.
And all the Buddhas kept on practicing this method throughout their lives. It is
also the easiest way and can be practised at any time. Further, the Buddha frequently
praised this method as the best to concentrate and obtain enlightment in this way.3

It is said that this breathing exercise may be done in four different methods4:
(i) counting as the breath is breathed in and out,
(ii) watching mentally the passage of the breath from the nostrils to the abdomen

and back,
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(iii)watching the rise and fall of the abdomen, and
(iv)watching the sensation of the breath coming in and out of the nostrils.

Ledi Sayadaw holds that the meditation practice, the aforesaid fourth one is
the quickest way to gain concentration (samadhi). Because in theory and practice,
the first three are contained in the fourth. After reaching at the stage of appana
samadhi (breathing meditation) and practicing it from three to five days, and having
seen the visions with the lights, the meditator has attained sufficient mindfulness
and concentration to start with the practice of vipassana meditation.

The meditator begins to learn to perceive that all physical and mental
phenomena within his body are constantly changing, and that they are impermanent
(phyit-pyet), come-go arising and vanishing. Becoming aware that all is phyit-
pyet-this is known as vipassana or inner sight.5

The meditator at the start of the vipassana is aware only of material objects,
and in the case of human beings he thinks of them as man or woman, or he thinks
of their forms as living beings. In his own case he will notice different parts of his
body such as arms, legs etc. Later on he will not distinguish one part from another
and all will be phyit-pyet (impermanent or gradual rise and fall).6

According to Ledi Sayadaw the meditator should not be disappointed if this
does not come all at once. If he continues to practice this phyit-pyet or arising and
vanishing, over and over again, he will eventually come to know in actual
experience, that all is impermanent and that he will no longer think of names and
forms, and know the truth that there are only mental and physical phenomena.
When these truths become clear to him, he will also find the reality of impermanence,
suffering and selflessness, which can be understood only when he has attained
inner sight. After seeing the ceaseless changing of mental and physical phenomena
within his body, he will see the same thing in what is external to his body as well.

The meditator will observe within his body as he meditates such things as
heat or cold, heaviness, a shudder, itching, tightness, little movements of the blood
flowing as if little ants or worms are crawling over him. When he observes these
things, Ledi Sayadaw suggests that he should not move his posture. If he feels too
stiff and cannot bear it, shift very slowly but do not loose mindfulness. If he has
these feelings when in a standing position, sit down very slowly. Do not change
the position very often and if does, change it very slowly and only things become
unbearable and always allowing the phyit-pyet to continue without interruption.
Further, when eating, drinking, walking, falling asleep etc. be mindful all the time. 7

Ledi Sayadaw also presents an exhaustive discussion on some precautions
which should be taken by the meditator while meditating. During the meditation
he should not speak much, nor preach much, nor listen to dhamma talk, nor discuss,
nor question, nor read, nor recite, nor learn, nor think. If he does these things, he
cannot concentrate easily.

During the meditation if any contact comes, whether within or without the
body, the meditator should observe such contact as phyit-pyet. And within the
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whole body from heal to foot he should see just phyit-pyet. Do not let go of his
mind and he will experience different kinds of extraordinary happenings.

At this stage the meditator will see what is happening within. He will find it
like bubbles when water in a kettle boils, or like foam on a river, or the sizzling of
oil in the frying pan or fizzy drinks when the bottle is opened. He will see this from
the top of the head to the feet and back up again to he head, all coming and going
like the sparkling of fire works, or a mirage in the desert, or a cinematograph film,
or the flow of water in the stream, or clouds going and coming or mist or snow
falling or sandbanks wearing away, or a flame of fire.8

These experiences will be different to different people and it is not possible
to describe them all, for they are innumerable, and each must learn from his own
experience and not by reading or listening to others.

The physical changes, such as warmth and chilling, which are seen with inner
sight by concentrating on phyit-pyet are called physical phenomena. The consciousness
on them is called mental phenomena. This understanding is the beginning of vipassana
or insight. The knowledge is actual experience that he is composed only of physical
and mental phenomena arising and vanishing. Other than these are no beings, no
animals, no man, no women, no self, no ‘I’. When he realizes this truth and continues
concentrating on phyit-pyet, he gets further knowledge.9

Vipassana is attained when, after having found the phyit-pyet in everything,
he ceases wanting the things of this world. He is then like the man who has been
striving to light a fire with a flint and kindling. He has gone on and striking. Now
at last he has got a flame.

The changes in the body such as warmth and cold, etc. are one thing. Knowing
of them is the other-form and name, the physical change and the mind knowing it,
no person, no animal, no ‘He’, no ‘I’.

Everybody wants to make pleasant things permanent and without suffering.
But the meditator according to Ledi Sayedaw, now can see that he cannot do so,
for they have their own way.10 He cannot master them for they are governed by the
law of their own being. There is no ego to govern them. He, therefore, now see that
all is without self, that there is only mind and matter having all the three
characteristics of impermanence, suffering and selflessness. 11

Thus comes knowledge in actual experience That all is impermanent, fraught
with suffering, and without a self. That all is arising and vanishing: That all
eventually passes away and disappears. When he sees that al is disappearing, he no
longer have clinging or attachment or any pleasure in the things of the six senses.

The first feeling after coming to this knowledge is one of unutterable
depression, the depression of knowing what the meditator could not get in the past,
what he cannot get in the present, and what he will not be able to get in the future.
Life will be altogether unsatisfactory; it will loose savour and become distasteful.
He, therefore, turn away from the things of this world.

Ledi Sayadaw rightly holds in this regards that at this stage the meditator will
go back with added zest to the contemplation of anicca (impermanence), dukkha
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(unsatisfactoriness) and anatta (selflessness) through the practice of phyit-pyet.
The meditator will find the will to escape from atttachment to mind and matter,
and will have no desire and no aversion, no hope and no anxiety. He will find
perfect equanimity. He should take either dukkha, anicca or anatta and meditate
upon it, and the stages of sainthood will follow. 12

All these depends on the purity of mind. But the meditator may now be cetain
that meditation has proceeded some way towards vipasana, and that with the help
of agreeable climate, food and comparison, progress will continue to be made and
the four stages of sainthood attained, and also that through the perfections acquired
in previous lives he will pass through the sensual world and get a foretaste of
Nibbana.

This is the state of insight which in the prelude to the first state of sainhood
or sotapanna. After this the meditator will pass to the states of sakadagami, anagami
and arahat. But until he actually gain arahatship he must continue to practice with
faith and perseverance.
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11.
Saivite Monuments of Jajpur;

A Study on Traditions and Legends
*Umakanta Moharana

Abstract

Jajpur, the seat of Goddess Viraja had been a place of importance from
the stand point  ofOdishan  religion as as well as archaeology .This
place is identified as Jajnagara, Virajamandala, Virajakshetra,
Virajanagara, jajnagaraKataka from various sources.The name Jajpur
comes from the word ‘Yajnapura’, while some pointed out that the name
originated from JajnagarKataka.ShaktipithaJajpur was included as one
of the principal ksetraof Odisha in the sacred text of Kapilasamhita like
Purusottamakhetra (Puri), Arkakhetra(Konark), Ekamrakhetra (
Bhubaneswar) etc.Jajpur is not only a Shakta centre but also a centre of
Buddhism, Jainism, Saivism and Vaisnavism developed this area and
the archaeological remains are still noticeable.

Introduction

The art, culture, and religion of VirajaKsetraJajpur are very famous and most
ancient. It is the place of Goddess Viraja. This VirajaKshetra or place is as ancient
as PurusottamKshetra Puri. Because Virajatirtha seems to be the oldest name as it
has been referred to in the Vana Parva of the great epic Mahabharata 1. In this
text, there is no mention of Jagannath kshetra of Puri. So it is clear that the art,
culture, and religion of VirajaKshetra is older than Jagannath, Puri. So, the place
of Viraja is full of antiquity and a large number of ancient heritages found in this
place. This kshetra has been the witness of various cultural syntheses of the various
sect from time immemorial. Among all the gods and goddesses, Subhastamba,
Goddess Indrani, Varaha temple, Varahi image, AbhahyaNrusingha, Sidhesvara
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temple, Buddhaimage, Chamunda, Saptamatrika, Swapnesvara, Agniswara,
Gokarnika, Daswamedhaghat, etc are one of them.

We come across at least five numbers of sahasralingams in the compound of
Virajatemple(previously preserved in the premises of Akhandaleswar temple) which
have been assigned to the seventh-eighth century CE 2 . This shows that worship of
Lingam was popular in Bhubaneswar and Jaipur areas in the said period. The early
Bhaumakara rulers were staunch Buddhists, but they did not neglect Saivism.
Madhavidevi, the queen of Buddhist king Subhakara-1(c. CE. 790) was a Saiva
who built a temple for Madhaveswar Siva after her name at Jajpur, as is known
from the Hamsesvara temple inscription3 . This inscription further reveals that she
appointed a Saiva Acharya for regular worship of the deity. U.N. Dhal aptly says;
“This appears to be the earliest epigraphic record of the spread of Siva cult in the
form of Lingam(phallus) worship during the reign of the early Bhauma-Kara
monarchs” 4 in jajpur region. In Bhauma copper plate grants we also come across
the figures of a couchant bull on the seals attached. The bull symbol on the Bhauma
seals proves that the Bhauma rulers held Saivism in high esteem5. The names of
the Bhaumakara kings like Sivakara-1, Sivakara-II, and Sivakara-III also point out
that they were not apathetic to Saivism, even though they did not extend their
active patronage to this faith. The later Bhauma rulers hold Saivite epithets like
Paramamaheswara or Paramamahesvari. The inscriptions of Subhakara-III 6 ,
Subhakara-IV7 , Sivakara-III8, and Dandi Mahadevi9  show that they were all Saiva
devotees. Similarly, the Hindol plate of Subhakara-I10  dated in Samvat 103(839
CE), records the gift of a village Naddilo in Uttara Tosali for the worship of the
god VaidyanathaBhataraka enshrined in the temple of Pulindesvara. It is interesting
to note that there still exists a village under the name of Kotapura( a distorted form
of Kottapura) and also a Saiva shrine called Nanneswar at Nanpur under Dharmasala
P.S of Jajpur district.11. The huge number of Sivalingas found to be lying scattered
here and there in the close neighborhood of Jajpur town also indicates that Saivism
had its palmy days during the glorious epoch of the Bhaumakara monarchs 12

It is worthy to note that the amalgamation of Saivism with Saktism and
Tantrism was special character of this age when tantric elements appeared in the
Saiva and Sakta shrines at Jajpur and Bhubaneswar respectively. The Saiva temples
of Jajpur built during this period , also bear Tantric influences. The rituals of goddess
Viraja, the presiding deity of Jajpur, seems to have undergone a great change in the
Bhauma period as it was connected with Tantric practices 13. Therefore, Saivism as
the prevailing faith of the later Bhauma monarchs exercised a tremendous influence
in the religious life of Jaipur.

During the Bhauma-Kara rule, the Pasupata sect of Saivism continued to
influence Orissa even though Buddhism received the royal patronage. However,
its origin may be traced in the Pre-Christian centuries. Patanjali, who flourished in
the second century BCE., mentioned the Siva Bhagavatas as ascetics moving with
iron tridents in their hands. 14. About this time there arouse in western India a great
propounder of Saivism named Lakulisa who is regarded as the last incarnation of
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Siva and the founder of Pasupata sect 15. Lakulisa had four disciples namely, Kusika,
Garga, Mitra and Kauruseya. Setting up of a Linga in the memory of dead teacher
was an old practice with the followers of the Pasupata sect 16. According to
Virajaksetramahatmya17 the practice of setting up of innumerable Sivalingas
atJajpur represent as ten million less by one. The above text mentions Isanesvara
was the first Saiva shrine to come into existance in the ksetra i.e., Jajpur18  but the
other three shrines which were constructed in the three corners of the triangular
ksetra are Bilvesvara ,Varunesvara and Kilalatesvara the next in order of antiquarian
importance. Similarly the shrines like Isanesvara,Kapilesvara and Agastyesvara
were named after the Pasupata teachers. It is to be noted that the famous Kapilatirtha
at Jajpur undoubtedly bears the memory of Kapila, one of the sucessors of Kusika,
a disciple of Lakulisa who founded a line of Pasupata teachers in Mathura 19

In the list of Sivalingasand tirthas of Virajaksetramahatmya we come across
Yayatisvara Siva and Yayatitirtha on the bank of river Vaitarani at Jajpur. It appears
that the Sivalinga along with the tirtha was established by Yayati-I and other and
other members of his line 20. The Somavamsi kings are traditionally associated
with Jajpur and Bhubaneswar. As they adorned Ekamraor modern Bhubaneswar
with innumerable Saiva shrines, it not unlikely that they also took up the task of
constructing some Saiva shrines in the vast extent of Jajpur. Some of the Saiva
shrines called Bhimeswara, Chandeswara( Chandisvara) and Dharmesvara, extant
at Jajpur are perhaps the names of Bhimaratha, ChandiharaYayati-II and
Dharmaratha all of whom were Somavamsi kings. In the Bhauma period, a mixed
form of Saivism and Saktism prevailed at Jajpur , but the Somavamsis restored
them to their purer forms 21. The Somavamsis are credited with the performance of
the tenfold horse sacrifices (Dasasvamedha Yajna) on the Vaitarani, the installation
of Saptamatrika near the Dasasvamedhaghat and the erection of a beautiful
monolithic pillar called Subhastamba at Chandreswara- all in the heart of Jajpur. It
is thus apparent that they were cosmopolitan in their religious outlook, retaining
all the conventions that had required religious sanction through long practice in
the preceding centuries 22

Saivism took a different turn under the imperial Gangas who supplanted the
Somavamsis in the first quarter of the twelfth century CE. Chodagangadeva
expressed his devotion to Siva in one of his early charters issued in Saka Era 1003
corresponding to 1081 CE 23. But after his conquest of Utkal before1118 CE, he
became more inclined towards Vaisnavism. The Lingaraja temple inscription of
his thirty seventh regnal year records the grant by him for the maintenance of a
perpetual lamp in the shrine of Kirttivasa i.e., Lingaraja24.Like Yayatisvara, the
origin of Gangesvara Siva at Jajpur may be attributed to some of the rulers of the
Ganga dynasty. The Virajaksetramahatmya25 referes to two other Sivalingas named
Svapneswarand Rajarajeswara. Svapneswaradeva , the commander in chief of
the Ganga army under Rajaraja-II and Anangabhimadeva-II, built the temple of
Meghesvara at Bhubaneswar. Similarly, the architectural features of the temples of
Trilochanesvara and Siddhesvara at Jajpur leave no doubt that they were built
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during the Ganga epoch 26. And the Saiva shrines like Kameswar, Rajeswar and
Jateswarlocated  atJajpur may be ascribed  to the Ganga period 27

It is revealed from the Virajaksetramahatmya28that an Asokan pillar set up at
Siddhesvara had been reduced to Sivalinga. Like BhaskaresvaraSivalinga at
Bhubaneswara was a huge Asokan pillar which has been converted into a Sivalinga
during the period of Saiva supremacy in Orissa. A Buddhist fair called Asokastami is
still being observed at Bhubaneswar and Jajpur- the two main Saiva centres of Odisha.

As per the local tradition Kapilendradeva, the founder of the Suryavamsi
dynasty, had constructed  theVatesvara temple at Daksinasasana near Dharmasala.
A Mukhalingam with four faces , found to have been sculptured on the temple is
rare icon of the Saiva sect.

Conclusion-The above discussion shows that Saivism showed prevalent or
major religion in Jajpur from remote past. Like Bhubaneswar Jajpur had been a
continuous Saiva tradition from Bhauma period to SuryavansiGajapatis. This also
also impact on the socio-cultural life of Jajpur through the ages the tantric Budhism
includes Shaktism and finally converted Shakti pithas of GodessViraja.
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12.
Water Management of Dhar During

Medieval Period
*Dr Vinay Shrivastava

Abstract

During the ruling period of Parmar dynasty, Dhar was the capital city of
Malwa and the system of water management of Dhar was considered to be
extremely important one in the medieval times.  The very name of ‘Dhar’
was in itself a symbol of water course.1   Many tanks were got constructed in
Dhar by King Munz at its respective locations.  One of the tanks, located at
North of Kalika Devi Temple, was known as ‘Munj Tank’ (Sarovar).  For
the protection and conservation of water resources in Dhar, King Bhoj Dev
Parmar had developed a water management system for Dhar, which was
considered to be of extreme importance at that time.2

Alberuni had gone deep into the details related to water management system of
Dhar prevalent at that time.3 As per his findings, King Bhoj had constructed a
‘Manimarket Mandap’ and a huge Bawdi in Dhar as well as a tank, called as ‘Naltadag’
in Nalchha of Dhar.  He had also constructed ‘Wari-Parikha’ (trench), four gate-
ways and an enclosing well within the city of Dhar.  There were big reservoirs on
both the sides of gate-ways.  The water courses of these reservoirs were connected
with another tank, which worked as ‘Wari-Parikha’ (trench).4

Geographically, the city of Dhar has been surrounded by the small hills and most part
of its land is sloppy towards its West. The water that de-flowed from the hills as well as the
rain water got collected into the tanks which were constructed around this city.  The overflowed
water of these tanks got reached from the Devi Tank to the water channels and from these
water channels up to the main river.  This process continues to exist even today.5

Total of 13 (thirteen) tanks were constructed in Dhar.  Some of them were
constructed during the ruling period of Parmars, while some of them
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wereconstructed in the ruling period of Sultan of Mandu.  Numerous wells and
step-wells were also constructed in Dhar to meet to drinking water requirement of
the people.  In addition to this, two Bawdies of medieval times still exist here. 6

The brief description of tanks of medieval times in Dhar is given as under:
1. Munj Dev Tank: It was a huge tank situated in the North-West corner of

the city.  This tank was constructed by the Parmar Ruler, ‘Vakpati Raj’ Munj.  The
over-flowed water of this tank got reached into the Devi Sagar and Kunj Dev tanks.7

2. Kunj Dev Tank: It is located in the East of Munj Tank and extended up to
the Fortress of Dhar.  This tank was constructed during the ruling period of Parmar
King – Bhoj.  In his period, a beautiful Royal Garden was also developed on the Hills
of Dhar.  This Royal Garden was being irrigated by the water of this tank.  King Bhoj
had also constructed a ‘Manimarket Mandap’ in this Royal Garden, which subsequent
upon the death of King Bhoj, was converted into a Fortress by another Parmer Ruler.8

3. Bhohdev Tank: This tank was got constructed by King Bhoj and is located
in the North of the city, opposite to the ‘Ganpati’ temple. 9

4. Devi Sagar Tank: It is located close to the Kalika Devi temple in the western
direction of the city.  Being close to the Kalika Devi temple, this tank is called as ‘Devi
Sagar Tank’.  Both the tank and the temple were constructed by the Parmar Ruler –
Vakpati Raj Munj.  During the Maratha period, the paal (boundary) and the ghats
(wharves) of the old tank were got repaired by the then local Panwar Ruler.  The Ghats
(wharves) consisted of descending stairs leading up to the water of the tank.  In the
ruling period of Parmars, all the tanks were inter-connected with each other.  In the
south of this tank, Bandh (dam) was also made and the over-flowed water was discharged
from this Bandh (dam) through the water channels leading up to the River Manu.10

5. Dhoop Tank: This tank was built in the medieval period and it is located
in South-West corner of the city of Dhar. 11

6. Phooti Pal Ka Tank: This tank is located in the South-East of city of
Dhar.  In the medieval period, this region got populated subsequent upon the
destruction of the Paal (boundary) of this tank. 12

7. Purnia Tank: Constructed during the medieval period, this tank was
located at the Eastern direction of city of Dhar.  Situated on the west pal (boundary)
of this tank, there were Hanuman temple and city Police Station.13  Originally, this
tank was constructed in the period of Parmar rulers, but due to lack of conservation
of water and proper maintenance, coupled with scanty rain-fall, this tank had gone
dry.  During the ruling period of Parmars, the water conservation area of this tank
was abolished and replaced with the construction of road. 14

8. Mansoorie Tank: This tank was constructed, during the medieval period,
by the Sultan of Mandu.  It is located at the outskirts of the city of Dhar on the left
side of Mandu Road.15

9. Himmatgarh Tank: This tank is located in the South of Dhar City, close
to the village Himmatgarh. Originally, it was also constructed by Parmar Ruler, as
a part of ‘Vari Parikha’. 16
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10. Landia Tank: This tank was originally built by the Parmar Rulers.  It
was located close to the Shahi (Royal) Palace of King Bhoj, which was then called
as ‘Raj Marthand Prasad’, but at present it is known as ‘Lal Masjid’. 17

11. Sidhnath Tank: This tank is located at the outskirts of city of Dhar on
the right of Indore Road.  However, due to lack of water conversation and its
proper maintenance, coupled with scanty rain-fall, it has been completely dried-
out.  Consequently, various colonies have been developed over the land of this
tank.  At present, this tank is on the verge of its extinction.18

12. Natnagara Tank: It is located on the South-East of city of Dhar on the old
Mandu Road. This tank was made as part of the construction of ‘Bandh’ (Dam) over the
‘sub-mountainous’ part of South-East. 19

‘Natnagara Math’ and the temple of ‘Bhairav Nath’ are situated on embankment of
this tank.  This ‘Math’ (shrine) was built in 13th Century during the period of Parmar
Rulers and originally it belonged to ‘Nath Pauthis Yogi’.  This ‘Math’ (shrine) was being
used for holding prayers and conducting Majlis (meetings) of Sufi Saints of Mandu.20

13. Ram Talai: It is a small tank, located close to the Bunglow of
Superintendent of Police (S.P.).  Due to its smaller size, it is being called as ‘Half
Tank’.21 During the medieval period, there were two important Bawdies in this region
and one of them was located within the Fortress of Dhar.  It was constructed in Parmars’
period by King Bhoj.  This Bawdi was an important source of drinking water for the
soldiers.  Another Bawdi was situated near ‘Naugaon’.  This three storied Bawdi was
constructed in 15th Century and it was an important source of water in medieval times.22

The huge Bawdi of the Fortress got repaired, from time to time, by the Sultan
of Mandu.  During 1447-1448 A.D. the Sultan of Mandu, Mehmood Shah Khilji
(first) had constructed the descending stone stairs leading up to the water of this
Bawdi.  The Fortress of Dhar was being used as the official residence of Subedar of
Malwa, as designated by Delhi Sultan, for about one hundred years from 1305 to
1405 A.D.  The water of this Bawdi was being used for meeting the drinking water
requirement of Army personnel as well as for the horses of the soldiers.23

The descending stairs and the surrounding walls of the Bawdi got reconstructed
and repaired by the Pawar rulers of Dhar.  ‘Mandap’ (pavilion) and Ghats (wharves)
were also built around the Bawdi.  However, with the passage of time, this Bawdi
has now lost its originality and beauty.24 All the water resources of Dhar were the
specific and unique examples of water management system prevalent at the times of
respective contemporary rulers.  According to the normal slope of the respective
land, the water conservation area of these tanks was extended towards the North
direction.  The tanks located from East to West direction via North were connected
with each other to avoid any over-flow of water during heavy rains.  However, the
surplus of such water got reached into the water channels towards the South direction.
The overflowing water in the city was discharged through water channels.25

The South of Dhar is the end corner of the Plateau.  The natural trench started
from this place and as such, the water channels had flown from both the sides and
they had worked like a ‘Vari-Parikha’.26

Water Management of Dhar During Medieval Period
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The water of the tanks was being used for irrigating the surrounding fields
and also for meeting the drinking water requirement of the people in the city.  The
water of the tanks got reached in the city, royal palace and hammam through clay
pipes.  The water channels were made close to the border (kot) of the city to facilitate
the supply of water.27

During the ruling period of Mandu Sultan, Dhar was the hub for Sufi Saints.
Many ‘Huzare’ and ‘Khankahen’ were built in Dhar and Mandu.  Tanks and Bawdies
were also constructed close to these ‘Huzare’ and ‘Khankahen’.
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13.
Gadyana–The Gold Coin

*Dr. N. C Sujatha

Abstract

Gold as a metal for coinage has been recognized from very early times.
The earliest gold coins to be found in South India, though not belonging
to any of the South Indian dynasty, are those of Roman Empire. South
Indian dynasties had well-established trade connections with the Ro-
man world hence large amount of gold coins came into this land. The
gold coins of South India had their own characteristics, in spite having
external foray and their consequential alteration and the coins have
endured until recent past. The various stages of evolution of the gold
coins of the south can be noticeable various dynasties issued gold coins
as the medium of exchange. The primeval embodiments are a grain of
plain gold with minute punch mark on one side. Later these plain gold
coins developed in to full-fledged golden Gadyanas.

Keyword: Gold, Gadyana, Varaha, Inscriptions, Hoysala, Vijayanagara,
Kalyana Chalukyas, Metal, Emblem

Introduction

Gadyana was the most important gold coin of south India. Almost all the dynasties
of South India and Deccan used this coin as standard gold coin of the highest value
and denomination. Though Gadyana was in circulation from about the sixth to
eighteenth-century AD, it underwent major changes in weight and shape during
these centuries, as different dynasty minted Gadyanas. The Gadyana was also called
the varaha, the hon or pon.

The inscriptions of the various dynasties of South India mention a large number
of different varieties of Gadyanas. From these references, it is possible to group the
Gadyanas based on size and shape, symbols and emblems, dynasty, king, titles, mints
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tax and trade, denomination, commemoration, and combination with other coins.
Epigraphs highlight the shape and size of Gadyanas Viz: Chikka Gadyana, Sanna

Gadyana, Dodda Gadyana, Gatti Gadyana, Chakra Gadyana, Kati Gadyana, Pratapa
Gadyana, Dodda Varaha, Sudda Varaha, Chakra Varaha and Nijagatti Varaha. Chikka
and Sanna literally mean small, dodda means big and gatti means solid. Evidently, the
above mentioned varieties refer to the dimensions and mass of the gold coins.

Kalyana Chalukyas: The Kalyana Chalukyas dominated the political and
cultural field of Karnataka for over two centuries. This dynasty is called the Kalyana
Chalukyas because their capital was established at the place called Kalyana. The
rule of the Kalyana Chalukyas left an ever lasting impression in the south Indian
history. This dynasty saw many great rules like TailaII, Satyasraya, JayasimhaII
and Vikramaditya VI.  During the period of Kalyana Chalukya gold coins were
very popular. Gold Gadyana was the most popular coin of the period. It was written
in various forms and abbreviated as Gadya and Ga. Inscriptions of 1098AD
emphasize, Mayura Gadyana, Chakra Gadyana, KathariAnkusa Gadyana, Biruda
Gadyana and MayuraGadyana.1 It literally means Gadyana with an emblem of
Mayura or Peacock on it.

Kakatiyas of Warangal: The Kakatiyas of Warangal emerged as one of the
powerful dynasty during the 12 th and 13th century AD. In their primeval days the
Kakatiyas were not independent, but were subjugated to the power of Chalukyas
of Kalyana. They ruled a small province near Warangal. Pratapa Rudra-I founded
this dynasty in 1163AD. The most powerful rulers of this dynasty were Ganapati
Deva and Rudramma Devi. It is interesting to note that the titles of the kings had
become so popular that many kings inscribed them on their coins. And such coins
were by the titles on them. Kesari Gadyana, Gajamalla Gadyana, Bairava Gadyana
and Pratapa Gadyana. The term Keasri Gadyana is found frequently in the
inscriptions of the Kakatiyas of Warangal.2The Kakatiya kings had the title
Rayagajakesari and Dayagajakesari and they were inscribed on their coins. 3 Hence,
these Gadyans came to be known as Kesari Gadyana.

Hoysala Dynasty – Gadyana :  The Hoysalas ruled major areas of Karnataka
small parts of Tamil Nadu and western Andhra Pradesh. Vishnuvardana was a
powerful ruler of the Hoysala dynasty as he was the king who started to establish
the Hoysala as separate independent dynasty, liberating them from the clutches of
the Chalukyas. After becoming a separate entity the Hoysalas minted their own
coins which was different not only in type but also in Gravity.  The mass of a
varaha or a Gadyana of the Hoysala period was 63 grains, whereas the Chalukyan
coin of the corresponding denomination weighed 58 grains. Thus, there is a
divergence between the Hoysala and Chalukyan coins.

The term Narasimha Gadyana occurs in the inscription from Belur taluk.
Obviously, it is a Gadyana on which the image of the Lord Narasimha is found, it could
also refer to the Gadyana issued by the king Narasimha. It is well known that coins
were known by the name of the ruler and also the images of god depict on the coins.

We find less reference to the term Varaha coin in the Hoysala inscription, as
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their frequency is very meager, as compared to the term Gadyana. In an inscription
of Ballala II the term varaha Gadyana occurs and it is mentioned that 46 varaha
Gadyanas were paid for the purchase of a land. Obviously, varaha and Gadyana
refer to the same gold coin during the period. Pon or hon as mentioned in many
Hoysala epigraphs. An inscription of Someshwara dated 1270 AD refers to the
construction of a tank at 500 Hons.4

An inscription from Sravanabelagola makes it clear that Gadyana and hon
refer to the same coin.5Biruda Gadyana is mentioned in the inscriptions of 13th century.6
Some coins have titles of kings on them instead of their names. For example, coins
of Vishnuvardana of the Hoysala dynasty had the titles, Talakadugonda,
Nolambavadigonda and Maleparolugonda on them. Hence the term biruda Gadyana
may be taken to refer to such coins which have titles or birudas on them.

Gadyanas were also referred to by the dynastic name such as Hoysala
Gadyana, Gangana Gadyana, Matsya Gadyana and Tyagi Gadyana. An inscription
from Belur belonging to the times of Hoysala refers to gift of Hoysala Gadyana. 7

Vijayanagara Dynasty: The Vijayanagara Empire was commenced in the
year 1336AD by Hakka and Bukka and marked a special place of history south
India. Vijayanagara kingdom virtually encircled the entire region of south India.
More or less all the rulers of this kingdom casted coin in all alloys, but coins made
in gold held sway during the period. King Krishnadevaraya was the utmost
acclaimed ruler of the Vijayanagara Empire. He ruled for 20 years commencing
from  1509 to 1529 AD and strengthened the boundaries of the Empire. With sheer
grit and determination he made the Empire superior in entire South India. The gold
coins of king Krishnadevaraya held distinctive place in the history of coins.

Krishnadevaraya minted two types of Gadyanas. One with the usual weight
of 52 grains (3.3368 gm) and the other with double the weight. Thus, they are both
big and small in size as well as weight. Hence chikka and sanna Gadyana refer to
coins of 52 grains and 0.5" (1.25cm) in diameter whereas the dodda Gadyana
refers to the coin of 117 grains (7.581 gm) and 0.75" (1.87 cm) in diameter. The
great Vijayanagara king Krishnadevaraya was a revered devotee of lord Sri
Venkateshwara of Tirumala. After every victory in war, he paid his obedience to
lord. As a mark of devotion to the lord Venkateshwara he minted Suvarna coin
with the image of lord Venkateshwara along with Balakrishna Narasimha and
Garuda. Chakra Gadyana appears in an inscription of the Vijayanagara period.
Literally, it means a Gadyana with a wheel or chakra on it.

  

 

 

Gadyana, varaha, pon, pagoda, kâþi, paG

 

a and hâga were the gold coins of
the period. The double varahas weighed 120 grains while the ordinary Varaha
were only 60 grains. Pratapa was equal to half of a varaha and it weighed 26
grains. Kâþi was the next lower gold coin equal to half of a Pratapa. Pana was the
next gold coin and it weighed 5-6 grains. hâga was equal to ¼ of a Pana. These
were so many denominations.

Conclusion: The study is mainly concentrated on Gadyanas also called
Suvarna, Hon, Pon and Pana.

Gadyana–The Gold Coin
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South India gained peculiar structure of coinage from earliest time which
perused till the British launched virtually a common system of coinage  for the
whole nation. With some deviation of kingdom ruled Rajas of Mysore and Sultans
of Hyderabad etc. The distinctive trait of the coin the stability and vitality of coinage
from its Initiation.  Though it underwent major changes from metals, size and
weights. India’s gold connection dates back to 2000 years. Gold coins are a good
testimony to the prosperous condition of the dynasties of South India and it is also
a valuable source to gauge the wealth and the economic status of an individual or
dynasty. Coins struck in metals are appreciated because it was sturdy. It served as
an exchange medium for centuries.

Gadyana enjoyed the status of the highest value.Gadyanas were used for
different types of transactions such as commercial and religious purposes.
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14.
The Social Classes Under Mughals: The

Stratification of the Polpulation,
It’s Nature and Composition

*Dr. Tanuja Kumari

Abstract

The social classes or the character of the population except under cer-
tain Mughal rulers was almost similar in it’s composition and structure.
The division of the social classes was based on ranks in the society. The
slaves and the servants were also an important class of the society which
depicted prestige and power. The composition of the social classes and
the varnas were similar in the Hindu society to that of ancient times.
The classes of the society of India finds mention during the reign of
Babur also. The dominance of the caste and sub caste in Hindu society
has been mentioned by travellers of Mughal times. During the reign of
Akbar the stratification of the society became simpler due to the
mansabdarisystem .However, during the reign of Jahangir and Shah
Jahan the composition of the population remained almost similar but
during the reign of Aurangzeb the social classes differentiation, compo-
sition and stratification underwent deterioration.

Keywords: social classes, Mughals, stratification, population, caste , sub
caste, karkhanas

Introduction

The classification of the society during the Mughal period starts with Babur and the
prime position in the society was that of the king and after that of the nobility and the
governor of the provinces.The minister and the secretary of the state where called
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Umraos1..The Hindu rajas who were holding their position as the hereditary successors
also held the same position similar to that of the Muslims.The emperor was theofficial
head of the state .TheAmirs and the nobility and the governors were promoted in
their positions in respect to their capabilities and services and fidelity.2.

Methodology

The study has been based on descriptive method and qualitative study of the social
classes during the Mughal rule. The aim of the study was to find out the nature,
composition and stratification of the society and classes under Mughal rule.

Observation

However, the classification in the society was further added during the rule of
Humayun. Humayun divided all the offices of the state or rather all the inhabitants
into three classes.Ahl-i- Daulat i.e., officers of the state,Ahl-i-Sadaat i.e., good
men and Ahl-i Murad i.e., people of pleasure. 3.

Similar three classes continued to exist during the reign of Akbar as per
mentioned by Abul fazl in his book.During the reign of Humayun the Ahl-i- Daulat
included his brothers,relatives ,officers Wazir and the soldiers.The power of
prosperity was held with the help of the warriors . 4.The hell is that it included the
qazis,philosophers, poets and the nobles.The third category A Hali Murad, people
of pleasure included those who were young,handsome ,clever musicians and singers.

Humayun divided his week accordingly for all the classes and the Thursdays
and Saturdays were fixed for the holy people ,Sunday and Tuesdays for the state
officials.5. Humayun had also made three arrows of gold known as the arrow of
Sadaat,Daulat and Murad eachone of which was handed over to one of the firmly
established leader of the classes .The arrows were divided or subdivided into 12
classes each.6.

Arrow was of three grades.All the administrative work was divided among
the four departments corresponding to the four elements of the earth i.e.,Atishi (
fire),Hawai(air),Abi(water) and khaki (Earth).The fire department dealt with
artillery, arms and ammunitions. The Air apartment with the wardrobe, kitchen
andstable.The water Department with the manufacture of wine ,digging of canals
and all related works to that of waterways, the earth department was concerned
with the affairs of the agriculture ,building and also the land administration. 7.

So, we can find here that during the reign of Humayun itself the classification
of the population had properly started and it wasmade more precise or
accurate.During the reign of Akbar ,themansabdari system not only depicted the
military classes but also the social stratification of the society .8.

Akbar had made the classification more simpler with that of improvement in each
and every sense for the population of the country .He also divided the whole society into
three classes, the first class was composed of the mansabdars with the King as the head.This
class was actually having all the powers in theirhands .The second class was a class of
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men engaged in trade and commerce,italso included the manufacturers . The third class
formed the bulk of the population, it included the common people.9.

However, the first class superseded the two other classes. During the reign of
Jahangir there were three classes of people who were freeduring the reign of Jahangir.
we find that the servant class ,their population had exist exceedingly increased.Everyone
from among the soldiers, merchants and the state officials had servants to look after
them  and many of the servants were kept according to thepositions of the classes in the
society.10. If we discuss about the population during the Mughal period we find that
people from all the Asiatic races ,Persians,tartars and the Armenians stayed in India,
they  were also use also a part of the populationduring the rule of Akbar.The zamindari
system received a setback with the introduction of the mansabdari system and also
with the payment to the soldiers in cash. The classification of the Akbar society continued
to be so during the reign of Shahjahan also.During the reign of  Aurangzeb the classes
or the classification of the society was basically according to religion .The Hindus
were not allowed to follow many of their customs and culture.11.

The Hindus were sometimes compelled to join the army.With the
establishment of the Mughal Empire and the arrival of Babur to India the
composition and the structure of the society remained almost similar to that of the
society since ancient times.The Hindus were divided into four classes that is the
Brahman,Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and the sudras.They went on to be divided into
innumerable subcaste and sects during the invasion of Babur to India. 12.1000 to
2000 different caste and subcaste were recognised in India and it depicted the
scale of precedence in the society.For the position of the people in the society the
word caste which had obtained a wide currency in literature of sociology comes
from the Portuguese ,who followed Vasco Da Gama to West coast of India.

The caste word is derived from the Latin word castus and it implies purity of
blood.Caste can also be defined as a collection of families sharing a common name
,having a common ancestor processing or following others and forming a single
homogenous community. Caste system was basically based upon two principles-
the doctrine of Karma and the religious unity of the family.13.

The caste system was based on Karma and religious unity and the Hindus
and their position was fully exploited by the Mughals.Each caste had their trade
guilds which provided them mutual assurance in the society and also as a religious
sect.The social divide ,the social division was based on the governors and also the
division of labour.Caste system also brought about specialisation in the society
.The caste system in the society also provided a setup similar to that of the trade
union, which trained the younger lot for a particular art and craft which was followed
by the ancestors ,since ages.For example we find that in Ahmedabad district different
trade and commerce and its manufacture had a separate Guild. 14

The classification of the society was also based onemployment of the
people.Different caste specialised in different work or occupations in South
India.During the Mughal reign aperson who was engaged in work related to that of
gold and were goldsmithsfor example we find in Surat each class of the craftsmen
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and although they belonged to different caste and creed but as they were undertaking
a similar craftsmanship that belongs to a single guild.15

 Actually it provided two fold structure to the caste in the society.The caste
system and the guild held distinctions for punishment and also for providing services.

The caste organisation was itself a training ground for the artisans.Various
occupations had remained hereditary since ages and was well administered or
depicted a particular caste.The state had no control over the condition of the
employment of people in the various handicrafts of the industries.There were no
regulation for the people or children to be employed in a particular industry.The
position of the artisans more or less remained the same in the society . 16.

They could improve their position in the society.The ruler and the nobility
class maintained the artisans in their karkhanaand protection was provided to these
artisans by the rich merchants and the rulers also .The Mughal government supplied
or fulfilled their own needs by becoming a producer of nearly all the goods in the
16th and 17th century.The country was in an underdeveloped form economically
.The state karkhanas and the factories had existed in the country since earlier times.17.

During the reign of Firoz Shah Tughlaq as we know large number of
karkhanaswere maintained and 1,80,000 of the slaves were employed in thesekarkhanas.
A separate Department was also created for the maintenance of these karkhanas.The
factoriesalso find mention that during the reign of Akbar there were more than a hundred
officers and workshop each resembling to that of a city or a small Kingdom.18

Workshops known as their observed in Delhi palaces which had for
embroidery ,goldsmith,painters, vanishers, lacquer work  shelf makers, silk and
brocade manufacturers ,machine and turban makers which was worn by the females.
The provinces also had their factories at Lahore, Agra,Fatehpur
,Ahmedabad,Burhanpur and Kashmir.Inkarhanajats of the provinces of the capital
the sons of the near relatives of the artisans appeared to have taken up the job
when the labourers were needed.However the wages provided to the labourers or
the artisans according to thekarhanajats were not satisfactory.The living condition
of these artisans was not good at all .Unemployment of the labourers was also
observed during the Mughal rule.19

Conclusion

Sometimes, corruptionwas also found amongst the artisans, as the labourers in the
manufacture of silk , embroidered cloth and Indigo had also opted for the middle
men who earned their profit at the cost of the laborers, who could not even take the
evening bills and also made the condition of the artisans and the laborers
deplorable.20During the reign of Aurangzeb forced labour was one of the chief
distinguishing factors.During his rule the demand for labour was rather limited
during Aurangzeb rule .He had no appreciation for artisanship, for craftsmanship
during the reign of Aurangzeb.The demand for intellectual, the man of letters and
the artisans had declined  considerably. 21During the Mughal Rule we find that the
composition and the stratification of the society remained almost same under the
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Mughal rulers and varied under certain Mughal rulers according to the views and
religious beliefs of the rulers.
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15.
Kallen Pokkudan: A Renowned

Environmental Activist in Kerala
*Dr. G.Premkumar

Abstract

Kallen Pokkudan, otherwise called (KandalPokkudan), a noted environ-
mental activist and author from Kerala isacknowledged for planting
mangroves.Pokkudan’slife is anaccount of a marginalized, a tolerant and a
Preservationist of mangroves. Pokkudan was born in 1937 at IddukkilThara,
a small village in EzhomMoola, close to Pazhayangadi, Kannur in Kerala
State. He helped inpreserving a rare ecosystem because he
undoubtedlyassumed that thisecological unit supports the globe and people
in distinctiveways, from carbon storageto protection against flooding.In
1989, at the age of 52. Over 25 years, KallenPokkudan has planted over 1.5
lakh mangrove sapling in different parts of Keralaand raised voice against
the mangrove devastation. Hiswrote two autobiographical works.His con-
tributions have accomplishedcommentsfrom UNESCO. He had earned some
important awards likethe Vanamithra and HarithaVyakthi honors. He spent
fewdecades preserving, planting and tirelessly campaigning for the man-
grove protection and died in 2015 at Kannur.

Key Words: KallenPokkudan–unfamiliar environmental activist-Kerala-
protector of Mangroves-his profile.

Even before the terms like eco-tourism, eco -socialism intrudes in to the socialistic
mind set up of Kerala,KallenPokkudan(1937-2015), picked up the mangrove seeds,
planted it, and made them the guardian angel for those. He belonged to a downtrodden
caste group of agricultural laborers and fishers folk especially Pulaya community. His
father was ArigelayanGovindanParotti and mother was KallenVellachi. He is the third
son to his parents He was living in Muttukandi in EzhomPanchayath. His real name
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was Pokkan.Now he is popularized as KandalPokkudan.Through thispaper the present
scholar tries to explore the hidden history of this environmental activist to add it in the
existing fund of historical knowledge as there is serious studies hitherto.

A marginalized farm worker, KallenPokkudan had formal education only till
2nd standard due to monetary challenges. He studied in the Harijan welfare school
at Ezhom. Now it is renamed as Government welfare School EzhomMoola. Kannur
is one of the thick regions in Kerala where the tern Communism actually exists
with its solid arm strategies. KallenPokkudan also was a part of communism in
Kannur, even when he was a teenager. He stood by the Communist and fought for
the suppressed. He also joined hands with the revolutionaries that spouted from
the pain and neglect of the downtrodden. Dr. Ambedkar and his ideas about Dalit
deeply inspired KallenPokkudan also. His favorite political leader was A.K.Gopalan.
He took part in the early peasant revolts in the Malabar region and has gone jailed
a number of times for the party. He had partaken in the jail Niraykal Struggle,
Transport Labour’s struggle, Teacher Struggle, Toddy Tappers Struggle, Ezhom
Peasant Struggle (1968-69) etc. KallenPokkudenunderstood that it was all battled
for the right. But he left from the party with ideological conflict in the year of
1970-71 and soon concentrated on environmental activities.

After coming out of the party, his thought drifted from ideology and to the bald
river bund near his paddy field. It dawned on him that the bund could give way
during the monsoons unless there were trees to break the force of the water. Since his
concentration was on the environmental activities. On an impulse, he decided to
plant mangrove. The land best suited to hold the bund together. In 1989, he was
supervising the building of a bund on the wetland by the riverbank for Ibrahim Kutty
of Pazhayangadi. It was then that he had the idea that one should plant mangrove to
control and break the force of the waves as they surged. Then he collected around
200 Mangrove seeds from various places and planted them,but none of them sprouted.
The seeds were wasted by the heat from a kind of wild grass in the slushy soil. Then
next year he also planted mangroves alongside the road as it could be protection
against the storms and the force of the water as it beat against the banks. He always
saw many children losing their umbrellas in the lashing rain storms. The girls suffered
most. He also knew that many children had died in storms slipping and falling in to
the river while crossing the narrow plant on the makeshift wooden bridges.

 Then he planted 300 seeds alongside the road near the bund in Pazhayangadi.
It was his prime setup for preserving mangrove seeds. Within two year, the plants
grew and locked healthy. Some anti-environmentalist plucked the saplings and
town in to the river. So he filed a complaint to Panchayath and police station too. It
was the first activity of him against the mangrove destruction. But this incident did
not exhaust him. He also faced stiff opposition from villagers and even from his
own family even to the extent of legal consequences if he planted the mangroves
on Panchayath land. And many people were called him as mad. He did not bother
about what the people said because he very well knew that the Mangroves protect
the soil erosion. The mangroveecosystem is a home to an array of nesting, breeding
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and migratory birds. However, it did not take long for his opponents to acknowledge
his effort. Meanwhile, Kerala SasthraSahithyaParishith (KSSP) introduced
KallenPokkuden and his activities in front of the society. Later he got the attention
of Newspapers, Medias, Environmentalists and forest official etc. Environmentalists
discovered the ecological significance of mangroves very recently only.
KallenPokkudanhad no idea of what to do except watching monsoon lashing his
marshy land along with stormy waved. He thought of the traditional indigenous
methods of protection from natural disaster. He knew mangroves are best buffers
against the wind and waves. Thus he started mangroves seeding in 1989, at the age
of 52. This made him familiar with other of environmentalists.

He began to think of the seed of mangroves, his family used to cook at the
time of famine, he began to think of the special type of fishes who come out of the
salty water to lay eggs inside the thick bushes of mangroves. These mangrove
forests are also home to numerous species of birds and marine creatures. Migratory
birds also find place in the calm and rich mangrove forest. He used to compare the
mangrove trees as Jawans who safeguard the motherland.

He learned the science of planting of mangroves, from his employer. The
planting of mangroves according to him is a tedious job. KallenPokkudan has to
collect the matured propagules small vegetative outgrowths that grow into new plants
just before the onset of the summer monsoon and plant them during the next for
night. Kallenpokkudan moved about in his small wooden boat, planting the possible
water spots. Over 23 years, KallenPokkudan has planted over 1.5 lakh mangrove
sapling in different parts of Kerala. Every year, in order to do his planting,
KallenPokkudan stops all other work during this period never mind that it deprives
him of his wages for weeks.His village Ezhom on the banks ofPazhayangadi River
in Kannur has at least 500 acres the state’s longest stretch of continuous mangrove
forest where he has planted more than 10000 saplings. However, his passion has
earned him enemies too. They destroyed these saplings. It affected him mentally. So
he suffered mental depression also. He takes many years to recover from this disease.

He knew 22 types of mangrove species and its local name, features and its uses
etc. The name of this mangroves are BranthanKandal, Kannampotti, Urunuipotta,
Chathurapott, CheriyaUppatti, Valiyaupatti, chulli,  Appachappu Valuth,
AppachappuCheruth, NakshatraKandal, Chayapullu, Kadakandal, Machthol,
Keechippullu, ChakkaraKandal, Kuttikandal, Cherukandal, ChuvannaKandal,
Vallimulla, NallaKandal, Orkurava and Vallikandal. These all mangroves have been
seeing in Kannur District. He planted and identified mangroves in different parts of
Kerala. In Kannur in his native place he planted mangroves seeds in different parts
like Ezhom, Muttukandi, Pazhayangadi, Thavam, Cherukunnu, Kunhimangalam,
Pallikara, Pappinissery, Valapattanam,Thalasery, Kawai, Mattool, Madakkara,
Payyannur, Kattampalli, etc.. He also planted the mangrove seeds in Kozhikode,
Thrissur, Eranakulam, Kottayam, Malappuram and Kasergod Districts of Kerala.

He conducted many journeys for studying mangroves. He travelled on all parts
of Kerala and identified different types of mangroves and its qualities. He identified
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8 types of mangroves in Pappinissery and Vadakara, 10 types in Kunhimangalam, 5
types in Mangalavanam (Ernakulam) 22 types in Valapattanam. Nine types of
mangrove in Azhiyur near Mathi and identified many mangrove species in Kozhikode,
Malappuram, Kottayam, Kollam, Thiruvananthapuram and Thrissur. By the support
of government agencies environmental organisation and volunteer organisation, he
planted the mangrove seed in these areas too.  But the people in Kerala have failed to
recognize the intellectual and emotional heights achieved by the Pokkudan.
KallenPokkudan became popular and he was invitedto conduct classes on mangroves
wetlands by Nature Clubs. His information’s are found very useful to students,
scientists and researchers also. The world famous scientist of ornithology and the
Director of Hungarian Institute of Ornithology like Attila Bankovich came all the
wayto meet and greet KallenPokkudan and his mangroves and for the guidance.

He actively protested against the mangrove destruction. He participated the issues
conducted in Talasserry like cutting the mangrove and filled the wet land for building
hospitals and shopping complex. He conducted an awareness journey for mangrove
preservation along with Kerala SasthraSahithyaParishath in 2002.He also raised voice
for protecting Mangalavanam in Ernakulam District in Kerala. Mangalavananm is the
patch of mangrove greenery the unique tidal wetland with rich in biodiversity. It faced
serious threats to its existence for the unscientific development. KallenPokkudan and
many environmentalist organisations raised voice against it. He related a document
Haritham ode to the luminous green lung a documentary on Mangalavanan in 2006
under the auspices of Gothhraboomi films and Jakey Foundations. He raised voice
against the mangrove destruction in the most parts of Kerala. But he turned against the
mangrove theme park in Valapattanam. As an environmentalist, he participated in
Plachimada issue with Mayilamma. He also actively worked for the Dalit’s on order
overcome their problems. Being a native of Kerala he is very familiar with the inequality
existed between higher and lower Caste people and as a Dalit he faced many challenges
from the society.People made many rumours and criticized him on various arguments.
Some of them argued that he preserved the mangroves for publicity, status and money.
But these criticisms were remained as rumours. He worked for the nature, without
accepting any thing. Throughout his life, he lived as a loyal person to the environment
activities. As an environmentalist, he believed in nature and did not believe in religion
and gods. His gods are nature, people, truth and justice. He considered Dr. Ambedkar
as a God of the lower caste and Dalit.

Pokkudan’spublished the first autobiography Kandal kdukalkideyileEnteJeevitham
(my life in the midst of mangroves) under the editorship of TahaMadayi and it published
by Kottayam DC books in 2002. It gives a sense of struggle for the protection and
conservation of mangrove forests in the coastal areas. Another autobiography of Pokkudan
isEnteJeevitham (My Life) edited by his son SreejithPithalen and published in October
2010. It is a written commentary of a real comrade who still leads a life based communism.
While going through that book we see the history of communism in Kerala, it is tragic
division and the way by which it has deep rooted in this soil branching out through the
network of labours and marginalised. Chuttachiwas another work published by him in
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January 2010. It is edited by his son Anandhan. In his book, he described 60 types of
fishes in the river. Like Chuttachi, Anapothran, Chemballi, Paral, Muduman,
Payathi,Koyala, Kallumakaya, Chemmen, Muruetc, these are the herbal valued or
medicinal valued fishes. He studied on these Fishes with experience and knowledge. All
these books written by him with his own life experience and this experience made him as
a world familiar environmentalist. He had been recognised by the authorities and
environmental organisations many awards and rewards. P.V Thambi Memorial
Endowment Award in 2001, a special award by world vision of moral education in
2002, BhooMithra Award by Aluva Environmental group in 2003, Habitat BinuJith
award in 2005, an award by Greence, an environmental organization of the secretariat
employees in 2005, Vanamithra award by Kerala Government in 2006, A.V, Memorial
Award by A.V. Abdhul Rahman Haji foundation, HarithaVykthiPuraskaram in 2011
etc. He had been recognised for not less than 35 awards by both governmental and
non-governmental organizations in various parts of the world. UNESCO had made a
special reference for stupendous service for the preservation of Mangroves.He was
also recognized by Kannur University (in Kerala),had given Acharya Award on 8th

September 2015,by Justice (Rtd)P.Sadasivam,the honorable Governor of Kerala.It is
a due recognition of the University on his meritorious service in the environmental
matters. More over as an environmentalist in real life, he also acted character of an
environmental lover in a cinema namely Stalam. The cinema also gave importance
to the mangrove and its preservation. If it will release it also make a fame of
KallenPokkudan and his role of mangrove preservation both life and cinema he want
to give awareness of the mangrove preservation of the people. He was one of the
protagonists of PappileyaBuddha, a 2013 feature film by US based Indian Director
Jayan Cherian, which focuses on the environmental and spiritual aspects of life.

Even before the environmental organization and environmentalist had got
begun to pay attention to the destruction and preservation of mangrove forest,
KallenPokkudan worked for the mangrove preservation by planting mangrove seeds.
Thus, he planted about 1-lakh mangroves in different parts of Kerala. He also
takes primary step to export mangrove seeds and saplings in China, Dubai,
Bangladesh and Russia etc. He also played a vital role for creating awareness to
the people, students, and researches about the mangroves. Even an illiterate he
studied about the mangroves and its types, importance and bio diversity etc. from
his own experience. Mangrove ecosystem has a great environmental and ecological
significance and at the same time it also has strong economic potential, which is by
and large under-utilized. He passed his knowledge about preservation of mangroves.

He did this work for nothing earn, but considers this work to protect the
nature as a duty of him. Many were called him as mad, even his wife also. He also
feels it. But he proved that his madness is for the existence of future generation.
KallenPokkudan with his committed life has been able to influence the mind of the
people to a greater extend. Thus many people were emerged in the field of mangrove
preservation. For example ParayilRajan, he is a fishing labour, who is planting
mangrove seeds about 20 years. Surendran in Dharmadam was also planted many
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mangroves. Sanoj a young boy is studying in 9 th standard is a delegate of new
generation, who planted around 1000 mangroves in the river basin of Pazhayangadi.

KallenPokkudan and his commitment to the preservation of mangrove is also
forced to the government of Kerala to pass the laws for mangrove protection. Thus,
the government passed the Coastland Regulation Zone Act in 1991 and Kerala
High Court, which ordered six-month imprisonment and Rs2000/- fine who ever
destroyed Kandal plants. His effortssaw the fruit when Kerala government
allocatedRs1.5 lakhs to develop mangrove forest in Kannur District. The Department
of forest set up a mangrove nursery of around 30000 seedlings. In his inspiration,
many areas of Kerala, People began to put up collective resistance against the
destruction of wet lands. Local Self Government Institutions (LSGs) began to
bookcases for destruction of mangroves. This was the first time when mangrove,
conservation schemes found a place in the yearly programs of few LSGs.

Having spent a couple of decade preserving, planting and tirelessly campaigning
for the mangrove protection,KallenPokkudan is considered the Master of Mangroves.
He is also known as KandalPokkudan (Mangrove Pokkudan). His ambition is really
down to earth and humble. Another wish is to spend the rest of his life in union with
nature and environment, helping people around him to do the same. He also gave a
message for all plant a tree and care for it. This will solve the problem of deforestation,
at least on certain extent. The existing social structure and caste system made bitter
anguish to him and like Ambedkar he accepted Buddhim as his new faith and after his
death his mortal body had been buried according to Buddhist ritual.
KallenPokkudanunderstood the environmental significance of mangrove forests than
any educated elite class in his society and played an important role in mangrove
preservation in Kerala. He created a close relation between human and nature. He died
on September 27th 2015.Mangrove ecosystem can open numerous new roads for self-
employment like eco-tourism, fishing, apiculture; mangrove forest produce based cottage
industries for the locally unemployed people, accordingly, assuming a pivotal part in
the economicadvancement of the local communities.There is no doubt in the fact
thatKerala has lost the man whose concern for mangroves hadfacilitatedus to sit up and
perceive the importance of this interesting ecosystem in environmental protection.
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16.
Culture of Awadh:

Reviewing the Contribution of Three Nawabs
*Dr. Amita Sonker

Abstract

The state of Awadh made significant development under its capable rul-
ers. The prosperity of the state also paved the way for the cultural devel-
opment in the state. All the Nawabs of Awadh contributed in the cultural
sphere of Awadh more or less. In this lineage, the three nawabs of Awadh,
nawab Asaf-ud-Daula, Nasisr-ud-din Haider and the last king of Awadh,
Nawab Wajid Ali Shah holds a prominent place. During their reign,
Awadh and specially the city of Lucknow became a place where art and
literature flourished. All three of them were writers and the patron of
the artists. Their patronising sphere was not limited to the Indian people
only but they encouraged the European artists as well.  In this research
paper, the literary works of these three Nawabs has been discussed,
various art forms patronised by them has been mentioned and the im-
pact of their respective contribution to the culture of Awadh has been
discussed.

Key Words:-  Nawab, Culture, Patron, Art , Literature, Prosperity, Contributor

The princely state of Awadh made a remarkable presence in the history as a
state with rich cultural legacy. This cultural upliftment was the contribution of the
regimes of various kings and nawabs of Awadh. The prosperity and the development
of the state was the reason for this accomplishment. ‘Primarily the rulers of Awadh
were the governor of the Mughal power who later enhanced their influence and
strengthened themselves. The political position was more strengthened when they
acquired the position of Nawab Wazier of the Mughal rulers. Subsequently with the
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weakening of the Mughal authority, they made progress and became the Nawabs of
Awadh. Eventually, the Mughal power collapsed and the British power emerged as
the central power in India. The rulers of Awadh then acquired the status of King of
Awadh.’2 Thus, gradually the state of Awadh had moved forward in political status.

 The state of Awadh became a prosperous state under the reign of its Nawabs.
The prosperity of the region led towards the cultural richness of the Awadh which
was patronised by its rulers. The nawabs of Awadh specially Asaf-ud-Daula, Nasir-
ud-din Haider and Wajid Ali Shah made splendid contribution in the development
of the cultural progress in the state. Being the centre of the power, Delhi was
acclaimed of patronising the people serving the art in any form. But the zeal of the
nawabs of Awadh  in nurturing the various art forms in their region shows that,
‘the early rulers of Awadh were intended to place the state culturally equivalent to
Delhi which had been the centre for the scholars of Urdu and Persian and various
artists. With the decline in the central position held by Delhi, Awadh became a
centre point for the scholars who came to the nawabs of Awadh for patronage.’3 A
prosperous and peaceful state like Awadh was the ultimate requirement for
blossoming of art and artists. “The wealth and the security of Lucknow exercised
a powerful attraction on the poets, musicians, scholars and professional men who
had hitherto subsisted on the bounty of the Mughal court.” 4 Thus under these three
nawabs, Awadh made a significant contribution in the growth of literature, language
and various art forms.

These three rulers of Awadh were not only the patrons of the writers, poets
and artists, they themselves were writers or poets. The most famous nawab Asaf-
ud-daula who was also known for his generosity, had written an Urdu diwan
consisiting of three hundred pages of ghazals along with one hundred and seventy
pages of rubaiyats and a masnavi which extended up to hundred pages. He wrote
under the nome de poete of ‘Asaf’. Mir Soz was considered as his teacher in this
regard. The characteristic of his writings was simplicity and the passion of the
writer which was notable in his works. The status of the court of Awadh under
Asaf-ud-Daula also claimed a high repute by the fact that a number of renowned
writers and poets of that era got patronage there. The renowned writers of Delhi
court, Mir Taqi Mir and Sauda also came to the court of Awadh. Asaf-ud-daula
provided them position in the court and pensioned them.

Apart from the writing, Asaf-ud-daula provided his great assistance to the
musicians also. In his reign, ‘a book on music – Usul-un-Naghmat–un-Asafiya
(The principle of the melodies of Asaf) was written.’5 The nawabs not only attracted
the artists in India but the European artists also got patronage under the nawabs.
Asaf-ud-Daula took under his service ‘the two English painters John Zoffany in
1784 and Ozias Humphry in 1786.’6 He also made a great contribution to the
culture of Awadh which left behind a rich legacy by building various grand structures
of architecture.

Nawab Nasir-ud-din-Haider had written Qasidas in the praise of Imams and
some of his Urdu poetry had been considered of good quality. 7 Nawab Nasir-ud-
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din Haider also patronised artists from various art forms. European painter John
Beechey was one of such examples. John Beechey came to Lucknow in 1828
during the reign of Nasir-ud-din Haider and settled here for the life time. 8 He was
attributed of painting portraits of most number of nawabs including his first patron
Nawab Nasir-ud-din Haider. Mantz was another European painter and musician in
the court of nawab Nasir-ud-din Haider. 9 Another contribution made by nawab in
the cultural arena of Lucknow was the construction of some buildings also. Nawab
Nasir –ud-din Haider had the credit of constructing the famous ‘ Taaron waali
Kothi’ which worked also as an observatory. He also made a new portion Darshan
Vilas in the Kothi Farhat Buksh. These were the architectural contributions made
by the nawab Nasir-ud-din Haider in the culture of Awadh.

Apart from these two nawabs of Awadh, another prominent contributor in
the development of art and culture of Awadh was the last king of Awadh, nawab
Wajid Ali Shah. He held the distinction of a prolific writer not only in Urdu but in
Persian, Awadhi, Braj and Hindi languages. Wajid Ali Shah was the son of nawab
Amjad Ali Shah who ascended the throne in 1847 at the age of twenty four. 10 He
became the ruler of Awadh when the British company was spreading its political
control. Earlier the British Resident exercised its position and interfered in the
matters but the degree was limited. But by the time of ascendance of nawab Wajid
Ali Shah on the throne, the British imperial power aimed to capture the state of
Awadh owing to its prosperity. The flourishment of art and culture in the time of
Nawab Wajid Ali Shah in Awadh presents a contradictory tale of mal-administration
propagated by the British power. The British power presented nawab Wajid Ali
Shah as an incapable ruler who indulged in the “delights of the dancing, the
drumming, the drawing and the manufacturing of small rhymes”11 and thus his
inclination towards all these interests was not administering the state properly.

These allegations of being an incapable ruler could not hold ground because
during the period of nawab Wajid Ali Shah the development made in the sphere of
various forms of art and literature was remarkable. This strengthens the idea that this
development had its basis in the prosperity and peace prevailing in the state of Awadh
which are required for the artists as they get patronage from the rulers and perform.

Although the earlier nawabs of the lineage of the Awadh state had contributed
more or less in their capacity to the culture but nawab Wajid Ali Shah’s contribution
towards the art and literature which placed Awadh as a culturally rich state in
India, distinguishes  him in the list of the nawabs of Awadh in regard of the cultural
contributor. ‘Wajid Ali Shah wrote under the name Akhtar which means Star, as
his nom de poete.’12  He had been attributed of writing ‘forty books on various
themes.’13 Owing to his penchant towards writing and art, he was popular as
Akhtarpiya or ‘jaan-e-alam. Nawab Wajid Ali Shah is known to have written almost
in all forms of writing whether it was ghazals, qasidas, masnavi, qita, rubais or
marsias.’14 Apparently he wrote six diwans of ghazals which were named, “1)
Shua-i-fuiz or the rays of beneficence, 2) Sakhun-i-ashraf or the noble composition,
3) Guldasta-i-ashqana or the amorous nosegay, 4) Akhtar-i-mulk or the star of the
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country, 5) Nazm-i-namwar or the poem of repute, 6) Qamr-i-mazmun or the Moon
of the subject.”15

Nawab Wajid Ali Shah had the credit of writing many Masnavis also. ‘Some
of the major masnavis written by him were 1) Dar-fan-i-mausiqui or the treatise
on the art of music,’16 2) Darya-i-tas’shuq or ocean of love. This masnavi is consisted
of three thousand couplets and written in Urdu language. It is a love story of a
princess Ghazala, her lover Mahroo and the Lal Pari. In this masnavi, the capacity
of Wajid Ali Shah, in expressing various human emotions love, jealousy, compassion
had been well presented.’17 3) Masnavi named ‘Khitabat-i-Mahallat or the titles of
the ladies of his harem provides a list of ladies who were regularly married and the
other ones who were married through the ritual of mutaa. This masnavi also provides
the list of male and female issues produced by these ladies and which wives were
divorced.’  4) ‘Huzn-i-Akhtar describes the journey of Wajid Ali Shah to Calcutta
and the problems he faced there.’18 This masnavi was considered as very interesting
and was of acknowledgeable poetical worth. The verses had been written in simple
form sans any ornamentality thus seems flowing often eloquently.’ 19 5) Likewise,
‘Afsan-i-Ishq was also a masnavi written in Urdu by the nawab. A love story had
been authored by the nawab in the form of poetry. It consisted of three thousand
eight hundred couplets. The nawab had beautifully presented a story through the
poetry with eloquence.’20 6) ‘Bahr-i-ulfat was again a masnavi authored in Urdu
language and had four thousand couplets. It was a love story of a prince and the
three women who were in love with him. The three masnavis, Darya-i-tasshuq,
Afsan-i-ishq and Bahr-i-ulfat shows the creative imagination of the nawab as all
the three love stories were imaginary.’21 But the true presentation of the human
feelings and emotions through the writing in these masnavis places the nawab as a
prolific writer. 7) Ishq-nama or the book of love’22 was ‘the autobiography of
nawab Wajid Ali Shah written in Persian. In this writing, he had given the description
of his romantic life with various ladies.’23

A masnavi named Haibat-i-haidiri 24 was in ‘Urdu and religious in its matter
as it was related to mazhabi masnavi or noha (dirges). The masnavi was consisted
of three thousand couplets.’25 This piece of writing shows that the personality of
nawab Wajid Ali Shah, perceived and presented by his opponents not worthy enough
of being a ruler due to his indulgence in the sensual pleasures, discards their claim.
It gives a different aspect of his personality which had spiritual depth also. Besides
he also penned ‘Nubabsa Bain-ul-Nafs-o-ul-Aqal or a debate between sensuality
and reason.26 He wrote Qasidas in both Urdu and Persian. Mazhabi marsias of
Noha (dirges) like Riyazul Quloob and Sibat-ul-Quloob were penned by him
whereas ‘Nasha-i-Akhtari  was related to the adab of the court of Lucknow.’27

Nawab Wajid Ali Shah patronised many writers and poets of his time. “There
were 1700 men of literature in his court.”28 ‘Renowned poets Muzaffer Ali Khan
Aseer and Fateh-ud-Daula Barq were his companions. Aseer had to his credit six
diwans and had compiled one Persian diwan also. Barq was a disciple of the
renowned poet Nashik. Besides them Amanat, Qalaq, Darakshan were court poets.
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Mehdi Ali Khan poetically known as Zaki was a pupil of Nashik. He was bestowed
with the title of the King of Poets by nawab Wajid Ali Shah.’29 Tasleem, Abdul
Haleem Sharar who wrote Guzishta-i-lucknow and many other poets and writers
were in the court of Lucknow. ‘Nawab Wajid Ali Shah granted the pension of
rupees five hundred per year to the acclaimed poet Ghalib in 1854. Although he
could only avail it for two years as Awadh was annexed to the British Indian territory
on the pretext of mal-administration and the nawab was exiled to Matiaburj in
Calcutta.’30

Conclusion

The culture of Awadh has held a special mention in the identity representing this
state. The culture which was developed and flourished in Awadh was the legacy
given by the nawabs to their descendants who also preserved the same with utmost
attention. The three nawabs of Awadh Asaf-ud-Daula, Nasir-ud-Din Haider and
Wajid Ali Shah who were not successors of each other, could be an easy example
to understand the contribution of the rulers irrespective of their reigning periods.
They did not reigned sequentially but at different time periods but the financial
condition of the State of Awadh remained in good form. This reflects in their capacity
of patronising the art and culture. This shows that the prosperity of Awadh continued
in the time of these nawabs which brought peace and tranquillity in state. This
provided the nawabs to make the State of Awadh an example in the terms of having
a specific cultural identity. The three nawabs discussed here not only patronised
the artists but themselves had the traits of being the artists. The nawabs were the
contributors and the developer of the culture which still stands tall despite the long
passage of time. This cultural stability easily counters the claim of the British
power who tried to present the nawabs as the mal-administrators. The three nawabs
–Asaf-ud-Daula, Nasir-ud-din Haider and Wajid Ali Shah helped Awadh to have a
unique identity of its own.
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17.
Class and Caste Dynamics of Rural

Violence in Bihar, India : An Analysis
*Dr. Bibek Das

Abstract

Bihar is the birth place of Buddhism and Jainism; both of them preach
non-violence and tolerance. However, in the modern times the cases of
violence have increased and intensified. Various dimensions of violence
like caste-wars, insurgency, riots etc. have been seen in recent times in
the state of Bihar. Religious, secular and political violence have shown
a sharp rise. Poverty and backwardness are the by-products of a society
struck by violence. Caste dynamics and economic exploitation also con-
tribute to perpetuation of violence and its normalization.

India, since her historical advent, has been a land of tolerance and ahimsa as
witnessed in its freedom struggle. J. & K and Bihar are the worst affected states in
this regard. Revenge seems to be a common agenda of some sections of the society.
It is cold as well as calculated. In India, social violence has been erupting
occasionally and sporadically, but the last two decades have experienced a new
intensity and different dimensions.1

Bihar, the land of compassion and non-violence, inspite of being at the bottom
of every index of social and economic development in India, is ahead of all the
states in number and ferocity of incidents of savage violence.

Generally, ‘violence’ means to carry force towards something or someone.
According to the Oxford Dictionary, violence is outrage, injury or act contrary to
one’s feelings or principles. In other words, it is an unlawful exercise of the force.
The Webster’s Dictionary lists it as physical force used to injure or damage,
deprivation of rights and unjust use of force or power.

There are broadly three approaches to violence namely-Marxian, Structural-
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functional and Relative deprivation. According to Marx, society moves forward due
to contradictions inherent in it. The society is divided into two classes, the bourgeois
and the proletariat, meaning thereby the exploiters and the exploited respectively.2

Structural functional theory states the society as an organism with various
sub-structures incompatible with each other. These are norms, values, roles and
collectivity (sub-group). So long as these are intact or balanced, society is stable.
Further, theory states that society is never stable in condition. 3 There are always
one or other kind of strain working upon the social-system. It works either externally
or internally leading to change in the prevalent values or structure of society. New
concept may arise that replaces old one or old concept may acquire new roles.
Sometimes, the system develops a certain kind of mechanism to cope up with the
strains. Whenever, system fails to adjust or cope up with its, disturbances violence
takes place. Thus, violence is one of Indicators of social change.

The third one, Relative Deprivation theory is psychological theory of violence.
If deprivation is equated with inequality, the reasons for violence is attributed to
the persistence of inequality in the society. Aristotle has said that ‘the cause of
sedition is always to be found in inequality.’ Thus, violence is the culmination of a
process of perception by an individual or a group due to frustrated desire to attain
a value or maintain a value that they should have or have attained so far. 4

Violence can be of three types-viz-religious violence, secular violence and
political violence. Bihar, the land of Janak, Buddha, Chanakya, Ashoka and Gupta
emperors has been a symbol of culture and civilized life. Once it was one of the
best administered Indian states, for centuries the history of India was the history of
Bihar, these days the state has touched a nadir on almost all counts. It stands at the
bottom of the infrastructure development and economic and social progress among
the states in India. During the last two decades the society is on the move and there
is a powerful peasant movement in central Bihar. Taking advantage of the situation,
Naxal movement has taken roots in this region. It has been observed that the state
is passing through the transitional phase, where modern system is yet to be built up
while the traditional system is crumbling. Agrarian reforms, in fact have failed due
to their inherent weaknesses and biased implementation. Heavy investment in public
sector also failed to produce any structural change in the state’s economy. In a
densely populated and labour surplus state like Bihar, the emphasis given on the
development of basic and heavy industries has proved to be strategically unsuitable.5

A remarkable phenomenon is the land-man ratio in agriculture in the state,
which is the lowest in the country. Since the sizeable bulk of the household is able
to operate only small plot, therefore around 50-60% of the population live below
the poverty line. The increasing pressure of population on land growth in the supply
of agricultural labour has led to decline in rural wages as well as the availability of
employment in terms of number of man days. Various poverty alleviation
programmes have failed to make a dent on poverty because of vested interest of
the officials and local elite, absence of linkages with other development programmes,
co-coupled with ubiquitous and exploitative agrarian structure is paving the way
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towards defiance against the system itself. The deprived sections are becoming
asserting their rights. This situation has led to instances of tension and violence,
among the poverty ridden populace of the region.

The social structure of the state is characterized by inequalities of various
kinds. Earlier, it was a convergence of class and caste which means those belonging
to higher castes also belonged to the highest economic class. But, in recent times,
due to spread of education and political awakening, this situation has changed and
the deprived lower class is being influenced by the presence of extremist politics
bridging the gap between haves and have-nots.

The power equation of the state has changed now. The upper castes who lorded
over the state for many years now find that their power is being challenged. In fact,
this power has already gone to the lower and middle castes. As both the castes want
to capture political and social power which lead to frequent outburst of violence.6

The left-oriented parties in Bihar have failed to organize rural poor on a class
basis on the issue of land-reforms and minimum wages. Party infighting has also
taken the deprived people away from them as they failed to change the social
pattern of exploitation. This failure of CPI and CPM has also paved the way for the
emergence of Naxalites. Naxalite movement mostly involved promising and
intelligent students and youth of the best academic institutions of Bihar. They tried
to liberate the rural oppressed poor from the shackles of the landlord, money-
lenders and corrupt official. The most parts of the central and south-Bihar (now in
Jharkhand) notably the districts of Jehanabad, Gaya, Rohtas, Bhojpur, Dhanbad,
Giridih, Patna, Palamu, Hazaribagh, Aurangabad, Nalanda, Nawadah are in the
Naxal grip. They are running a parallel government and collect revenue in some of
these districts. In 1978-88, the Bihar Govt. had started a socio-economic
development project in the Magadha division with an estimated cost of Rs. 31.10
Crore to minimize the impact of Naxalism. It was a pioneering effort of integrated
development approach. However, the programme failed to make such impact in
the condition of rural poor due to corrupt officials and local leader’’s apathy. 7

In the of liberalization policy and emphasis on export promotion politics,
traditional fishing communities all over the country have been under going enormous
difficulties related to sustainability and livelihood question is generating tensions
and seeking resolution in the adjoining agricultural areas because of its negative
fallouts. There is a growing sense of insecurity over the issue of access to natural
resources too. Privatization of water resources is likely to generate the worst type
of social tension and conflict. Already in many contexts, excessive use of ground
water resources by the well-off farmers is pushing other in difficulty as a result of
depleting water resources. The sharing of river water, as in case of Cauvery waters
is currently a source of tension in both Karnataka and Tamil Nadu as farmers are
confronted with growing water needs for commercial agriculture but they are faced
with shrinking availability. Disputes like these can impact Bihar too.

Another reason for the prevailing social tension is that we focus on those
people who are failure. This may be justified on humanitarian grounds but
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perpetuates a vested interest in poverty and the weakness and backwardness. They
policy of reservation and the policy adopted for small scale industries have led to a
situation where people developed vested interests in inefficiency. In the United
States, an enterprise may start in a garage and can become a multibillion dollar
industry within a decade. Such a phenomenon can’t take place in India, much less
in a state like Bihar. The small scale industries always blame the large industries
for not honouring their commitments etc. We have focused on distributing the
economic cake instead of making the cake larger. We focused on removal of poverty
instead of creating prosperity.8

The society or Bihar can’t flourish if it follows politics without principles,
pleasure without conscience, knowledge without character, commerce without
morality, science without humanity and worship without sacrifice. Bold measures
and a strong political will are needed to tackle the above evils.

The crux of any improvement, in the present situation is, therefore, the
individual citizen’s commitment, initiative and action without waiting for strong
groups to emerge or new procedures to be evolved. Every citizen must become a
one-man sand bag against the tide, a sort of Peter the Brave who will hold on till
more help comes.

Unless the agrarian structure is changed in the state, agrarian violence
can’t be controlled. Involvement of Panchayati Raj Institutions and / or Independent
organizations in land reform measures can be of great help. It is also suggested that
by minimizing the population pressure on land, cottage and village industries based
on local raw materials should be developed. It ultimately will eliminate the cases
of violence that arise out of despair and land disputes.
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18.
Journey of Basic Education from

South Africa to India
*Dr. Abhishek Kumar

Abstract

Education has intimate relationship with us. Since our very first thought
regarding anything we see. By the time spending, we have covered a
long distance towards modern world. During this, we have developed
ourselves in many fields and education is one of the most important
fields. In any society, on a certain time, for a special cause, a special
educational concept emerges–out. That concept moves ahead and new
circumstances occurs and with it has to face new challenges. The con-
cept that proves itself useful and suitable for the society, it sustains. It is
very important that nature has a rule that, if we don’t move up, will
certainly fall dawn. It means the concept or ethics that has no capacity
to sustain, will disappear and a new concept or ethics that has potential
to grow or nourish life will replace the same.

This rule also refers to the Gandhi’s Concept of Education, Whom we know
as Basic Education: or ‘Nayi Talim’.1 Emergence of ‘Basic Education’ is the result
of the then socio-Political situation in the society. It has Economical aspect also.

In the seventh decade of our freedom we can see certain changes in our
socio-economic- political scenario in India. We all know that Indian Society is
much attached with its Culture and traditions. If there is anything related in Indianism
or ‘Bhartiyata’ we regard it from the core of our hearts. Modernization has great
influence on it. You can see some colonial impact on Indian society. For example
our police and Judiciary as well as educational system are highly impressed by the
British colonial system. From this dimension search for an Indian concept of
Education is very much important. It also proves the usefulness of Gandhi’s concept
not only for us but for the whole humanity.
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Since 1757 to 1857 British Colonial system has grown himself to the supreme
power in India. As we know during these hundred years they have influenced
India’s socio- Economic aspects, so as education was not aloof from this changing
scenario East India Company needed a large number of educated people who can
be the pillar of entire colonial system in India.2 In the beginning British were not
much Interested to be entangled in India’s educational tradition. However they
started ‘Sanskrit College’ in Varanasi and ‘Madarsa’ in Calcutta. With this they
Kept ‘Pandits’ and ‘Maulavis’ in fort William in Calcutta. But the problem occurs
because with this educational policy they have to teach ‘Sanskrit’ and ‘Farsi’ to
their British Staffs and that was totally unsuitable to them.

For this discomfort they changed their policy on education. Their first century
of resign, they have already decided regarding Indian educational policy. In fact
they have their deep concern about their full grip in India and the ethics and sow of
education was not in their priority list. So, the expenditure on education in India
was very insufficient. A teacher in villages was paid so less that it was very difficult
to live a normal life. I mean it was very difficult to pay for their essential commodity.
Those teachers were always expecting something from the people of the society. It
means it was not an attractive job for the youths. In 1885 Districts Boards and
Municipalities came to existence. Now these institutions started to take care of
primary education. On 21st February 1913 British Indian Government has declared
by the resolution No. 30I C B that government is more dependable on publics
efforts as for as public education is concern. 3

After the inspections by the British officials such schoolsstarted getting funds
from the government. Now ‘Guru’ of Indian villages turns to be the Teachers and
dependents on aids given by the British Raj.

Now the old relationship between ‘Pathsala’ and the village has been changed
and now schools became very few in number and its usefulness for the society decreases.

In 1905 Bengal was separated and ‘Swadesi Movement’ got a national image
with emergence of National-movements.4 The thought of ‘National Educational
Policy’ also got place. Rash Bihari Ghosh and some other leaders started ‘National
Council of Education’ is Calcutta. However its policy was much influenced by the
west. In different places like Haridwar ‘Gurukul’ started. It was based on ancient
Vedic techniques or concept of education.

It was a historical moment when Gopal Krishna Gokhle demanded for free
and compulsory primary education for all in Indian legislative council in 1910.
But it was refused because of looking of required votes.

From South Africa Mahatma Gandhi finally came back to India in 1915.He
has already tested his swadeshi ideas and educational theories. 5 It influenced not
only freedom movement in India but also the educational system. Gandhiji was in
favor of learning by doing. According to him, the education that apply in our living
is real education, not the bookish one.For this he experimented his views on
education and then came to a conclusion.

Gandhiji spend almost twenty years in South Africa and got such valuable
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experiences that were going to be the path finder. 1 st April 1893 Gandhiji went first
to South Africa and returned in October 1901. Again in November 1902, he went
back there and finally came to India In 9 th January, 1915.6

In South Africa the serious issue of children’s education occurred in January
1997 When Gandhiji landed at Durban with three children (two sons and a sister’s
son). As he possessed his own Idea about education, so he was worried about
where to educate them. He writes ‘had I been without a sense of self-respect and
satisfied myself with having for my children the education that other children
couldn’t get, I should have deprived them of the object-lesson in liberty and self-
respect that I gave them at the cost of the literary training. And where a choice has
to be made between liberty and learning who will not say that the former has to be
preferred a thousand times to the latter?

Gandhiji started to experiment his own Concept of education that gradually
changed into the concrete concept of education later called ‘Basic-Education. After
returning India Gandhiji started ‘Satryagrah Ashram’ in Ahmadabad in 1915 where
he continued his experiments based on education; however it was on a small scale. 7

So, we can see that Gandhi’s Concept of education was the result of continued
experiments for the years.

In 1937 Indian National congress was in majority in six regions out of 11 in
nation by elections. Now they have to give free education for all and at the same
time they have to ban liquor (Wine). It became more difficult to provide free
education for all especially when you have avoided the heavy amount of taxes on
liquor (Wine).

In these circumstances they need such an educational concept that would be
National, free and self-dependent.

Apart from this it was also some different reasons why basic Educational
policy was required. India needed an educational system that was nourished by
high values of India’s Culture and tradition. Which can teach a lesson of ‘Swadeshi’
to the young generation of India? India needed an educational policy that might
suit Indian social infrastructure. For example India’s textile industry was collapsed,
and common people was dependent on imported clothes. Gandhiji realized that if
art of cloth’s wearing is introduced in Education, It will make people self-dependent,
not only for the requirements of their clothes but it can grow like small village
industry in India.

Through his new innovative educational policy each farmer can be capable
and each unskilled person can be changed into skilled one. In fact the target was to
change the overall Indian economic scenario.

Gandhiji Introduced Basic Education before the people as an option for better
livelihood. On 22nd and 23rd October, 1937 Gandhiji introduced his concept
education during the silver Jubilee conference of ‘Marwari sikshasabha’ in wardha.
He said that ‘The main aim of education is to help us growing physically and
mentally as well as from the soul;  To decide it’s further policy regarding
implementing  it, a committee was made in the chairmanship of Dr. Zakir Hussain.

Dr. Abhishek Kumar
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E. W. Aryanayakam was the convener. KhawzaGulamSayaden, VinobaBhave, Kaka
Sahabkalelkar, KishorilalMashrowala, J.C. Kumarappa, KrishnadasJaju, Prof. K.T.
Sah and Asha Devi were the members of this committee. This committee has
submitted its report in December, 1937 and in February, 1938 in Haripura congress
has passed a resolution regarding implementing this.
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19.
Re-Inventing Indian Philosophy:

The Relevance of Swami Vivekanand’s
Teachings

*Dr. Daya Nand Roy

Abstract

Swami Vivekananda is one of the greatest philosophers of modern In-
dia. He was a saint, Seer, educationist, social reformer and above all, a
humanist. He had a vast knowledge of Indian philosophy and had deep
understanding of religion. In a short life span of 39 years (1863-1902),
Swami Vivekanand changed the way the world looked at India and Hin-
duism. He took a novel view of Indian philosophy and connected it with
the Western thought to arrive at entirely new and original thoughts. His
thoughts are in many ways, a re-invention of the ancient Indian philoso-
phy to suit his contemporary time. Not only this, his preachings are
relevant in our own day as well. His views on Hinduism, socialism,
feminism and nationalism are unique blend of Eastern and Western
thoughts. It is this area which needs to be looked into to assess his ac-
tual contribution to India and the Wrold.

Swami Vivekananda (A.D. 1863-1902) is a great luminary who joined the
galaxy of the great in the firmament of the history of India. His rare effulgence and
radiance has illuminated the path not only for the people of India, but for the entire
mankind. Vivekananda has bequeathed to humanity an undying heritage in the
form of his message of love, truth and non-violence, which is most relevant today
when a variety of conflicts and crises of the present day world, and the stockpiling
of nuclear weapons of war in the arsenals of the great powers not only pose a
veritable menace to world peace but threaten the very existence of mankind. 1 The
deliverance of humanity is possible only if we tread the path shown by him and
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adhere to the timeless values which he so assiduously preached and practiced. The
very nature of Swamiji’s thought is spiritualistic. Behind all his utterances, writings,
meditations and actions in respect of mundane affairs of life runs a silken thread of
his unshakable faith in truth, love and non-violence. The spiritual side is the
permanent side of human nature, for man is constantly struggling and endeavoring
to regain that peace, to find that kingdom of heaven which is an essential part of
his being. By following the path of truth, love and non-violence, man will get the
real freedom which is his due and which he is unconsciously but incessantly
hankering after. Vivekananda’s faith in God is as unshakable and unbreakable as
granite rocks. For him, Truth, Love, and God are convertible terms. His concern
was for the whole of humanity, nay, for the whole creation, for what seems to be
Existing and what our senses perceive in the manifestation of God. Spiritualism is
thus the sheet anchor and the nerve centre for Swamiji’s thought. 2

Swami Vivekananda/Narendranath Dutta was born in mid 19 th century,
Kolkata (A.D. 1863), during a time of intense cultural expansion, especially in
Bengali upper middle class urban life. Not only did his historical content mould
him, his family which was also heavily invested in culture, groomed him artistically.3
As Swami Prajananda tells us in his definitive, In Historical study of Indian Music,
the Brahmo Samaj and Keshav Chandra Sen played a lead role in introducing new
cultural forms, especially in music at that time. When Swamiji first came to visit
Thakur in Dakshineshwar, and music became one of the pivotal modes of
communication between them, Swami Vivekananda sang many songs that he had
learnt in Brahmo upasana services and known as Brahma samgitas. The first song
that appears in the Kathamrita and sung by Swamiji is “Chintoyo mama manosho
Hari”. This paper will initially focus on the affective and intellectual dimensions
of the songs that Swamiji sang during his interactions with Thakur and their effects
on the narrative of the Kathamrita, while the latter part of the paper will focus on
songs that he composed. In this context, I would also like to point out that Swamiji
sang songs by Rabindranath in his interactions with Sri Ramakrishna, an example
being “Tomarel koriyacci jeebor-er dhruba tara”. The two songs that we will be
looking at in the latter section of the paper will be “Nahi surya, nahi jyoti, nahi
sashanka sundara” (1887), and then the classical dhravapada, “Khandana Bhava
Bandana Jaga Bandana Bandi Tomai” (1898), Swamiji’s lasting tribute to his guru
Sri Ramakrishna, after the passing away of Sri Thakur. The song becomes
emblematic not only of Vivekananda’s musical erudition and brilliance, but his
ability to weld technical and linguistic prowess with a deeply realized understanding
of Sri Ramkrishna Paramhansa.4

A strong humanitarian impulse is the quintessence of the social philosophy
of the Ramakrishna-Vivekananda’s movements, essentially spiritual in Character,
it derives its inspiration from Sri Ramakrishna’s message that “Service to man is
service to god.” This tradition has been followed by Swami Vivekananda and his
brother monks, Swami Vivekananda’s clarion call for total regeneration and uplift
of the country (moral, spiritual, cultural, political and economic) is based on this
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spirit of dedicated service or so to say the spirit of ‘Daridra Narayan Seva’. 5 The
point of radical departure in Vivekananda’s Indian mission where he stood apart
from all reformers of the era was his emphasis on masses. He declared that ‘Man
making is my mission’ and this could be achieved according to him by providing
them adequate food, shelter and education. He always gave topmost priority to
education which alone can manifest one’s inner perfection and infuse the spirit of
self-confidence within him.

After Gautam Buddha (C. 563-480 B.C.) is Mahatma Gandhi (A.D. 1869-
1948) and after Shankaracharya (A.D. 788-820) is Vivekananda, who is relevant
to India for all times. He is relevant as he is a poet of the will and the soul. He is an
inspiration in words and work to mankind, an undreamt of unflickering flame of
divine truth, confidence and courage. He is very much relevant to present times as
he is unified theme of divine scholarship pragmatism, love, humanism, nationalism,
universal brotherhood, perfect spiritualism and truth against the present worldwide
backdrop of corruption, terrorism, fundamentalism, atrocity on women. Decadence
of moral values and cult for political power, he is relevant to the people of India as
his ideas by day and by night awaken them, light up their minds and guide them in
right direction. His ideas will remain relevant in days to come as none of his
predictions has yet come untrue. His deep insight and divine foresight impregnated
and tempered his divine intuition to make his ideas blossom out in tune with what
is destined to happen in India.6

As India is relevant to us, so is Vivekananda. He is an epitome of India, in
Swamiji’s own words the condensed India. Both great Indian poets Tagore (A.D.
1861-1941) and the great Indian yogi Aurobindo Ghosh (A.D. 1872-1950), accepted
what Swamiji said. Tagore’s succinct statement about him to know India one need
to know Vivekananda and Ghosh’s candid confession about him ‘Swamiji is the
Pran Purush of India.’

This paper also provides a sharp focus on Vivekananda in the context of his
deep concern for Human Rights. It emphasizes that he had a leading role in creating
consciousness among the people regarding the violation of Human Rights in India
under the British Rule. The traditional view on Vivekananda for a long time saw
his role in Hindu revivalism. However, over the past decades, many research
attempts have emphasized his socio-economic thoughts. But nevertheless the major
aspect of his role still remains ignored. It must be very widely recongnized that he
made a vital contribution to the growth of Human Rights consciousness in India.
He did not specifically utter the words ‘Human Rights’ but struggled to convince
the people that they were deprived of their human rights and that they must ‘Arise
and Awake’ from their deep sleep. He appeared when India was plunged in ignorance
and poverty during the middle stage of the British rule. He mixed reason with
religion (Vedantic philosophy) to encourage the people to rise against the gross
violation of their Human Rights.7 Violation of Human Rights reached its peak in
India during the British colonial rule that brought about widespread unemployment,
poverty,7 ignorance and misery of the Indian people. It created these evils through
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the drain of Indian resources to feed their own industrial revolution at home and
also through destruction of India’s traditional handicrafts to encourage their exports
in India. This paper picks up this context to show that Vivekananda, who pioneered
in making the greatest protest against the unprecedented violation of Human Rights
in British India by drawing attention of not only his own countrymen but also the
people of the World at large. He did by addressing the issues of poverty,
unemployment, education, cast and the cause of the Indian women. 8

Swamiji is ever-relevant as he knew India by widely traveling and keeping
his mind always alert to understand the poverty-stricken multitude of this vast
country and his eyes open to see the inner spirit of India. He knew India through
concentration of his mind, meditation, divine intuition and revelation. 9

The impact and influence of Swami Vivekananda, the Vedanta monk “on
various aspects of life and thought of not only the people of India but also all over
the world is yet to be assessed.10 During the last decade of his life, his impact on
the middle class Hindu Bengali youth was rapidly increasing. Within a few years
after his passing away came the anti-partition movement leading to the swadeshi
(A.D. 1905-1908), a historic landmark in the annals of Bengal, the militant
nationalist movement originated from this time, attracted the youth mind who came
to the forefront of political agitations.11 The teachings of Vivekananda were gospel
to them who believed in the self-dedication to the cause of motherland.
Vivekananda’s call for ‘Arise and Awake’ was their motto.’12

He has been referred to as the educationist par excellence. And he always
gave topmost priority to education which alone can manifest ones’ inner perfection
and infuse the spirit of self-confidence within him. A preview of literature on his
thoughts on education unfolds multiple dimensions of his journey as a spiritual
leader, an educationist, a reformist and above all a teacher, the hallmark being the
emphasis on his practice of Vedanta. 13 This paper would in no way repeat the
inputs provided by the available literature which is quite enormous. Rather, the
strategy of this paper is to pick up some key features of his thoughts and scholarship,
which have been presented in the form of his sayings and messages14 and to elaborate
on them using real life examples from different walks of life like scientific
discoveries, performing arts, sports and games, teaching-learning transactions in
an academic institution, etc. the examples would reflect on the relevance of Swami
Vivekananda’s Thoughts on Education even during modern times. 15

During the nineteenth-century renaissance period, a new light has been thrown
on the age-old Hindu customs and the scriptures. Some of the nineteenth-century
religious reformers have taken the women’s social issues very seriously. 16 But for
the first time, the ascetic right of Hindu women has been explicitly recognized by
Swami Vivekananda. Ramakrishna, the teacher of Swami Vivekananda, himself
initiated many female devotees. Some of them started to live with Sarada Devi
leaving their own home also.17 Thus a feminine spiritual order was created taking
Sarada Devi as the centre. But, the recognition was not so clear. 18 Later, Swami
Vivekananda pushed the idea further, and planned a complete independent nunnery.
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For him, women are equally eligible as men to take the vow of Sannyasa.
Unfortunately, he could not fulfill his dream during his life time. The women’s
Math was established in 1954, which is almost fifty years after Vivekananda’s
demise. The present-day activities of the Sri Sarada Math have proved that Swami
Vivekananda did not make any mistake by recognizing women’s complete right
i.e. the physical, mental and spiritual rights. Needless to mention that the recognition
given by Swami Vivekananda at that time was no less than a revolution.19

It was Vivekananda’s genius to shape a new fusion of the eastern and western
ideals. This spirit of selfless service is no less important in present day society
when the world has progressed very rapidly in terms of science and technology. 20

In the present age, the world has been united on the material plane by western
technology, but has armed the people with weapons with devastating power at a
time when they have been brought in appoint blank range of each other without yet
having learnt to know and love each other.21 At this critical situation it is our sacred
duty to implement the spirit of selfless service in our day to day life which alone
can improve the relationship among the people, irrespective of caste and creed and
thus help to develop an ideal society as well as an ideal state. By following this
path we can pay our best tribute to Swami Vivekananda. Here lies the relevance of
Swami Vivekananda’s Mission of dedicated service in Modern society which is
truly profound and sublime.
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Home of the Dravidians:
The Lemurian Theory

*Dr. G. Premkumar

Abstract

Of all the theories advanced about the home of the Dravidians, two
become more pronounced than the others. They are (i) Mediterranean
Theory and (ii) The Lemurian Theory. This paper intendsto explore the
plausibility of an indigenous origin of the home of the Dravidians called
as the Lemurian Theory which isreflected in the Tamil literature.   Some
scholars havepointed out in Tamil works such as Panditrupatthu,
Cilappadikaram, Manimekhalai, and some hymns of Saint Appar and
P.Sundaram Pillai about the home of the Dravidians. It was Philip Slater,
an English Zoologist,who first employed the term Lemuria to the sub-
merged continent. Slaterpointed out about thelost Kumarikkandam.
Adding further strength, Sir Walter Raleigh postulated a theory that this
region was a cradle of mankind — the original home of the Dravidians
.In the light of Tamil literature and available sources, it is understood
that, it does not have strong evidences to establish the fact before the
already established theory of Mediterranean origin of the Dravidians.

Keywords:Home of the Dravidians-Lemurian Theory–Tamil Literature and
Scholars’ Interpretations-An enquiry.

 The origin and appearance of Dravidians in India are still moot questions
among anthropologists, ethnologists and historians. They are trying to find out
when, from, where and how did the Dravidians come to India. Their original home
is also a matter of controversy. This has made some scholars to assign them an
indigenous origin and a foreign origin as well.  Meanwhile,even after a centuryof
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research, the answer tothe question about the homeland of the Dravidians is yet to
be resolved.This paper is an attempt   to explore the Lemurian theory and to present
the possibilities of the nativity of the Dravidians in the context of thereferences
made in Tamil Literature.

Anthropologists and ethnologists like Havelock, Ellis, Herbert Risley, Edgar
Thurston, Hutton, Sociologists like Ghurye, M.N.Srinivas, I. Krishna Iyer, linguists
like Lahovari, economic historians like GilbertSlater and others have tried to solve
this riddle decades back.  The question regardingthe home of the Dravidians continues
to pester the scholastic world. Right from theonset of the 19thcentury, investigations
were being made regarding theparentage of the Dravidian family of languages1.Their
first question was whether the Dravidians areautochthonous or immigrants to India?
If that be so, when did they appear on Indian soil? 2. In the last century, many wild
conjectures have been made. But today with the advancement of etho-archaeological,
historico-anthropological and linguistic- etymological techniques, scholars of various
countries have made very effective works on these issues and found out satisfactory
answers to these questions. In this context, the archaeological and pre-historic
explorations, excavations and interpretations of findings in India and outside India
have come to their rescue.Of all the interpretations, two become more pronounced
than the others. They are (i) The Lemurian Theory and (ii) Mediterranean Theory. In
this context, A.L Basham considers the proto- Australoids as indigenous and the
palaoe-Mediterranean as the foreign3. An examination is made here to validate the
most promising one i.e the Lemurian Theory.

Some Tamil scholars advanced theLemurian theory of the origin of the
Dravidians. In fact, this is theory assigning an indigenous origin the Dravidians
based onthe Lemurian theory of early deluges4. This was developed after the 9 th or
10thcentury A.D by these Tamil scholars. Here Lemur refers to the Slender Loris 5,
an animal seen in abundance in this land. They have held that the home of the
Tamils was not limited to the Southern portion of the Indian Peninsula, but that it
lay extending over a vast mass of land stretching to the south, east west of
Kanyakumari(Cape Comarin). That has been variously called Lemuria or
Kumarikkandam, or Navamperunthivu in the Gondwana land. This vast stretch
waslost inthe floods or the deluge and the Dravidians moved northwards.

The earliest reference to this view occurs in Nakkirar’sCommentary on
theIrayanarAkapporul. Nakkirarview concerning the existence of three
TamilSangams in the past, at then Madurai (Thon Madurai), Kavatapuram and the
present Madurai, postulating the location of the earlier seats of the TamilSangam
beyond Kanyakumari. Nakkirar had mingled facts with fiction matter with myths
and legends and dates with exaggerations. But the date of Sangam is notassignable
to a period beforethe 9 th century AD.

The mythical and legendry figures appearing in theSangam literature, the
undreamably long period assigned to the existence of the Sangams, an unverifiable
number of the Sangam patrons, the Pandya Kings, and the poets who participated
in the Academy, and the reappearance of some divine figures and poets in the
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Sangam did irreparable damage to the faint historical memory about the Sangams6.
The Commentators of the Tamil Classics like Adiyarkkunallar and
Nachchinarkiniyar developed this view far more elaborately and spoke of the various
principalities of ancient Tamilaham. These Commentators are assignable to the
period approximately ranging from the 12 th to the 14th century A.D. Critics are of
the opinion that certain legends coupled with stray references to deluges in the
past, have been skillfully woven into a full-fledged theory 7.  However, several
European ethnologists, including Sir John Evans, Sir John Holderness, Prof.
Haeckel, Prof Elliot Smith and Scott Elliot, from the point of view of geological
changes that have been taken place in the extreme South, support this theory 8.

In addition, IlangoAtikal in his Cilappadikaram makes mention of a deluge
as follows:

When translated into English, the lines run : The cruel Ocean engulfed
the river Pahruli and a row of hills including the mountain Kumari 9 .A similar
deluge is mentioned in theBible too10. It is said that in this submerged region the
Pandyas had their seat of Tamil Academy. The Pandya kingwho was believedto
have conducted the festival of the three seats was NilantharuthiruvinPandyan, who
was the great patron of the Tamil Academy. Again, the Pandya king
Mudatthirumaran is said to have shifted his capital from Kavatapuram to the present
Madurai after the great deluge. Moreover, the genealogists and oceanographers
are of the opinion that Australia, Africa and South America formed part of the
Gondwanaland. They got separated from the main land because of the deluge and
became separate land masses in course of time. A deep genealogical inquiry into
this may lend support to the separation of these continents and islands from the
main continent of Lemuria or Kumarikkandam. There is no conclusive evidence to
prove such a hypothesis though literary evidences indicate the existence of such a
region submerged by the Ocean.

Reverting to our main theme of Kumarikkandam, the ancient Tamil tradition
refers to that the land south of the Vindhya Mountains was an island mentioned in
Tamil works such as Panditrupatthu, Cilappadikaram, Manimekhalai, and some
hymns of Saint Apparinthe following references ;

For the prosperity of Tamilaham hedged round the billowy sea-Paditrupattu 11.
In the billowy Ocean-girt world to the knowledge of the Tamil land –

Cilappadikaram12.
Near Tamilaham in Sambu Island-Manimekhalai13.
In the very large island called Jambudivu-Manimekhalai14.
The dwellers in the beautiful big island of Naval- Eugenia Jambolana-St.

Appar15 Suggest existence of territory. This is land JambuDvipa(island of the Rose
apple) is referred to as Lemuria by western scholars.

 But, it is unsound to contend that this is entirely an imaginative creation of
Tamil scholars. It has also received an indirect support from certain scientists.
Many European scholars including geologists, ethnologists and anthropologists,
have formulated certain ideas supported by scientific data which provided the basic
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foundation for the Lemurian theory. In fact, it was Philip Slater, an English Zoologist
who first employed the term Lemuria to the submerged continent 16in the mid-19th

century. The monkey-like animal, Lemur, as they were called, which abounded in
that region in the misty past, provided the genesis of the name Lemuria. Several
other scholars including Sir Walter Raleigh, Professor Haeckel, Sir John Evans
and Sir J.W Holderness also supported the Lemurian theory. Though there are
minor variations in their views about the exact of the content, they are in agreement
with the fundamentals17.

The exponent of the Lemurian theory postulate the existence in the bygone ages
of a huge mass of territory connecting South India with Ceylon, Malaya, Indonesia.
They are included to hold that Lemuria was the original home of the human race18.

Scott Elliot speaks of five deluges of the sea which occurred at various times
transforming the contour of the earth’s surface. The last flood is believed to have
devoured Lemuria. He holds that the first flood occurred over 10,000 centuries
ago and that others followed at various stages19.

 In addition, geographical evidence shows   the similarity in the nature of
land surface of Burma, China, the Indonesian Islands, the Vindhya hills, South
Africa and South Australia thus reinforcing   the theory of floodsand the theory of
the Lemurian Continent. Though some doubts have been cast on these postulates,
one thing seems to be certain, that in very ancient times the Himalayas and North
India beyond the Vindhyaswere submerged under the sea. Fossilized-skeletons of
aquatic animals have been discovered in the Himalayas which suggest that this
mountain range must have been under the sea 20.

Besides a Hindu myth has some reflections on this event. According to
mythology, the land in the South got elevated as God Siva (bridegroom) and his
consort Parvati(bride) had gone to the Himalayas to conduct their marriage ceremony.
Due to the heavy weight of the God and the Goddess, the Himalayas went underground
and the Peninsular India got elevated. In order   to steady the sub-continent. God
Siva sent his disciple sage Agastya to the south. The sage did what he was asked to
perform, thereby the subcontinent became balanced and steady21.

 According to certain upholders of the Lemurian theory, ancientTamilaham
over 15,000 years ago, lay stretching over Kumarikkandam. During that epoch the
Pandyan king was ruling the land with Madurai (Then Madurai or Thon Madurai)
(as it was later called) as the original capital. This Kumarikkandam was marked
off from the region now known as South India22.But there lay a stretch of land
extending beyond Kanyakumari, it can, by no means, be held that the Tamils were
the earliest inhabitants of this region. Making a slight change in the Lemurian
theory, some scholars of the South, including P.T SrinivasaIyengar, think that the
Tamils migrated from the South to the Mediterranean region23. They argue that
there is no mention anywhere in Tamil literature of the Tamils having come from a
region outside India 24. This view also tell us that, the linguistic anthropology - a
newly developed science,also compels us to conclude that South India or rather
the Lemurian Continent was the birth place of human civilization 25.

Home of the Dravidians: The Lemurian Theory
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 In recent times, some advanced studies have been done on the Lemurian
theory.  A Russian scholar Alexander Kondratov, points out that the Dravidians,
Australians and Africans, whose common racial stock must have livedin the
Lemurian region and they moved to the world26. This theory finds support in the
writings of K.P.Aravanan27. He argues that both the African and the Dravidian
races would have evolved from single and common race. Perhaps it had happened
in the Gondwanaland. But that must have been taken in by what we now call the
Indian Ocean. The submersion of the land has been recorded in Dravidian literature,
specificallyin the classical Tamil literature. Some folk-legends from Africa also
confirm this. Prior to whatwe today call the Indian Ocean, it is presumed that a
missingland bridge was there. It linked the African and the India. In the presence
of the ancient Tamils the sea would have collapsed the land bridge. As a consequence
the people would have vacated their location and moved north ward and settled in
Madurai. This incident has been recorded in Tamil literature. He further says, the
same language and some other similarities are not common to all human races, but
common only to Africans, Dravidians and aboriginals of Australia 28.

 The above mentioned observation and findings seem to be enough to suggest
that the LemurianContinent was the home of the Dravidians. The forefathers of the
Tamils lived at a very early time far out in the Southern sea, where, perhaps, the
first Tamil Sangam flourished. The mention of Kav(p)adapuram in the Ramayana
and the Arthasastra adds support to the idea of the second Sangam existing in the
Kanyakumari followed by the third Sangam in the present Madurai. In due course,
the Dravidians seem to have spread over the whole of South India large parts of
North India, and even to the Brahui in Baluchistan 29.

 The investigations made by the European scholars lend support to the
Lemuriantheory regardingtheorigin of the Dravidians. Slater put forward the theory
of the Lost Kumarikkandam. However,Sir Walter Raleigh postulated a theory that
this region was a cradle of mankind. Adding further strength, John Evans made a
special reference to south India in his discourse to the British Association in 1897
as the original home of mankind30. To add further credence to this idea Prof.
SundaramPillai, observed that the scientific historian of India should begin his
enquiry with the basin Krishna, Cauvery and of the Vaigaiand not with the Gangetic
plain31. Prof. Pillai’s observation awakened the South Indian Tamil scholars and
later it gave a strong impetus to the Lemurian theory.

Criticismon Lemurian Theory

Sir R.E Mortimer Wheeler and A.L Basham, who revised Vincent A. Smith’s Oxford
History of Indiapoints out thatSundaramPillai’s advice cannot be acceptedin practice
because the material remains on early Dravidian institution are not yet sufficiently
explored32. It is not the fault of the historians, but of the successive governments,
anthropologists, archaeologists and oceanographers. Strong objections have been
raised against this theory. First of all, this theory lacks material evidence in support
of it. Some unsystematic oceanographic investigations conducted by some
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investigators to collect some material evidence in the Ocean had not bone fruit.
Even that animal Slender Loris, found abundantly in those far off days, is now lost
to us. The story about the existence of the three Sangams is said to be later day
fabrication, which in fact, does not stand the test of time. There is unbelievable
additions in the date of the three Sangams, which appears to be more factious than
factual. It is a myth to think of gods and divine beings making their presence in the
Sangams and continuing to remain there for an unthinkable period of time and
practicing in the successive Sangams. Even the term Sangam is of later origin,
with particular reference to Tamil literature i.e. only after the spread of the Buddhists.

Conclusion

Since historical research is based on evidences scholars have to derive their
conclusionsbased on the interpretation of the proofin the absence of reliable
evidences only they could make use of oral traditions such as folklore,myth and
legends.In the study of races all these sources are made use of in a balanced way.In
such an effort anthropological, archaeological, geological and ethnological findings
come to rescue of the historians.Here in this study of locating the original home of
the Dravidians on the light of Tamil literature and available sources, it is understood
that, the Lemurian theory has strong evidences to be put up against the already
established theory of Mediterranean origin of the Dravidians. And these
evidencescannot berejected outrightly. The Lemurian theory regarding the original
home of the Dravidians has strong literary evidences and therefore will have to be
considered with due importance and seriousness.
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21.
Vivekananda:

The Architect of Spiritual Nationalism

*Dr. Kalal Bakhala

Abstract

Swami Vivekananda was one of the foremost Hindu philosophers of mod-
ern India. He was a nationalist thinker and a great orator who inspired
countless young Indians to rise up against British exploitation. He placed
the Hindu Philosophy on the world map and preached its value and rel-
evance to the west. As a political thinker, Swami Vivekananda gave im-
portance to mass mobilization. In fact, he found fault with the erstwhile
leadership of congress as it was not doing enough work on the ground.
However, he considered it important as the Indian masses had to be made
aware of the British excesses. Swami Vivekananda called for strength and
fearlessness. His concept of religion was not narrow and he talked about
humanity and spirituality for true awakening of the nationalist spirit.

Swami Vivekananda occupies a very special place among the thinkers of
modern India. Many gernerations of Indian nationalists beginning with the early
20th century were practically reared up, inspired and steered by the fiery speeches
and writings of Swami Vivekananda. His call to the youth of the country to fight
for the upliftment of the downtrodden, his revolutionary approach to the probem
of liquidating the privileges of the rich and giving the toilers their due, his crusade
against untouchability and above all, his teachings for the purification of the soul
were later adopted by the successive generations of political leaders.

Vivekananda did not take part in politics. He did not make political speeches
attacking British rule, nor did he raise the banner of political revolt to secure
independence for his country. Swamiji was a patriot but he had a very poor opinion
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of the Indian National Congress, which was then, in the grip of the Moderates.
How often sarcastically referred to the begging missions of the Congress. 1

Vivekananda played a great role in preparing the ground for the politics of
independence and gave India a new political ideology through his reinterpretation of
Vedanta and Hindu religion and his concern for the masses and their problem. The
triumph of his spiritual mission in the west, his success in placing Indian Philosophy
(Vadanta) on the world map and winning the respect of Americans and Europeans,
when his own country was still a British colony, all acted as a tonic on his countrymen
and helped to restore their self-respect and revived their confidence in India’s national
destiny.2 In fact Swamiji was politically far ahead of his times. The importance he
attached to the masses, the indignation he displayed on their exploitation, the pride
he showed in India’s ancient culture and religion without becoming either revivalist
or obscurantist, his desire for the country to get the benefits of Western science and
technology for national development without falling into the trap of slavish imitation
of western ways of life and the importance he attached to the upliftment of women
and the backward classes, all these go along to prove his modernity. The ideas that
Swamiji propounded, especially, his idea of spiritual nationalism was revolutionary
for the India of his times. ‘Though not in politics, he did exert a visible influence on
the political developments in the country’.3

Three factors contributed to the growth and development of Swamiji’s
spiritual nationalism. His early education, his spiritual training under Guru
Ramkrishna and his love and knowledge of Indian culture, his religion and people.
According to C.M. Saraswati, “His study of Western science and philosophy and
his acquisition of Eastern wisdom enabled him to reconcile the discoveries of science
with the result of researches into realms of spirit made by the sages of India, and
present the religion of the Upanishads and the philosophy of Vedanta in a manner
that appealed to modern man.”4

Religion and Nationalism:-To Swami Vivekananda, Hindusim was the
mother of religions and this can be, to some extent, demonstrated historically. But
the Hinduism of Vivekananda did not mean, ‘the cluster of obscure cults and
ritualistic superstitions, orthodox dogmas and primitive ceremonialism which,
unfortunately, the European critic is very keen in observing, but it signified to him
a body of moral and spiritual injunctions and primordial super temporal laws for
the upliftment of humanity.5 Infact, Vivekananda was representative of entire
Hinduism from the Vedas to Vaishanavism. He did not emphasize the Vedas to the
same extent as did Swami Dayanand. Vivekananda was impressed by the
‘Gyankanda’ of the Upanishads. The Universalism of Vivekananda reminded one
of the catholic culture of Ashoka.

Vivekananda maintained that there is one all dominating principle
manifesting itself in the life of each nation. Religion, for example, had been the
momentous guiding principles in India’s history. He declared, “In each nation, as
in music, there is a main note, a central theme, upon which all others turn. Each
nation has a theme, everything else is secondary. India’s theme is religion. Social
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reform and everything else are secondary.”6 He hence, worked to build the
foundations of a religious theory of nationalism which was later advanced and
advocated by Bipin Chandra Pal and Aurobindo. Vivekananda was the passionate
advocate of the religious (spiritual) theory of nationalism, because, religion, he
stated, “had to make the back bone of the national life.” 7 He believed that the
future greatness of a nation could be built only on the foundations of the past
greatness. He further explained, “To be unmindful of the past is tantamount to the
negation of the very being of the nation. It means almost ignoring its existence.
Hence, Indian nationalism has to be built on the stable foundation of the past
historical heritage.”8

In the past, the creativity of India expressed itself mainly and dominantly. In
the sphere of religion. Religion in India had been a creative force of integration
and stability and if and when the, political authority had become loose and weak; it
imparted even to that a force of rehabilitation. Therefore, Vivekananda advocated
that the national life should be organized on the basis of the religious ideal. ‘Religion
had been the persistant basis of Indian life and all reforms, social or cultural, must
come through religion to be able to obtain the adherence of the masses.’ 9

Social Aspect of Nationalism

To Vivekananda, a nation is composed of individuals. All individuals should
cultivate noble virtues like manliness, a sense of human dignity and honour. There
individualistic qualities had to be supplemented with a positive sense of love for
our motherland. Without the deep sense of selfless service it was futile to talk
about national cohesion and fraternity. It was essential to identify one’s ego with
the ego of the country and the nation. In this way, Vivekananda’s approach to
nationalism is more comprensive and constructive than that of the Western
Philosophers, who only emphasize the social elements of nationalism. For Swamiji,
the nation is a community, but no matter how much we laud the organic character
of the nation, the individuals are the real components of the national structure and
hence without healthy, moral and kind individual, it is futile to expect that the
nation will be great and prosperous. The national life of India had been built, in the
past, on the foundation of the ideas of service for the community and emancipation
for the individual. These noble concepts had once again to be reinforced if India
had to be a great nation.10 Advocating the moral foundations of national solidarity
Vivekananda gave an inspired call to all Indians.

“Thou brave one, be bold, take courage, be proud that thou are an Indian and
proclaim, ‘I am an Indian, and every Indian is my brother’. Say ‘the ignorant Indian,
the poor and destitute Indian, the Brahmin Indian, the pariah, is my brother.” 11

Vivekananda literally wept for the masses of India. By his preaching and
writings he wanted to highlight the aspritions and intense sufferings of the masses.
Diagnosing the cause of India’s sufferings he declared, “We as a nation have lost
our individuality, and that is the cause of all mischief in India. We have to give
back to the nation its lost individuality and raise the masses. The Hindu, the
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Mohammendan, the Christian, all have trampled them under foot. The force to
raise them again must come from inside, that is, from orthodox Hindus. In every
country evil exists, not with, but against, religion. Religion, therefore, is not to
blame for the plight of the masses, but men.”12

Vivekananda was an ardent patriot and had tremendous love for the country.
He was the embodiment of emotional patriotism. However, he did not openly
advocate the cause of India’s political freedom. He could not so for two reasons.
First, he considered himself as a Sanyasin and did not want to involve in political
and legal controversies. He explained his position in September 1894. “I am no
politician’ or political agitator. I care only for spirit. So you must warm the Calcutta
people that no political significance be ever attached falsely to any of my writings
or sayings. I have said a few harsh words in honest criticism of Christian
governments in general, but that does not mean that I care for, or have any connection
with politics.”13

Secondly, in those days, the British imperialistic power was firmly entrenched
in India. If Vivekananda would have openly advocated the cause of political
autonomy he was sure to meet with imprisonment. That would have meant loss of
his energy and detraction from the work that was class to his heart, the moral and
religious regeneration of his countrymen. But although, Swamiji did not openly
advocate any protestant theory of Indian nationalism in opposition to British
imperialism, he was intensely devoted to the cause of the poor and down trodden. 14

so instead to talking about political freedom and social justice, he talked about a
more basic concept-strength. Without strength we can neither preserve our individual
existence nor can we fight for the vindication of our rights. The most significant
legacy of Swamiji was that he reconciled life and religion and gave a national and
almost pragmatic definition of religion, ‘Strength is religion, “He declared, “The
essence of my religion is strength. The religion that does not infuse strength into
the heart is no religion to me, be it of the Upanishads, the Gita or the Bhagvatism
strength is greater than religion and nothing is greater than strength.” 15

Thus, to preach the gospel of strength and fearlessness to a politically prostrate
nation is to impart a message of great political significance, because the masculine
message of man making has solid national meaning. At a time when the nation was
seized with apathy, inertia and despair, Vivekananda thundered the gospel of strength
and fearlessness. Strength was the political testament of Vivekananda to the Indian
nation. Swamiji also criticized the Indian National Congress of those days because
it did not make any efforts for making the Indian people strong and fearless. In an
interview, when he was asked, “But have you no faith in what congress in doing?”
He replied, “No, I have not. But, of course, something is better than nothing, and it
is good to push the sleeping nation from all sides to wake it up. Can you tell me
what congress had been doing for the masses? Do you think merely passing a few
resolutions will bring you freedom” I have no faith in that. The masses must be
awakened first. Let them have full meals, and they will work out their own salvation.
If congres doest anything for them, it has my sympathy.”16
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In another interview the further defined his concept of nationalism and its
organic relationship with religion. He said, “So long as even a dog of my country
remains without food, to feed and take care of him is my religion, and anything
else is either non-religion or false religion.”17 At a time, when Indian leadership
and intelligentsia were busy imitating the Western culture and values, he boldly
proclaimed that the west had to learn much from India. He had the bold vision to
foresee that a mechanical nationalism busy with the apportionment of spoils cannot
be lasting. An organic growth of nationalism necessitates the cultivation by the
people of the virtues of charity, chastity, love, sacrifice and abnegation. For him
nationalism was a pure and sacred concept but he also stood for the divinity of
man. And this is the secret of the great appeal of his teachings and message, even
after hundred years of his death.
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22.
Tackling Covid-19 Thought Gandhian
Perspective on Nutrition, Sanitation

and Health Care.
*Dr. Jayant Kumar

Abstract

Corona Pandemic starting from Wuhan City in China has become the
fifth documented Pandemic since the 1918 flu Pandemic. From Wuhan
in China it has Subsequently spread globally affecting almost 215 coun-
tries and resulting in fatalities of around 11 lakhs people and affecting
more than 3 crore people. In India also the cases has increased expo-
nentially Since unlock phase with around 72 lakhs people affected till
date and fatalities around 1 lakhs five thousand people. The first case
was reported on January 30, 2020 in Kerala and from then it has af-
fected all the states and union territories in India with India reporting
the maximum number of Cases on a daily basis Since August 7 th, 2020.

The grave paradox is that it has no medicine for it to cure the disease as
declared by WHO and Vaccination also appears to be a distant reality. However,
efforts are in the direction to find a suitable vaccination for it for which trials are
going on in different countries. Thus it becomes essential to look into the Gandhian
perspective on nutrition, Sanitation and health care to tide the virus and mitigate
the effects. Gandhi has been focussing on sound nutrition, Sanitation and especially
cleanliness of the common masses living in seven lakhs villages in India as per the
figure made out in the year 1934. His emphasis on treatment through Nature care,
through naturopathy and Sanitation is now perceived as a Solution to stem the tide
and mitigate the effects of Corona Virus which has disrupted the world Socially,
economically and psychologically. In treating infectious diseases Gandhi focussed
on village sanitation, Sanitation of the people quite long back during the freedom
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struggle. His Visionary aspect has been analysed Vigorously in paper with his
focus on environmental concerns Sustainable development and ways to tackle
infectious diseases. He also minimised the role of the state in this regard and made
people the Principal instrument in tacking the burst of infectious diseases Through
self isolation and quarantine.

Key words:- Quarantine (A period of time when a person that has an
infections disease must be kept away from other people.)

Pandemic ( a disease that spreads over a whole country or the whole world.)

The novel human Corona Virus disease Covid-19 was first reported in the
city Wuhan of Hubei Province in China, and Subsequently Spread globally Covering
almost 215 countries. It is officially known as Severe acute respiratory syndrome
corona Virus 2 ( SARS-Cov-2) believed to be a spill over of an animal Corona
virus and later adapted the ability of human transmission. In India the first cases
was reported in kerala on 30th January, 2020 and by the time when the first Lockdown
was announced by the government of India Cases were only hovering around a
little above 600 cases through out India. This was a time when European countries
like Spain, Italy, Germany and Great Britain were badly affected by the Pandemic.
America, Russia and Asean countries like china, Iran were also reporting cases in
multitude. Till then India was under the most draconian and stringent lockdown
which continued till May 31st, 2020 with certain eases on restrictions.

The unlock phase started from 1st June, 2020 gradually and from then the
pandemic erupted in horrendous proportion. On 15 th May, 2020 we overtook china
with 81,859 Corona Cases and 2578 deaths. On June 6, 2020 the confirmed Corona
cases in India overtook that of Italy becoming the country with the Sixth-highest
number of confirmed cases in the world to 236657. Just within a week on 12 th

June, 2020 India’s Covid-19 cases Surged past that of the UK with confirmed
cases standing that of 297535. On 6 th July, 2020 India overtakes Russia in corona
cases with tally reaching to 697413 and with 19693 deaths. On 7 th September,
2020 India recorded more than 90000 new cases in a day with the tally reaching to
4204613 with reported 71642 deaths. From 7 th August, 2020 India has been
outpacing both the USA and Brazil in new daily cases 3 .

Presently when the article is being written we have crossed 71 lakh cases
with fatalities around 1 lakh five thousands. It seems probable that within a fortnight
from 10th October, 2020 we would earn the dubious distinction of being a world
leader in corona cases overtaking USA in the process. We have completely
mismanaged the Corona Virus crisis with the mass infection and economic adversity.
Now in order to tackle this crisis of mass infection and economic adversity it is
essential to dwell on the strategy adopted by Mahatma Gandhi on nutrition,
Sanitation, infectious diseases and Health care. Since Vaccination is still a far cry
and that its efficacy can be doubted even if it comes we would be exploring Gandhian
insight into health care.

A case is made out for evaluating Gandhi as a political thinker who appreciated
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not only the ethical need for the state to provide health care but also the strategic
importance of including health care issues in grassroots politics. Here   we also would
also be focussing on the constructive programme of Gandhi which laid emphasis on
village nutrition and sanitation work as a means of improving the health status.

In tackling covid-19 also Since Vaccination is still a far cry cleanliness has
been emphasised upon. Very much like Gandhian strategy on Sanitation and
therefore hand-hygiene, Washing hands frequently with soap and Water covering
faces with mark should be a normal practise.

Epidemiologists in this Covid-19 time is also speaking about sound nutrition in
the context of health as Gandhi was also focussing upon1. Gandhi made people realised
the benefits of a wholesome diet with micronutrients, fibres and anti oxidant properties
and which could help in building the Sound immune system2. Gandhi insisted that
people should not look to the government for it and therefore emphasised that people
adopt to improved diet such as the use of pounded rather than policed rice and frequent
use of coarse grains like Jowar, bazra in addition to wheat and Rice3. He believed that
the prime responsibility of good nutrition was in the hands of people themselves4.

Thus Gandhi believed in ‘Education in Health and Hygiene 5’. He focussed
on rural hygiene and stressed the need to instill an appreciation of the importance
of diet among the people.

In Covid-19 time also Medical fraternity are focussing on sound nutrition
and food rich in anti oxidant properties to build sound immune system very much
like Gandhi who believed that nutrition is a prerequisite to health 6.

For Gandhi Sanitation was prerequisite to Sound health and Places the onus
for Sanitation Squarely on the people7. He believed that Poverty is no bar to sanitation
and that chronic breach of sanitation are to be blamed for infections diseases8. The
same thing is happening now in cases of covind-19 rising exponentially all across
the globe and especially now in India with a high density of population. For Gandhi
village sanitation was must and that corporation should be measured not by the number
and beauty of its places, but by the Condition of its slums9.

In Mumbai also during this covid-19 times Dharavi, the slum area witnessed
horrendous spike of corona virus cases. The economic impact of insanitation was acutely
felt by Gandhi as was the case with nutritional deficiency. Very much like today’s
medical fraternity Gandhi also believed that several diseases could be controlled through
better sanitation and that he fully realised the impact of  insanitary conditions on the
outbreak of a host of infectious disease . To reiterate Gandhi was convinced that no
effort at improving sanitation would be worth while until it had mass support10. The
state has a minimal role to pay in it. Gandhi while treating infectious diseases expected
the populace to be self reliant rather than look to the state for help11.

However, as in corona pandemic with almost 3 crore people affected and 10
lakh fatalities and the medical fraternity working hard to get full tested vaccine for
it Gandhi had a bit divergent views. He seems to have contracted an irrational
dislike of the concept of vaccination and was convinced that vaccination has failed
and disapproved of it from every point of view12.
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However, later he changed his stand a bit and emphasised that we should
make arrangements  for those who wish to get inoculated, but we should not force
those who are unwilling.

However as in corona virus treatment now he was in favour of isolating
those people who had contracted infections diseases. In this corona pandemic also
very much like Gandhian strategy the focus is on good nutrition, Sanitation with
emphasis on hand-hygiene through frequent use of hand wash and self isolation in
case of contracting an infection. Moreover, this was Gandhi personal views against
vaccination and he never liked people to copy him. His main stand was either we
get ourselves vaccinated or we quit the place. He even declared that it would be
safer to ignore his views regarding vaccination.

As in the treatment of corona emphasis is made on naturopathy through getting
the body exposed to sunlight, use of herbs like basil plants ‘giloy’ and Aswagandha
rich in anti oxidant properties and clean air and water therapy in the Gandhian
strategy. Gandhi’s views on therapeutic intervention in infectious diseases were
also novel to say the least. He had certain sense of disillusionment with the false
science of modern western medicine and was also no unqualified admired of
indigenous ( Ayurvedic, unani) or alternative ( homeopathic) medicine for its
obscurantism and inefficacy. Instead, he seems to have preferred a clean and
complete break with medicine believing in more with nature care clinic incorporating
indigenous ideas and being self reliant in it with insistence on not using any foreign
things. When he talks of village sanitation he ideally means the common masses
and marginalized people who are to be covered under the scheme.

This seems practical in the sense that even in this corona pandemic no medicine
is there for cure and prevention is more emphasised thought sanitation in the form
of hand hygiene, covering the face with masks. When speaking about this mysterious
disease of covid-19 affecting the Mankind globally in almost 215 countries the
one view percolating is that it has spread from the consumption of bat supposed to
be the carrier of the disease thus giving strength to the view that the Earth has
enough resources for our need but not for our greed. This speaks his concern for
nature and environment and the preservation of diverse life forms. He believed in
the concept of sarvodaya which forms a part of environmental ethics implying
harmonious existence with nature and other living beings and also shunning of
over consumerist tendencies. Since we are degenerating environment new diseases
like SARS and Covid-19 are emerging.Therefore the needs of the time in tackling
such viral infections are living in conformity with the environment adopting the
sanitation measures through maintaining high hand hygiene and shunning over
consumerist tendencies as advocated by Mahatma Gandhi. The entire world is
now in the grip of this pandemic with no cure appearing right now.  Gandhian
strategy on nutrition, health care and sanitation is an antidote to curb this global
pandemic of corona virus.
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23.
An Inquiry Into Mountaineering Through

The Sherpa Prism
             *Squadron Leader Toolika Rani (retd)

Abstract

After the historical climbs of Mt. Annapurna and Mt. Everest, moun-
taineering has emerged as the main economic activity in Nepal. The
Sherpa community residing high in the Himalayas has come to be asso-
ciated with it due to their high stamina, tremendous load-bearing ca-
pacity, and co-operative nature towards the climbers. While mountain-
eering as a business has opened up new vistas for the hardy Sherpas, it
has not been an easy engagement without challenges. This paper delves
into the triangle of relationship between the Sherpas, the mountains and
the climbers, mostly westerners, on each fulcrum. It seeks to carry out a
cost-benefit analysis and show the way forward for a more sustainable
and harmonious utilization of the nature’s gift to Nepal, keeping the
people who live in the shadow of these high mountains as the focus.

Key words: Mountaineering, Sherpa, Nepal, Everest, Sustainable

Geologically younger Himalayas are home to the highest mountains of the
world. Fourteen peaks above 8000 Meter i.e. Mt. Everest, the highest peak on
planet earth, Mt. Kunchenjunga, Manasulu, Dhaulagiri, Makalu etc. fall in
Himalayas and are a major attraction for mountaineers from all around the world.
Nepal boasts of having eight out of these most challenging and coveted peaks,
however, in contrast to the craze revolving around these peaks in the western world,
Nepalese themselves are not as driven to climb them. For them, the mountains are
their home, the abode of their revered deities and spirits. Sherpa, an ethnic group
of people in Nepal, mainly living in high Himalayas are considered as exceptionally
good climbers, gifted with comparatively robust oxygen intake system which has
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genetically evolved over the years due to their continued residence in high altitude.
However, mountaineering is largely a western concept for them, introduced by
adrenaline seeking rich people or the European nations turning mountains into
another competing arena for national glory and superiority. Surviving in harsh
conditions with limited avenues for livelihood, it has opened new vistas for the
Sherpas as an income generating activity. Thus, the lens through which the outside
world views these peaks and associated activities i.e. mountaineering and trekking,
and through which the Sherpas view them are entirely different. While the former
flock to mountains for having an escapade or to bring some thrill in their lives, the
Sherpas associate themselves with the climbing business to make their ends meet.
The former have a choice but is the same applicable to the Sherpas? The answer
lies in the evaluation of their socio-economic condition, the evolution of
mountaineering in Himalayas, especially Solu-Khumbu, the centre of Sherpa
concentration, and the impact of mountaineering as a commercial activity on the
Sherpa’s socio-economic and cultural fabric. As Sherry B. Ortner writes in her
book Life and Death on Mt. Everest: Sherpa and Himalayan Mountaineering,”In
order to get any depth of insight into the dynamics of the relationship between
Sherpas and sahibs, we must situate both groups very carefully in their own contexts,
both within a given historical period and across time.” 1

Advent of Mountaineering in Nepal

Nepal opened for tourists in the year 1949 and having a vast array of 1792 peaks out
of which 326 are now open to climb2, mountaineering became the most prominent
source of livelihood in addition to agriculture. Mt. Annapurna became the first 8000m
peak to be climbed, in 1950 by the legend Maurice Herzog and then came the historic
first successful climb of the Mt. Everest in 1953 by Edmund Hillary and Tenzing
Norgay. In both these expeditions, the role of Sherpas had been vital. Since then, the
mountaineering and trekking industry has expanded exponentially; professional
trekking agencies have sprung up which provide all the logistics and the Sherpa
guides; the erstwhile Sahib-Sherpa relationship has changed into Professional-client
equation with Sherpas emerging as the stronger ones.

Three areas i.e. Annapurna region, Everest region, and Langtang are the main
mountaineering/trekking regions in Nepal and attract approximately 87% of the
entire tourists related to these fields arriving in Nepal. As per the Sagarmatha
National Park Records, the number of Tourist visiting the Everest Region has
increased from 1406 in 1971/72 to 37124 in 2014/15. 3 It is a major source of
revenue to the state as well as income to the people especially the Sherpas. However,
a development of such a massive nature has both sides to it; the one that nurtures,
may also destruct. Even if the impact is not so drastic, rise of mountaineering as a
commercial activity has had visible effects on the Sherpas of Solu-Khumbu. A
balanced overview of these is essential to guide the future course of events to
ensure that the benefits outweigh the cost.
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Mt. Everest from the Base Camp, source: Squadron Leader Toolika Rani

Blessing for a Rugged Landlocked Country

In a developing landlocked mountainous country, with not many avenues of earning
through trade, Sherpas depended primarily on agro-pastoralism for their survival.
Still, apart from a few pre-monsoon and post monsoon months when
mountaineering/trekking is feasible, they cultivate their fields. Mountaineering has
provided them with a high income activity that sustains them throughout the year.
Since education facilities have yet not been established in the remote and high
regions, mountaineering has opened up avenues for even the uneducated, as they
associate with the climbing industry in various capacities. The young and from the
lowest strata start with working as a porter, the enterprising ones rising to becoming
the guides and eventually opening up their own trekking agencies, employing others
in return. Several others have opened lodges along the trekking routes and do a
brisk business during the climbing season. The associated industries such as
specialized clothing and equipment for mountaineering, food hubs, hotels,
transportation etc. are driven by the mountaineering business in the centre and the
entire economy has started evolving around Everest and other peaks to such an
extent that Nepal has become synonym with climbing. Thamel area in Kathmandu
and Namche Bazaar along the path to Everest Base Camp have developed as the
hub of mountaineering/trekking clothing and equipment market. Handicraft industry
mainly based on Buddhist artifacts has also received a boost. Some Sherpa guides
even have the opportunity to work in foreign nations on contractual basis. The
author’s Sherpa Pimba has been working in Norway as a mountain guide.

An Inquiry Into Mountaineering Through The Sherpa Prism
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Bird’s eye view of the tourist lodges at Namche Bazaar on the way to Everest
base camp

Source: Squadron Leader Toolika Rani

The revenue potential of the industry has attracted the attention of policy makers
and administrators and gradual development of infrastructure is being undertaken in
these areas. The airstrip and the hospital at Lukla, the helicopter service till Everest
base Camp, the school at Khumjung, and laying of the electricity and mobile towers
are a few examples of this, which has in turn benefitted the residents, majority being
the Sherpas. However, this development has largely remained confined to the key
points only, the remote areas still being deficient in basic infrastructure.  Economic
betterment has enabled them to afford education for their siblings or children in the
cities. The author while climbing Mt. Everest in 2012 upon interacting with her 27
year old Sherpa found out that he hailed from a village situated at 15,000 feet at the
base of Everest region, and had wanted to be a pilot. However, the financial constraints
compelled him to take up work as a mountaineering guide but he had got his younger
siblings admitted to a school in Kathmandu. A similar story is replicated in several of
the Sherpa households where one member gets into mountaineering business and is
able to afford education for other members.

Even the cultural interaction with the western clients has brought in a number
of positive changes. As Kunwar R.R. (2006) notes that along with bringing money
to the region, tourists also bring a visible life style. When two different cultures
meet, there is bound to be an exchange of ideas, values, technology, consumer
habits etc.4Through western appreciation of the Sherpa culture, the local people
have become aware of the need of preservation of their culture and it has enhanced
their sense of pride in their cultural heritage. Every time before embarking on the
climb on Everest or any other peak, the Sherpas organize a mass Pooja ceremony
at Base Camp in which all the team members participate. The serenity, the air of
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veneration and respect to mountains, the Sherpa spirituality have been a highlight
of many documentary features and has thus found appreciation in far-away lands
in West even amongst the non-climbers. The Sherpa community dance at the end
of a successful and safe climb is a reflection of their harmonious existence. The
memoirs, travelogues and books written on these expeditions have narrated the
jovial nature of the Sherpas and it has earned them the sobriquet of being loyal,
helpful, cheerful companions on the mountains.

Climb in progress on Mt. Everest, Author (second from below) with her Sherpa
Pekma (first from below),

Source: Squadron Leader Toolika Rani

The Flip Side and the Challenges : Over dependence on Mountaineering
in the economic field has led to certain unforeseen and undesired changes such as
seasonal unemployment, since due to heavy snow fall and storms high up in the
mountains, the climbing window is limited to only a few months. These months
witness an outflow of men to the trekking areas and the whole burden of agriculture
and family management falls on women. Even though the Sherpas are genetically
more suited to the extreme cold conditions and high altitude, the risk associated
with mountaineering such as avalanches, snow blizzards, crevasses have claimed
many a Sherpa lives. Maria Coffey in her book ‘Where the Mountain Casts its
Shadow’ (2005)5 has very poignantly traced the lives and pains of those left behind,
struggling to come to terms with the untimely loss of their dear ones on the
mountains. Due to extremely treacherous landscape of High Himalayas, most of
the times the bodies of the dead remain untraced and thus for many family members
the death of their dear ones emotionally never sinks in, they keep struggling for an
emotional closure. In addition the material realities of surviving without the bread
earner are hard to face.

An Inquiry Into Mountaineering Through The Sherpa Prism
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Tourism based industry has also impacted the traditional agriculture as the
focus is gradually shifting towards growing cash crops. The market is affected by the
external developments, import of food stuff to cater to the western taste is on the rise,
inflation comes as a byproduct of all this. The land use has been altered and exploitation
of natural resources to fuel mountaineering industry is on the rise which raises concerns
over ecological balance in a highly sensitive Himalayan zone. Rising number of
expeditions and treks leave the mountains littered with garbage and the glaciers
being the sources of major Himalayan Rivers, the pollutants naturally run down to
the plains, affecting the entire downstream ecosystem, endangering both flora and
fauna and human health. Empty oxygen bottles, worn out equipment, ropes, plastic,
ready to eat containers scattered at the summit camp of Everest at 26,000 feet have
forced many to question the desire of human beings to explore and in turn spoil the
natural pristine landscape for the sake of thrill and glory. Better economic
opportunities in mountaineering business have increased rural-urban migration as
Kathmandu has emerged as the hub of these adventure agencies. The accompanying
repercussions such as demographic changes, overcrowding in the cities,
overexploitation of resources and imbalanced regional growth have already set in.

The cultural comingling comes with the risk of commercialization of Sherpa
festivals and local arts and artifacts as souvenirs, thus eroding their essence as a
community combining force. It becomes more a performance for financial gain
than a means to spiritually connect with oneself and the people around. Visible
alteration in eating habits, dress, music preferences evoke concern as blind imitation
of western lifestyle sets in, especially in the youth. Need to communicate with the
clients has made them proficient in English but the Sherpa language is losing traction
with the young. Sometimes the meeting of Asian and Oriental cultures produces
another effect- that of conflict. The Buddhist ethos and spirituality is still deeply a
part of the Sherpa lives. Moreover, due to exposure, the Sherpas are becoming
more aware of their importance in the climbing business and are more assertive
and less inclined to accept western superiority and fit into the role of just a hired
assistant. The infamous brawl at Everest Camp-II at 22,000 feet, in 2013 where
three famous European climbers got in a physical scuffle with Sherpas is a
manifestation of the tension brewing just beneath the surface.

Conclusion: Search for Sustainability and Harmony

Sherpas call Mt. Everest as Sagarmatha- Goddess of the Sky, and approach it in a
highly spiritual way. Despite it being their major source of livelihood, for them the
mountains are still to be worshipped, and their wrath to be feared. It is an undeniable
fact that mountaineering has immensely contributed in the well-being and upliftment
of the Sherpas. The high rising mountains are definitely an asset for Nepal as well
as its people. However, due to the risk, uncertainty and hard labour involved in it,
the general inclination among the Sherpa community is towards education and
getting better options. As Tashi Sherpa points out in an interview with Outside
magazine that many old Sherpas don’t want their sons to work as guides, they
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think that if they can educate them, a better future awaits them.6 The same opinion
is aired by Apa Sherpa, who has climbed Mt. Everest 21 times, in a documentary
as he recalls the hard life lived by him. “My dream is to support education in rural
Nepal. It is unnecessary to have our children risk their lives in the mountains.
Without education, we have no choice.” 7Edmund Hillary had started some schools
in Khumbu region, now Apa Sherpa is supporting the cause.

The Sherpa’s issues are getting attention, as they have organized themselves
and are represented in Nepal Mountaineering Association.Sagarmatha Pollution
Control Committee looks after the garbage management at the Base Camp, and
special cleaning expeditions are organized by various groups to bring down litter
from higher camps. The safety precautions on higher mountains especially Mt.
Everest, which has been witnessing traffic jams as high as above 26,000 feet which
falls in death zone need to be put in place after consultation between experienced
Sherpas and climbers. A cultural sensitization program within the Sherpa community
as well as among the climbers/trekkers intending to come to Nepal would reduce
the cultural erosion and tensions. A balance between the economic pursuit and
ecological sustainability has to be derived by limiting the number of permits issued
in a season, so as not to endanger the lives of those who live at the base –the
Sherpas. As Apa Sherpa aptly sums up, “The true beauty of Nepal isn’t in the
mountains but the people who live in their shadow.”8 Thus for any policy making,
the Sherpa and the mountains shall be viewed in conjunction, not in isolation.
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